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who has followed the recent controversy over American un-
employment statistics is aware of the definitional and technical pitfalls
involved in the preparation of a single unemployment series, to say
nothing of the problems involved in comparing several series for the
same country emanating from different sources. Such difficulties are
thrice compounded in international comparisons in which the data to
be compared have no common basis in economic structure and political
and social institutions. On its face, unemployment among industrial
workers appears to be a fairly simple concept. In fact, it is a complex
multi-dimensional phenomenon, imperfectly measured even in the
industrial nations of the West. Nevertheless, interest in unemployment,
both as an aspect of the comparative development of national econ-
omies and as a factor powerfully influencing the role of nations in the
world economy, has stimulated efforts in the past to secure some
measure of unemployment going beyond national boundary lines. The
most ambitious attempt was the construction of an international index
of unemployment by John Lindberg of the International Labour
Office.' Successive international conferences of labor statisticians have
agreed upon the importance of altering statistical practice to the end
of facilitating international comparison, but actual progress in this
direction has been S1OW.2 Helpful in this respect have been several
Note: The authors wish to express their appreciation to Professor Clarence D.
Long and to Mrs. Ruth P. Mack for a helpful reading of the first draft of this paper.
The Institute of Industrial Relations, University of California, Berkeley, provided
material assistance. in the preparation of the paper.
1Thisindex was computed by averaging percentages of unemployment for 15
countries, weighted by occupied industrial population as indicated by census data.
The figures are available for the years 1929 to 1938. For the details of method
and calculation, see John Lindberg, "An Attempt to Construct International
Measures of Unemployment" (October 1932, p. 491), "Some Problems in the
Construction of Index Numbers of Unemployment" (April 1934, p. 472), "World
Index Numbers of Unemployment" (January 1939, p. 118), and "World Level of
Unemployment" (June 1939, p. 812), in the International Labour Review.
2SeeThe Second International Conference of Labour Statisticians, Interna-
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reports of the ILO dealing with specific problems involved in recon-
ciling unemployment statistics on an international basis.3
The procedure we have adopted for the purposes of this paper is in
some respects more ambitious than previous endeavors, in others much
less so. We have attempted to assemble unemployment data for some
ten countries, all of them relatively industrialized, for the period 1900-
1950, insofar as relevant data were available. The choice of countries
was governed (1) by the availability of unemployment statistics,
(2) by the availability to us of a minimum of material describing
and evaluating these statistics, and (3) by the amount of time at our
disposal. Thus, for example, Italy was ruled out by the unsuitable
character of its unemployment statistics for much of the period in
which we are interested. The United States and the Soviet Union were
excluded on the ground that they were to be the subjects of special
papers at the Conference.
For each of the countries with which we deal, we have endeavored
to prepare a statement setting forth the available unemployment series.
The purpose was to secure some basis for judging the degree to which
available data express adequately the extent of unemployment, defined
as indicated below. Heavy reliance has been placed in each case upon
published evaluations of the data by government statisticians, par-
liamentary commissions, and private economists and statisticians of
the countries concerned.
From the available series, we have either selected the one which
appeared to us most appropriate for purposes of international corn-
parison, or constructed a new series on the basis of existing ones.
Adjustments were made wherever feasible to bring the national data
into closer conformance to one another. However, no attempt was
made at fine adjustment to an ideal standard, a project which would
have required considerably greater resources than we had at our
disposal, if indeed it were possible at all. For example, a correction
factor was applied to the official Australian unemployment series to
eliminate unemployment due to illness and causes other than lack of
work, but no adjustment was made to reconcile the Australian defini-
tion of unemployment due. to lack of work with that, say, of Great
Britain.
tional Labour Office, Studies and Reports, Series N, No. 8, 1925, pp. 48-64; The
Sixth International Congress of Labour Statisticians, New Series, No. 7, 1948.
Cf. the following International Labour Office Studies and Reports: Methods of
Compiling Statistics of Unemployment, Series C, No. 7, 1922; Methods of Sta-
tistics of Unemployment, Series N, No. 7, 1925; The international Standardization
of Labour Statistics, Series N, No. 25, 1943; Employment, Unemployment and
Labour Force Statistics, New Series, No. 7, Part 1, 1948.
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The resultant unemployment series, expressed in percentages repre-
senting the ratio of the unemployed to the number of persons subject
to the risk of unemployment, are then brought together and compared.
It is at this point that the national expert is apt to throw up his hands
in horror. Yet we feel that the results are not without significance. We
are not concerned with pinpointing small international differences in
the levels of unemployment at particular points of time, but rather
with the gross behavior of the data over half a century. We are seeking
to detect differences in unemployment rates, secularly and interna-
tionally, which appear to be of such magnitude as to render unlikely
the legitimate ascription of cause to differences in definition and meas-
urement techniques. In the final analysis, this must remain a matter
for individual judgment until a great deal more work has been done
on detailed international reconciliation of concepts. In our view, even
the brief review that we have undertaken of the statistics of individual
countries provides the basis for the exercise of far more informed
judgment than would otherwise be
2. Definition of Unemployment
The 1925 International Conference of Labour Statisticians resolved
that each participating country should investigate the representative
qualities of its unemployment statistics in relation to the following
criteria:
"(1) that the ideal population 'field' to which the statistics should
relate should be all persons whose normal means of livelihood is
employment under contract of service, as well as those persons not
hitherto wage earners who seek to become SO;
"(2) that the unemployment measured should exclude that due
to sickness, invalidity, participation in trade disputes, or voluntary
absence from work, and should be limited to unemployment due to
lack of employment or to lack of work while in employment.
"(3) that the necessary and sufficing condition for being enumer-
ated as unemployed is that the individual must have been not at
work for one day at least."5
The next Conference to consider the question, that of 1947, resolved
in favor of a considerably different definition. The population at risk
4We are by no means the first to engage upon such an undertaking. For previous
attempts, see Paul H. Douglas and Aaron Director, The Problem of Unemploy-
ment, Macmillan, 1931, Chaps. III, IV; Unemployment: An International Problem,
London, Royal Institute of International Affairs, 1935, Chaps. III-V; Wiadimir S.
Woytinsky, Three Sources of Unemployment, International Labour Office, Studies
and Reports, Series C, No. 20, 1935.
The Second International Conference of Labour Statisticians, 1925, p. 72.
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was broadened to ,include employers, the self-employed, and unpaid
family workers. All persons "able to take a job if offered one, who are
out of a job on a given day and have remained out of a job and seeking
work for a specified minimum period not exceeding one week" were
to be counted as Some members of the Conference
maintained that a minimum period of one week would serve to under-
state the "true" level of unemployment, but the majority was of the
opinion that "the procedures currently in use, as well as the require-
ment of maximum accuracy in the count of the unemployed, necessi-
tated the use of a period longer than one day."7 It may be noted
parenthetically that an ILO staff report submitted to the Conference
suggested that it would be consonant with usual practice to count as
unemployed all persons seeking work "on a given day who are not
employed but are able to take a job if offered one."8
Unfortunately for our purposes, such resolutions had little effect
upon actual practice for the period with which we are concerned.9
No two countries defined unemployment in precisely the same manner.
With reference to time, for example, an unemployed person in Australia
was -one who had been out of work for three days or more during a
specified survey week; in Sweden, it was one who had less than twenty-
four hours of employment in a week in his regular trade, or a person
working outside his regular trade whose weekly earnings were below
those paid in his own trade. The remaining countries, however, appear
to have measured unemployment status with reference to a particular
day, the precise day depending upon the operating requirements of the
institution from which the statistics emanated.'° Differences also pre-
6 The Sixth International Conference of Labour Statisticians, 1948, Part 4, p. 54.
p. 17.
8 Employment, Unemployment and Labour Force Statistics,p. 12. The report
stated, in part:
"For the basic definition, the time reference should be of a given day. The
reason for this is not only that it is the common practice in most countries, but
also that, as far as unemployment and employment statistics are concerned, it
yields an unimpeachable result; furthermore, the different sources when com-
pared will be compared on the basis of the same definition instead of a series
of different definitions. The basic difficulty in the choice of a week or a month
is not the length of the period, but the error involved if the condition is imposed
that the status of employment or of unemployment must last throughout that
period, or that the status of employment and unemployment must be counted
if it appears at any time during the period. The clear definition of the numbers
employed or unemployed, therefore, requires the time reference to a given day"
(ibid., p. 71).
° Particularly since 1945, a number of countries have revised their methods of
tabulating unemployment. The changes, however, have not been concerned so
much with the definition of unemployment as with the collection of data from
different sources.
10 For a discussion of this point, see Employment, Unemployment and Labour
Force Statistics, pp. 14-18.
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vailed with respect to industrial and occupational coverage, the causes
of unemployment taken into account, the treatment of temporary and
partial unemployment, and the treatment of persons engaged in emer-
gency public works.
However, the statistics exhibit greater uniformity of definition than
the above list of variables might suggest. The cause may be ascribed
to a more or less uniform development of the economic and social
institutions which permitted the accumulation of unemployment sta-
tistics in the first place. For example, in most countries of the West
the earliest statistics of unemployment were compiled by trade unions
as a by.-product of their activities. development of the organized
labor movement exhibits a remarkable uniformity: skilled craftsmen
almost always organize before semiskilled factory workers; certain
industries, such as building and mining, tend to be early in the time-
table of organization; and white collar and farm workers are generally
the last to organize, if indeed they organize at all. Thus, coverage of
trade union unemployment statistics is generally confined at first to
the skilled trades and then gradually broadened to the remainder of
manufacturing, mining, transportation, and communication, with com-
mercial and agricultural coverage coming much later. With respect to
the registration of unemployment by trade unions, there are usually
two major motives involved: the payment of out of work benefits,
either entirely from union funds or pursuant to some variant of the
Chent system of unemployment insurance, and the waiver of dues
payments during unemployment. There are numerous possibilities of
definition, depending upon the precise statutes of the union involved,
but imitation among union movements and the choice of simple
methods owing to the limited time available to the average union
secretary to process his data combine to produce greater uniformity
than is commonly believed.
The definition of unemployment which is used appears to us most
closely to approach the norm actually employed in practice. This is by
no means an "ideal" definition, nor necessarily a modal definition, but
rather that definition about which the various available unemployment
series tend to cluster and toward which it seemed practicable to work
in making our adjustments. In selecting among the various series
available for purposes of international comparison, where a choice was
possible, this normative definition also played an important role.
TIMEPERIOD
As already indicated, most unemployment series are based upon
the employment status of the individual worker on a single day. This
is the simplest statistic to prepare; the trade union secretary or the
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employment exchange manager need merely tabulate the number of
persons receiving benefits, or registered for work,, on a particular day.
Where the Ghent system of unemployment insurance is well developed,
as in Belgium, Denmark, and Holland, detailed figures on total man-
days of unemployment during a period may be available as a by-
product of reports that must be made to the supervising authorities,
but in the more usual case there is only the one-day count. The current
United States Census definition has virtually no counterpart in most
of the earlier statistics, for the distinction between no work, at all and
some work, no matter how little, during a week was not relevant
to the operations of trade unions, employment exchanges, or relief
authorities.
Some effort has been made in the past to separate from the unem-
ployed those persons who were on temporary layoff. Canadian retro-
spective estimates for the years 1931-1950 attempted to exclude persons
on a maximum thirty-day layoff with definite instructions to return,
but earlier Canadian unemployment series made no such distinction.
The British unemployment insurance statistics recorded separately
temporarily unemployed persons, that is, persons who had a definite
expectation of being re-engaged within six weeks, together with persons
employed on a part-time schedule, as te'mporarilg stopped. In the
Belgian unemployment insurance statistics, workers who had not
definitely broken their employment contract with their employer were
distinguished from those wholly unemployed. In general, however,
persons on temporary layoffs would have been treated as unemployed
for most purposes in the countries under review.
It is clear that as the minimum period for which a man must be
unemployed in order to be counted lengthens, the less will be the
reported amount of unemployment, but little can be said beyond this)1
A ratio of, say, full weeks of unemployment to single days of unemploy-
ment for one country would not necessarily hold true for another, since
the relationship is dependent upon the pattern of work force reduction
undertaken during periods of recession. For example, if in country A
work sharing were more commonly practiced than in country B, the
ratio of a full week to a single. day of unemployment would tend to
be smaller in country A than in B.
EMPLOYMENT STATUS
Historically, statistics of unemployment are usually limited to wage
earners, that is, persons working for hire in manual jobs. "Independent
11Thissubject is discussed by Louis J. Ducoff and Margaret J. Hagood, in
Labor Force Definition$ and Measurement: Recent Experience in the United States,
Social Science Research Council, Bull.No.56, New York, 1947.
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workers, shopkeepers, handicraftsmen, farmers, the liberal professions,
etc., are generally excluded; so also as a rule are salaried employees."12
In the case of trade union data, the reason is obvious. Unemployment
insurance schemes were generally limited to wage earners until recent
years, while labor exchanges have usually catered to industrial wage
earners (though in some countries they have long been an important
factor in the farm labor market).
This generalization is not without exceptions. In Australia, Denmark,
and Sweden, organization of white collar workers resulted in their
inclusion in unemployment statistics in increasing numbers for the past
quarter of a century, though less than in proportion to their labor force
strength. In Germany and Great Britain, salaried employees earning.
less than specified amounts have been insured for some time against
unemployment and therefore included in the statistics of unemploy-
ment based upon this source. The labor force survey technique that
has been adopted by several countries since World War II generally
results in full coverage of salaried employees and the self-employed,
which is one reason for exercising considerable care in comparing such
data with the traditional unemployment statistics.
One other type of person who may be mentioned is the new entrant
to the labor market who cannot immediately find a job. Since he was
not ordinarily eligible for union membership or qualified for unemploy-
ment insurance benefits, he was usually excluded from unemployment
series of this character. However, freedom of access to labor exchanges
meant that he was often counted among the number of job seekers,
as well as among the unemployed in the newer labor force surveys.
Exclusion was sometimes accomplished by eliminating individuals
below a certain age both from the labor force count and the count
of the
INDUSTRIAL COVERAGE
There is less uniformity in this respect than on either of the two
preceding points, but the situation is by no means hopeless. The
general practice has been well summarized as• follows:
"agriculture is either wholly excluded or but feebly represented.
Mining is generally included where this branch of economic activity
isof practical importance....Transportand communications,
banking, commerce, etc., are unevenly represented, but are not, as
12Lindberg,."Some Problems in the Construction of Index Numbers of Unem-
ployment," p. 484.
13Beforethe war, for example, in Belgium, persons under 15 years of age were
not eligible for unemployment insurance, while those between 15 and 18 years
were eligible only if they had worked for an employer for at least six months.
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a rule, numerically strong. By far the most important group is 'in-
dustry' (including building and mining). And, very broadly speak-
ing, the existing statistics can be said to represent conditions among
industrial workers. The fact that some categories of nonindustrial
workers are included is not likely to affect the comparisons much.""
The source of the particular unemployment series has largely deter-
mined the scope of industrial coverage. Since trade unionism tradi-
tionally made scant inroads into agriculture, domestic service, com-
mercial pursuits, and government employment, these areas are poorly
represented, if at Unemployment insurance statistics usually com-
menced on a narrow industrial base and broadened out in the course
of time to include most industries; the British statistics are a case in
point. In other countries, however, agriculture, domestic service, and
government are excluded from the unemployment insurance system,
and therefore from the statistics.
Changes in coverage over time ëomplicate the problem. While one
might plot a general trend of industrial coverage, beginning with seg-
ments of mining, manufacturing and building, and expanding gradually
to the rest of manufacturing and the nonmanufacturing industries, the
difficulty is that there is no uniformity either in the precise time of
change or in the rate of change internationally. In consequence, even
if there was close correspondence between the unemployment series of
two countries, at a particular point in time, there would not necessarily
be a similar degree of correspondence either earlier or later. Since
there is considerable variation in unemployment rates among indus-
tries—for example, unemployment is normally much lower among
government and commercial employees than among manufacturing
wage earners—this factor must be kept in mind in any international
comparison of rates of unemployment.
OTHER ELEMENTS IN THE DEFINITION
It has been general practice to limit the concept of unemployment
to involuntary idleness due to lack of work, excluding idleness due to
14Lindberg,"Some Problems in the Construction of Index Numbers for Un-
employment," p. 484.
Thefact that in many countries, the railroads and the telephone and telegraph
system are nationally owned, and their employees civil servants like our own postal
workers, has often meant the exclusion of a large portion of transportation, and
virtually all of communications, from unemployment statistics. Trucking has gen-
erally been included, though for much of the period under consideration it did
not play an important role. No generalization can be made with respect to the
maritime trades; exclusion, where it occurred, was based upon the special char-
acter of hiring and contract practices in that industry.
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labor disputes, illness, and vacations. Where idleness due to any of the
latter causes is included in the general unemployment data, as in
Australia, it is usually possible to correct the series on the basis of
accompanying classifications of the causes of unemployment.
The usual intent has been to keep total and partial unemployment
separate, i.e. a worker on short time on the census day will not ordi-
narily be counted as unemployed. On the other hand, a worker em-
ployed intermittently rather than for a reduced number of hours each
day would generally be included among the unemployed if an off-day
happened to coincide with the census day. Moreover, there is not
always a consistent concept of part-time employment; "persons are
often included among the unemployed who either are performing
various odd jobs or are working on such a reduced schedule of hours
that for social reasons they are admitted to relief and are included
among the unemployed."6 It may be noted that a consequence of the
adoption of a calendar week as the census unit of time, as in the
United States monthly labor force survey, is that partial unemployment
does not appear, except insofar as it may be of the skip-a-week type as
practiced, for example, by some New England textile firms.
To summarize the foregoing, the concept of unemployment which
has been taken as normative for the purposes of this paper is total (as
distinguished from partial). involuntary idleness due to lack of work
on a particular day, regardless of layoff status, among wage earners
whose normal occupation is in manufacturing or mining and who held
jobs previous to the inception of unemployment. It is scarcely necessary
to add that none of the series considered below conforms precisely to
this definition. Nevertheless, the definition conveys the sense of what
is being compared when we juxtapose available unemployment series
internationally more proximately than any alternative definition that
we have been able to construct.
3. Sources of Unemployment Statistics
It is not our purpose to present a disquisition on the sources of
unemployment statistics. The subject has been dealt with adequately
elsewhere.17 However, it is necessary to consider the question briefly
in order that the statistical material dealt with below shall be more
intelligible, and also because our conclusions regarding the value of
the statistics are somewhat at variance with those of other com-
mentators.
16Lindberg,"Some Problems in theConstructionof Index Numbers for Unem-
ployment," p. 477.
17Seethesourcescited [supral in notes 1, 2, and 3.
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TRADEUNIONANDTRADE UNIONUNEMPLOYMENT FUND STATISTICS
For anyone who desires to study trends of unemployment going back
any distance into the past, the statistics relating to unemployment
among members of trade unions constitute an invaluable source of
information. These data, for all their faults, constitute the first sys-
tematicrecord of unemployment in most of the industrial nations of
the West.
The trade union statistics are subject to numerous and serious
deficiencies:
1. The sample of workers which they represent is not a random one;
usually skilled craftsmen have been the first to organize, so that they
are disproportionately heavily represented in the earlier years. Since
skilled workers tend to be less subject to the risk of unemployment; the
argument runs, there is an upward bias in trade union unemployment
percentages as the labor movement embraces a progressively larger
portion of the labor force.18
2. Certain industries, such as building construction and the metal
trades, which tend to come relatively early in the timetable of trade
union organization, are unusually sensitive to cyclical movements, and
an index of unemployment in which they figure prominently is less
stable than would be one representing the entire population.
3. Some of the trade union statistics are compiled by union secre-
taries who are simultaneously administering insurance funds, and are
thus apt to be reasonably accurate; but in the absence of accompanying
insurance schemes, the data may be rough estimates rather than
careful
4. The trade union statistics typically exclude certain industries, such
as agriculture, government service, and rail transport, in which employ-
ment tends to be relatively stable.
5. In some countries the number of reporting trade unions has not
been held constant, and there is some evidence that the errors in this
respect may vary systematically with the business cycle.20
Notwithstanding these objections, we have been obliged to rely
heavily upon the trade union unemployment statistics. For a number
of countries (e.g. Australia, Canada, Denmark, the Netherlands, Nor-
18 See Employment, Unemployment and Labour Force Statistics, p. 87.
10 Methods of Statistics of Unemployment, p. 24.
20 "The real drawback is thatfrommonth to month the number of unions re-
porting their unemployment varies, and more particularly that the sample reporting
varies in kind according to employment conditions. When employment is on the
up-grade the reports of the union seem to be fairly representative; when it is on
the down-grade there is a clearly marked tendency for the reporting unions to
have better employment conditions than the non-reporting unions" (Seventh Census
of Canada, 1931, Monographs, Unemployment, Vol. XIII, 1942, P. 222).
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way, and Sweden) they have been the principal if not the exclusive
source of information on unemployment until recent years. For the
other countries with which we have dealt (France, Germany, and
Great Britain) they provided the sole source of information for earlier
years, and an important supplementary source more recently.
Necessity has not been the only consideration, however. Upon closer
examination, the trade union series do not appear to be as objectionable
in particular as• they seem in general. In the first place, it is widely
conceded that they did provide a fairly accurate index of the trend,
as opposed to the absolute level, of unemployment over shorter periods.
There are greater reservations with respect to longer periods. For
example, a Swedish parliamentary commission came to the conclusion
that until the 1930's, the Swedish trade union unemployment series
was biased in the direction of greater unemployment over time because
of changes in coverage. However, a similar widely held belief regard-
ing the Danish statistics was not substantiated by a special study
conducted in 1984. The Dutch trade union statistics were considered
without such bias up to 1935 at least, while the Australian and Nor-
wegian statistics do not suffer from this defect. The Gennan and
British trade union series have long been regarded as good indexes of
the trend of unemployment.21
Even when one considers absolute levels of unemployment, the trade
union statistics do not come off as badly as might be supposed from
the character of the criticism noted above. The Australian series, which
has been widely based for many years, differed substantially from the
results of the Australian census of 1921, but checked fairly closely
with the censuses of 1933 and 1947. Years of criticism have not caused
the discontinuation of the series as the principal measure of Australian
unemployment, and it is currently regarded by the Commonwealth
Statistician as a good measure of trends and as a measure of absolute
employment if used "with caution." The voluntary trade union—unem-
ployment insurance statistics of pre-Worid War II Belgium checked
closely with several censuses, though the same could not be said of
the pre-Worid War I data. A comprehensive estimate of Canadian
unemployment from 1920 to 1940 by the Bureau of Statistics revealed
a significant divergence between this series and the trade union series
from 1932 to 1940; during this period, average unemployment was
15 per cent according to the trade union series and 17.8 per cent
according to the Bureau's estimates. The trade union unemployment
insurance statistics of Denmark are regarded in that country as a
satisfactory index of the level of unemployment. While before World
21Theassertions in this paragraph are based upon the findings contained in the
respective appendixes below.
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War I, the German trade union statistics appeared significantly to
understate unemployment, the data for 1919 to 1933 appear to have
been quite satisfactory. The French trade union data are among the
least satisfactory of those with which we have dealt, but then the same
statement may be made of French unemployment statistics in general.
Early adoption of a national unemployment insurance scheme in Great
Britain, independent of the trade unions, rendered less necessary
reliance upon trade union returns. For the years in which both the
unemployment insurance and the trade union unemployment per-
centages were available, it was found that much better agreement
existed than had been anticipated. The trade union unemployment
insurance statistics of the Netherlands "could safely be .considered as
representative up to the 1930's. After 1935, however, they presented
in all probability a too unfavorable picture of the size of unemploy-
ment."22 The Norwegian trade union data, despite a somewhat limited
base, were found by comparison with the 1930 census to be repre-
sentative of the unemployment situation among all industrial wage
earners at the time. During the subsequent decades, the trade union
data are believed to have exaggerated the extent of unemployment,
though the facts are difficult to ascertain in the absence of bench-mark
data. The conclusion was reached with respect to the Swedish trade
union data that they provided a good index of unemployment in the
country after 1920 for the industries they covered but were less reliable
prior to World War 1.23
The fact that the trade union unemployment statistics, despite their
defects, do not come off so badly after all may be ascribed to the
following factors:
1. In some cases the sample of employment covered is relatively
large (e.g. 25 per cent of all male employment in Australia as early as
1912, 65 per cent of all Danish wage earners in 1930). This renders
the problem of error in collection and sampling less critical.
2. Given the difficulties involved in defining unemployment to begin
with, there are certain advantages in having the initial collection and
processing of the data done by experts. The local trade union secretary,
particularly if he is concurrently operating an unemployment insurance
fund, is uniquely in a position to know the state of trade in his area
and to appraise the employment status of each individual worker.
By contrast, the labor force survey enumerator is often not, well pre-
22Letterto the authors from Dr. Ph. J. Idenburg, Director General of Statistics,
The Netherlands, July 29, 1953.
28Thestatements in this paragraph summarize the relevant findings of Appen-
dixes A to J.
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pared, and the informant not always cognizant of the precise employ-
ment status of the person under investigation.24
3. One of the limitations of certain types of unemployment statistics
(e.g. those emanating from public employment offices) is that report-
ing is incomplete because of lack of incentive of the unemployed
worker to report 'himself as such. In the case of trade union statistics,
reporting may be of personal advantage to the unemployed on one or
more of three counts: he may be eligible for unemployment benefits,
he may be excused from paying his union dues, and he may be able to
secure a new job by referral from the union in the event that unemploy-
ment registers are kept. In a specific situation, the greater the advan-
tage that accrues to the worker from registering, the more complete
the count of unemployment is apt to be.
UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCESTATISTICS
In those countries in which the Ghent system of unemployment
insurance prevails, there is generally a combined set of trade union—
unemployment insurance statistics based upon the voluntary unem-
ployment insurance societies closely allied, in the main, with local trade
unions.25 Where there is a national system of unemployment insurance,
however, the two types of statistics are always separate.
The limitations of unemployment insurance data for measuring
unemployment, and particularly for comparing rates of unemployment,
are too well known to require extensive comment. The principal prob-
lems arise out of variations in the qualifying formulas, the exhaustion
factor, waiting periods, failure to file, and Other factors. Here again,
however, it seems to us that often too great stress is placed upon
differences and not enough upon uniformity. An ILO study published
in 1925, when unemployment insurance covered a much smaller propor-
tion of the working population of most countries than it does now,
and when benefits were much more limited in scope, mapped out
certain principles of coverage and benefit payment which were of
quite general application.26 As the systems became more complete,
initial differences tended to disappear.
Unemployment insurance statistics have the unique advantage of
permitting the calculation of the total volume of compensable unem-
ployment during a specified period, thus avoiding some of the prob-
lems involved in selecting a time period for which to measure
e.g. Gertrude Bancroft, "The Census Bureau Estimates of Unemploy-
ment," The Review of Economics and Statistics,February1950, p. 60.
25 This is not universally true, however. In Sweden, for example, the trade unions
issue one set of statistics and the unemployment insurance funds another.
26 Unemployment Insurance, International Labour Office, Studies and Reports,
Series C. No. 10, 1925.
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unemployment. Thus, Danish and Dutch series are available showing
the relationship of the number of days lost per annum due to unem-
ployment to the potential number of days worked by all persons
covered by the statistics.
We do not mean to suggest that it is possible blithely to compare
unemployment insurance data over time, or internationally, on the
assumption that they are always sufficiently similar to eliminate the
possibility of substantial error. The problem in making comparisons
is to determine the limits within which observed differences in the
data may be due to the institutions of the unemployment insurance
system.
EMPLOYMENT EXCHANGE AND RELIEF STATISTICS
When registration at an employment exchange is a compulsory
qualifying prerequisite for unemployment insurance benefits, unem-
ployment exchange registration is likely to parallel closely the Un-
employment insurance figures. Even there, however, differences may
arise because of registration of employed persons seeking. to change
jobs, or continued registration by unemployed workers who have ex-
hausted benefits. However, when registration is voluntary, employ-
ment exchange data are of much more limited value. In such cases
rates of unemployment calculated from them cannot be compared
internationally; they can only be used to measure differences in trend
from a common base year for which comparative rates of unemploy-
ment are available from other sources,. For our purposes, these statistics
have been useful primarily for intranational comparison. Serious
divergence between, say, the unemployment insurance series and the
employment exchange series would at least serve to raise some ques-
tion about the representativeness of the former at a particular point
in time.
Statistics of unemployment relief were of little value for the purpose
at hand, As has been well stated:
"To a much greater extent than the statistics of compulsory insur-
ance, those obtained from relief institutions are lacking in com-
parability at different dates owing to changes in the conditions under
which relief has been granted, changes which have been much
more frequent than in the case of insurance schemes....Itmay
be concluded that despite their imperfections and limitations, these
statistics, in the absence of other sources of information, have
been of some value in indicating the general movement of un-
employment. "27
27 Methodsof Statistics of Unemployment, pp.16-17.
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LABOR FORCE SURVEYS AND CENSUSES
The periodic labor force survey technique, which was pioneered
by the United States and is currently being used in several other
countries, would clearly come at the head of the list if the subject
under discussion were current rather than historical international un-
employment rate comparisons. Given a uniform definition of unemploy-
ment, the results of such surveys are likely to be directly comparable
with little adjustment, since virtual universal coverage appears to
be characteristic of them.28 For historical purposes, however, •labor
force surveys do not enter into the picture except in the case of Canada.
Census information is invaluable in providing bench-mark data from
which to evaluate the various series of unemployment enumerated
above. However, since such information usually relates to a single day
of the year, and is available only at long intervals, it is obviously of
little value for annual international comparisons of unemployment.
4. Statistics of Unemployment
Statistics of unemployment for nine countries, based upon Appen-
dixes A to J, and stated in terms of rates of unemployment, are shown
in Table 1 and Chart 1. The French unemployment rates are not
included, since they are rough estimates. The series were selected,
and in some cases constructed, from available data according to the
criteria considered above. The data go as far back to the starting year
of 1900 as possible, but only for the United Kingdom did it prove
feasible actually to begin with that year. Gaps appear in several cases
for wartime years because of the lack of published information.
LEVELS OF UNEMPLOYMENT DURINGSJX MAJORPERIODS
The half century 1900-1950 is not an historically homogeneous time
period. Rather it is an era containing several fairly well-defined periods
marked off by great historical events, the effects of which penetrated
all national boundaries, This is not to say that the course of historical
development in these subperiods was independent of what occurred in
past periods or had no influence on developments in following periods.
Certainly the histories of the countries considered displayed important
elements of continuity in their development over the whole period
1900-1950. It is true, however, that in certain time periods the world
economy was subjected to the action of major forces which were
28Thiswould appear to be true, at least, of the figures for the United States
and Canada. We have not examined the data for France (commencing 1950),
Denmark (commencing 1951) or Sweden (under contemplation) with sufficient
care to be able to render any judgments on their comparability.
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CHART1
Unemployment Rates, Nine Countries, 1900-1950
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TABLE 1








1903 13.0 4.7 4.7
1904 12.0 3.6 - 3.9 6.0
1905 13.0 3.0 4.4 5.0
1906 8.0 2.7 3.2 3.8
1907 7.0 2.9 2.5 3.7
1908 11.0 4.4 3.7 7.8
1909 13.0 4.3 5.0 7.1
1910 10.7 3.5 '2.9 4.7
1911 9.5 3.1 2.5 1.9 5.8 3.0
1912 7.6 3.2 4.0 1.3 5.4 3.2
1913 5.4 7.5 4.2 5.0 1.7 4.4 2.1
1914 7.4 9.9 7.2 13.8 2.3 7.3 3.3
1915 8.3 8.1 3.2 12.0 1.9 7.2 1.1
1916 4.8 1.9 5.1 2.2 5.1 0.9 4.0 0.4
1917 6.1 1.9 9.7 1.0 6.5 0.9 4.0 0.7
1918 4.6 1.3 18.1 1.2 7.5 1.5 4.6 1.3
1919 4.6 3.4 10.9 3.7 7.7 1.7 5.5 5.2
1920 5.5 4.6 6.1 3.8 5.8 2.3 5.4 3.2
1921 10.4 9.7 8.9 19.7 2.8 9.0 17.7 26.8 17.0
1922 8.5 3.1 7.1 19.3 1.5 11.0 17.1 22.9 14.3
1923 8.2 1.0 4.9 12.7 10.2 11.2 10.7 12.5 11.7
1924 7.8 1.0 7.1 10.7 13.1 8.8 8.5 10.1 10.3
1925 7.8 1.5 7.0 14.7 8.8 8.1 13.2 11.0 11.3
1926 6.3 1.4 4.7 20.7 18.0 7.3 243 12.2 12.5
1927 8.2 1.8 2.9 22.5 8.8 7.5 25.4 12.0 9.7
1928 10.0 0.9 2.6 18.5 8.6 5.6 19.2 10.6 10.8
1929 10.2 1.3 4.2 15.5 13.3 5.9 15.4 10.2 10.4
1930 18.4 3.6 12.9 13.7 22.7 7.8 16.6 11.9 16.1
193128.5 10.9 17.4' ,17.9 34.3 14.8 22.3 16.8 21.3
193228.1 19.0 26.0 31.7 43.8 25.3 30.8 22.4 22.1
193324.2 16.9 26.6 28.8 36.2 26.9 33.4 23.3 19.9
1934 19.6 18.9 20.6 22.2 20.5 28.0 30.7 18.0 16.7
193515.6 17.8 19.1 19.7 16.2 31.7 25.3 15.0 15.5
1936 11.3 13.5 16.7 19.3 12.0 32.7 18.8 12.7 13.1
1937 8.4 11.5 12.5 21.9 6.9 26.9 20.0 10.8 10.8
1938 7.8 14.0 15.1 21.5 3.2 25.0 22.0 10.9 12.9
1939 8.8 15.9 14.1 18.4 0.9 19.9 18.3 9.2 10.5
(continued on next page)
























































































1950 0.4 10.1 3.8 8.7 10.2 2.7 2.2 1.0
Source:
Australia: Reports of trade unions, corrected to eliminate unemployment due to causes
other than nonavailability of work. See Table A-2.
Belgium: 1921-1939, statistics of the voluntary unemployment insurance societies;
1945-1950, same, corrected to eliminate extensions in coverage effected after World War II.
See Table B-3.
Canada: 1916-1920, reports of trade unions; 1921-1940, estimates of Dominion Bureau
of Statistics, based on trade union reports; 1941-1950, trade union reports. See Table C-i.
Denmark: Reports of trade union unemployment insurance funds. See Table D-1.
Germany: 1903-1913, trade union reports, corrected for understatement of seasonal un-
employment; 1914-1932, trade union reports; 1933-1939, our estimates, based upon employment
exchange statistics; 1946-1950, employment exchange statistics. See Tables F-i, F-5, F-6.
The Netherlands: Reports of trade union unemployment insurance funds. See Table C-i.
Norway: Trade union reports. See Table H-i.
Sweden: Trade union reports. See Table I-i.
United Kingdom: 1900-1917, trade union reports;1918-1950, unemployment insurance
statistics. See Tables J-1, J-5, J-7.
inoperative in other periods; the action of these forces delineated
certain periods to such an extent that detailed study of them is justified.
Of course, in each subperiod there was important variation in the ex-
perience of different countries. Unfortunately, it is impossible to isolate
the effects of international influences from those produced by forces
which were confined within the boundaries of particular nations.
It is generally agreed that in many respects the first World War
marked the end of one era and the beginning of another. Funda-
mental changes occurred in the relative power of nations, the patterns
and nature of international trade, and the rates of industrial expansion.
We have selected 1904 to 1913 as the first period in which to attempt
to measure the average level of unemployment in the countries whose
statistics extend back that far. The choice of 1904 as the initial year
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of this period was determined by the availability of unemployment
statistics. The Norwegian statistics began in 1904, while the German
statistics which began in 1903 appeared for only three-quarters of
that year.
In the period 1904-1913, with the exception only of Denmark, the
averages of the annual unemployment rates shown in Table 2 and
displayed graphically in Chart 2, were all below 5 per cent. Even
though the annual German trade union figures have been corrected
for an understatement of seasonal unemployment, their average, 3.5
per cent, was well below 5 per cent and more than one percentage
point below the British average of 4.7 per cent. A study in a report
of the British Committee on Industry and Trade29 which attempted
to compare British and German levels of unemployment before World
War I also concluded that the German level of unemployment was
somewhat lower than the British. While continuous series for France
and Belgium could not be constructed for this period, the data avail-
able suggest that the average level of unemployment in these two
countries was below 5 per cent. Unemployment in Australia for the
years 1906-1913 (1906 marking the beginning of the Australian trade
union series) averaged 5.7 per cent according to the trade union per-
centages. This figure, however, is subject to a downward bias since the
annual unemployment figures were for periods of low unemployment
during each year, rather than annual averages. On the other hand, the
high percentage for Denmark (an average of 91 per cent unemployed
for the years 1904-1913) contains an upward bias which is difficult to
evaluate quantitatively.
The second period which we have marked out, 1914-1920, embraces
the years most directly influenced by the effects of the war. Since the
inclusion of two postwar years, during which some countries were
recovering from the ravages of war while others were faced with
serious problems of inflation and reconversion, may unduly influence
the period averages, the analysis will be extended to cover subdivisions
of this period as well as the entire period. For the entire period, the
disruption of world economic relations caused by the war was respon-
sible for high levels of unemployment in several countries. For exam-
ple, Denmark's recorded average level of unemployment was 9.7
per cent, while the Netherlands had 8.3 per cent. For Belgium, there
is no satisfactory series available for these years. However, the results
of the unemployment census of February-March 1915 and the behavior
of the Ghent trade union series indicate that the level of unemployment
in Belgium during this period was extremely high. The levels of un-
29Surveyof Industrial Relations, London, Committee on Industry and Trade,
1926, pp. 246-250.
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CHART2.





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.INTERNATIONAL COMPARISON OF RATES
employment in Australia and Sweden, 5.9 and 5.4 per cent respectively,
were moderate while those for the United Kingdom, Germany, Norway,
and Canada (1916-1920) were all below 3.2 per cent, the average for
Germany.
Countries with unemployment percentages greater than 5.4during
the war years showed decreases in unemployment in the 1919-1920
period, while those with unemployment percentages of 5.4orlower
during the war showed increases in 1919-1920 (see Table 3).The
TABLE3








1914-1918 6.2 1.7a 10.2 3.0 9.0 1.5 5.4 1.4
1919-1920 5.1 4.0 8.5 3.8 6.8 2.0 5.5 4.2
a 1916-1918.
average wartime level of unemployment in Germany, given as 3.0 per
cent above, is somewhat high because of the relatively high unemploy-
ment percentage in 1914 which resulted principally from panic condi-
tions following the institution of certain monetary policies. The average
for 1915-1918 is 1.9 per cent. The 1919-1920 United Kingdom figure,
4.2 per cent, is• very approximate since the statistics for 1919 are
incomplete, but there is no question that unemployment in these two
years was higher than during the war years.
The unemployment statistics of the third period we have considered,
1921-1928, reveal a condition of great diversity. Average levels of
unemployment for certain countries (17.4 per cent for Denmark, 17.0
per cent for Norway, 14.7 per cent for Sweden, and 12.2 per cent for
the United Kingdom) approached those experienced by many coun-
tries during the following period, 1929-1939, a period of international
crisis. Other, countries (notably Belgium with an average of 2.6 per
cent, and France) exhibited average levels of unemployment paral-
leling the low pre-World War I levels. The remaining countries suf-
fered unemployment levels which appreciably exceeded their previous
peacetime levels (Germany 8.7 per cent, the Netherlands 8.6 per cent,
Australia 7.9 per cent, and Canada 5.7 per cent). In sum, levels of
unemployment reached heights rarely recorded before in the majority
of nations.
The years of world-wide economic crisis, 1929-1939, constitute the
fourth period of our study. In these years, no country escaped the
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scourge of extensive unemployment. Average levels of unemployment
ranged from a high of 23.1 per cent for Norway to a low of 13.0 per cent
for Belgium (see Table 2). For every country except Sweden, the
average level of unemployment was greater than in the preceding
period.
Countries with relatively low levels of unemployment in the years
1921-1928 exhibited the greatest relative and absolute increases in the
years 1929-1939. If the countries are ranked in both periods according
to the absolute level of unemployment, the rank coefficient of correla-
tion is —.679.A ranking based upon the percentage change in unem-
ployment between the two countries yields a coefficient of —.867.The
significance of this finding is considered below.
Belgium's average level of unemployment increased fivefold between
the two periods, those of Canada and the Netherlands nearly threefold,
and those of Australia and Germany more than doubled. The countries
which had experienced high unemployment in the period 1921-1928
(Denmark, Norway, and the United Kingdom) showed an increase
of about one-quarter. In absolute terms, the general level of unemploy-
ment in the 1929-1939 period exceeded that of the 1921-1928 period by
about 10 percentage points for Belgium, Canada, Australia, and
Germany, by about 14 percentage points for the Netherlands, and by
about 3 to 6 percentage points for Denmark, Norway, and the United
Kingdom. Sweden alone had little increase. While precise data are
lacking for France, it is probable that the average levels of unemploy-
ment in these two periods most closely resembled those of Belgium.
Another point of some interest, which may be in part a function of
the foregoing finding, is that the dispersion of the unemployment per-
centages is less in the period 1929-1939 than in 1921-1928. Using as a
relative measure of intercountry dispersion the mean of the absolute
deviations from the period average divided by the period average, the
result is a figure of 0.17 for 1929-1939 and 0.41 for 1921-1928. Why there
should have been so great a compression of rates is difficult to deter-
mine. It may have been that the high absolute levels of unemployment
in the thirties caused an understatement in the reported unemployment
due to the phenomena of declining trade union membership and in-
creasing unemployment insurance benefit exhaustions. However, the
extent of the compression is so great as to suggest that real forces were
at work, that as unemployment rises, economic and institutional factors
operate to set limits to the extent of the rise.
The advent of World War II changed employment condi-
tions in virtually all nations. The United Kingdom, Australia, and
Canada, with average unemployment rates of 1.6, 1.9, and 3.1 per cent,
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respectively, displayed the lowest unemployment in the period 1940-
1945. The seemingly high average for Canada reflects the relatively
high unemployment rates of 9.3 in 1940 and 4.5 in 1941. Similarly for
the United Kingdom, the adaptation of its peacetime economy to a
wartime full-employment basis took time as evidenced by unemploy-
ment rates of 5.0 in 1940 and 1.5 in 1941. Denmark with an average
unemployment rate of 15.0, and Sweden with an average of 7.6 per
cent for the period 1940-1945, present good examples of the dislocating
effects which the war had on the economies of countries not directly
engaged in actual combat.
In the postwar period, 1946-1950, the average rate of unemployment
was low in all countries with the exceptiOn of Denmark, Germany,
and Belgium where the averages stood at from 7.0 to 8.0 per cent.
Australia's average unemployment, 0.6 per cent, represents the lowest
national level for the period. Unemployment in Canada, Norway,
Sweden, and the United Kingdom ranged from levels of 2 to 3 per cent.
The available evidence for France, the behavior of the series of the
number of unplaced applicants for work and of the number of unem-
ployed in receipt of relief as well as the results of sampling surveys of
the Institut National de la Statistique et des Etudes Economiques,
indicate that postwar unemployment in France has been low, un-
doubtedly below 2.5 per cent and probably below 2.0 per cent.
Some mention should be made of the dispersion of the annual un-
employment percentages in each period for each country, as an
indication of the extent to which the period averages really approxi-
mate different levels of unemployment. We have again used the mean
of the absolute deviations from the period average divided by the
period average as a relative measure of dispersion. In Table 2 the
values of this relative coefficient of dispersion are presented in paren-
theses below each period average. The coefficient values are of most
interest for the periods 1904-1913, 1921-1928, and 1929-1939. In the
first of these periods, the data for the United Kingdom and Norway
show the greatest variation. The coefficient values are 0.34 for the
British series and 0.32 for the Norwegian series. One of the major
sources of variation in both these series arose from unemployment
percentages much above the period averages recorded in 1908 and
1909. In the period 1921-1928, the Belgian data exhibit the greatest
variation, giving rise to a coefficient of 0.77. While the Belgian varia-
tion took place about a low level of unemployment, such was not the
case with Germany, the country whose data display the next greatest
degree of variation. During the 1920's the countries whose annual
unemployment rates show the least dispersion are the United Kingdom,
the Netherlands, Denmark, and Australia whose coefficient values are
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0.15, 0.16, 0.20, and 0.16, respectively. The degree of variation in the
data of individual countries for the 1929-1939 period is largely deter-
mined by the extent to which the peak unemployment exceeded the
period average and by the degree and rate of recovery achieved.
Since both Germany and Australia experienced sharp and sizable rises
in unemployment coupled with very rapid and extensive recoveries, the
data for these two countries show the greatest degree of variation.
The countries showing the lowest coefficient values for this period,
ranging from 0.19 to 0.23, are Denmark, Norway, and the United
Kingdom.
THE TREND OF UNEMPLOYMENT IN INDIVIDUALCOUNTRIES
In considering the course of unemployment in the several countries
for which we have gathered statistics, no effort will be made to
determine the specific causes of unemployment in each case. This
would involve a major essay in economic history and is obviously
beyond the scope of the present paper. Any analysis of this nature
requires a framework broad enough to include the multitude of
factors affecting the supply of and demand for labor in each country.
On the supply side, study would have to be made of the development
and growth of the labor force of each country, which would require
detailed consideration of demographic factors; factors determining the
supply of female, juvenile, and aged workers; the effects of changing
economic conditions, particularly wage levels and the availability of
work, on the number of persons seeking work; the growth of trade
unionism; the influence of various institutions for combating unem-
ployment; and the operation of factors determining the proportion of
• skilled and unskilled labor in the labor force. For consideration of
the demand for labor in each country, no less than a general explana-
tion of the level and composition of output would suffice. In addition
to the variables included in the usual short-run, closed-economy,
Keynesian, and classical analyses, it would be necessary to consider
for each country the stage of economic development, the rate of indus-
trial growth, the nature and magnitude of cyclical and seasonal fluc-
tuations, the changing structure of industry with special reference to
national policies governing trusts and cartels, the path of technological
progress with its effects on productivity and on the kinds of labor
demanded, 'the internal effects of changing patterns of world trade and
of national policies regulating international trade, and the destructive
and dislocating effects of war. This lengthy enumeration, undoubtedly
incomplete, provides a basis for appreciating the difficulty inherent
in any attempt to isolate the specific causes of unemployment in each
country.
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The major studies of unemployment that have been made are gen-
erally limited to single countries,30 or if they are international in scope,
do very little in the way of true international comparison.31 Moreover,
serious work in the field generally dates back to the early 1930's when
unemployment was a pressing question involving immediate govern-
mental action. The students of that period were writing against a
background of thirty years of secularly rising unemployment and did
not have our vantage point of a much longer sweep of time, with a
sharp reversal of the previous trend during and after World War II.
All that we hope to do in what follows is to indicate for each of the
countries with which we deal its general position in the spectrum
of unemployment rates, and to assess the validity of our conclusions in
each case in the light of our knowledge of the particular unemploy-
ment series involved.
1. Australia. During the pre-World War I years, Australian unem-
ployment was relatively high (see Appendix A). This conclusion is
reinforced by the fact that the Australian data shown in Table A-i for
the years prior to 1913 are for periods of low unemployment during
the year, rather than annual averages. In the interwar years unemploy-
ment remained relatively low but rose rapidly beginning in 1929 to
reach a maximum of 28.1 per cent in 1932 (see Table A-2). The
recovery after 1932 was remarkably rapid and persistent, however.
For no country with the exception of Germany (and the German figures
are suspect for this period) was the drop in unemployment from 1932
to 1938 as sharp as that for Australia. By recorded unemployment
was under 8 per cent, less than for any of our countries except
Germany.
There was a slight increase in unemployment in 1939, a year later
than the secondary peak of the 1930's for most of the other countries.
With the entrance of Australia into the war, however, unemployment
declined almost to the zero level, and remained extraordinarily low
until 1951, the end of the period studied. While the post-World War II
Australian unemployment percentages may be understated somewhat
because of the application of an arbitrary correction factor to eliminate
unemployment for causes other than lack of work, there can be little
doubt of the extreme tightness of the Australian labor market since
1940 compared with those of most countries of Western Europe.
2. Belgium. The pre-Worid War I statistics of unemployment, though
incomplete, indicate that unemployment was low up to the depression
Seeparticularly W. H. Beveridge, Unemployment—A Problem of Industry,
Longmans, 1930; Douglas and Director, op.cit.
Unemployment—An International Problem, is perhaps the best single study
of unemployment internationally.
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year of 1908 (see Appendix B). From 1908 up to the outbreak of
World War I, there is evidence that Belgium experienced a somewhat
higher level of unemployment. During the wartime German occupation
of Belgium, unemployment reached extremely high levels as evidenced
by the finding of the unemployment census of February-March 1915
that the number of unemployed amounted to a little less than 50 per
cent of the number of workers enumerated in the census of 1910. While
the exact percentage unemployed is not known, since the accuracy of
the unemployment census is questionable on certain grounds, there
can be no doubt that unemployment was high at the time of the
1915 census.
The first postwar statistics of the newly formed voluntary unemploy-
ment insurance scheme showed 9.7 per cent unemployed in 1921 and
3.1 per cent unemployed in 1922 (see Table B-3). The experience of
the next eight years, during which Belgian unemployment did not
exceed 2.0 per cent and even dropped below 1.0 per cent in 1928,
stands in sharp contrast to the experience of virtually every other one
of the countries studied. It should be noted that the Belgian unem-
ployment statistics were very satisfactory in this period since they
covered a large number of workers and agreed closely with the unem-
ployment percentages recorded by the censuses of 1930 and 1937.
Depression unemployment in the 1930's reached a peak of 19.0 per
cent in 1932, a relatively low peak internationally. Unemployment
dipped slightly in 1933, only to rise again in 1934 to 18.9 per cent.
Thereafter, unemployment started downward, the descent having been
reversed temporarily by the 1938 recession.
Unemployment statistics are not available for the war period. In
the postwar period the level of unemployment has' been relatively
high, in contrast with the prewar experience, averaging 6.5 per cent
for the years 19464950. The postwar percentages refer only to workers
in mining, manufacturing, transportation, and construction, with all
other occupations insured under the postwar compulsory unemploy-
ment insurance scheme excluded insofar as is possible. This limitation
of coverage makes the figures more comparable with the prewar series.
3. Canada. The history of unemployment in Canada is in many ways
parallel to that of Australia (see Appendix C). Canadian unemploy-
ment statistics go back only as far as December 1915, so that no com-
parison can be made for the pre-Worid War I period. Beginning in
1919, however, and until 1926, Canadian and Australian unemployment
moved together with remarkable precision.
From 1926 to 1928, when Australian unemployment was on the rise,
Canadian unemployment declined to what was for the time an ex-
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tremely low level, reaching a low of 2.6 per cent in 1928, only to rise
to a maximum of 26.6 per cent in 1933, slightly lower than the
Australian maximum and later by one year to reach the peak (see
Table C-i). The Canadian recovery, as measured by the decline in
unemployment, was at about the average rate for the countries studied,
with a fairly sharp retardation in 1938. Immediately after World
War II, Canadian unemployment was below the 2 per cent mark, but
from 1948 to 1950 a progressive increase brought the level in the latter
year to 3.8 per cent (see Table C-2). However, postwar Canada must
certainly be included among the countries with low unemployment.
4. France. The course of unemployment in France can be traced only
in a very approximate fashion because of incomplete statistics (see
Appendix E). Before World War I, the unemployment data of four
quinquennial censuses, each relating to a single day of March of the
census year, provide some basis for asserting that there was a low
level of unemployment. Trade union data indicating somewhat higher
percentages of unemployment, on the order of from 6 to 8 per cent for
years in the first decade of the century, are suspect for a variety of
reasons.
The tightness of the French labor market in the 1920's, apart from
"the not very intense crises of 1921-1922 and is indicated
by the fact that large numbers of foreign workers were imported to
supplement the French labor force, which had been depleted by
war losses.
The precise levels of unemployment prevailing during the depression
years of the 1930's are difficult to ascertain from the available statistics.
Our estimates, which are shown in Table E-8, must be interpreted
with caution; in fact, so approximate do we regard them that we have
excluded them from Table 1. They suggest that French unemployment
remained relatively low during this period, in fact, lower than for any
country studied. The several estimates that are available tend to sup-
port the conclusion of relatively low unemployment. A similar conclu-
sion appears to be justified for the postwar years, though the nature
of the data renders precise comparison with other countries hazardous.
France, it may be noted, provides an apparent exception to our
finding that relatively low unemployment during the 1920's tended
to be followed by relatively high unemployment during the follow-
ing decade.
5. Germany. Unemployment in Germany before World War I was
low according to the fairly reliable trade union unemployment per-
centages (see Appendix F). Except for a relatively high level of
32"Lechômage en France de 1930 a 1936," Institut de Recherches &onomiques
et Sociales, Paris, 1938, p. 11.
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unemployment in 1914, unemployment in Germany was also extremely
low during World War I and in the inflationary period following the
war (see Table F-i). In 1923, a sharp increase, from 1.5 per cent un-
employed in 1922 to 10.2 per cent in 1923, was indicated by the trade
union series. Thereafter, unemployment increased to 13.1 per cent
in 1924, fell sharply in 1925, and then spiralled up to 18.0 per cent in
1926. The sharpness of the 1926 peak was unique for Germany,
although Norway. and Denmark, and to a lesser extent Great Britain,
were subject to increasing unemployment çluring this year. In 1927 the
level of unemployment fell about 10 points below the 1926 peak where
it remained until the first effects of the Great Depression took hold in
Germany. It is clear that instability was one of the distinguishing
features of the German labor market in the 1920's, as was the case in
Scandinavia. The high average level of unemployment in Germany
during these years contrasts sharply with the low levels experienced
in Belgium and France.
The Great Depression struck Germany with unusual severity. Unem-
ployment by 1932 had reached a pinnacle of 43.8 per cent. This peak
is the highest attained by any of the countries studied. That this
percentage is no statistical mirage is evidenced by the fact that the
census of 1933 recorded 37.3 per cent of the workers and employees in
manufacturing, mining, and construction unemployed. After 1932, the
statistics of the number of registered unemployed (Table F-4), as well
as those of the number of applicants seeking work, give evidence of
an extensive and swift recovery. In 1934, 20.5 per cent of the workers
and employees in manufacturing, mining, and construction are esti-
mated to have been unemployed, while by 1938, this percentage had
decreased to 3.2. The introduction of forced labor and other Nazi
practices renders the figures somewhat suspect for the 1933-1940
period, though, the main outlines of the trend in unemployment seem
clear enough.
After World War II, the statistics of unemployment reveal a sub-
stantial volume of unemployment in Germany, similar to the Belgian
and Danish experience. Unemployment percentages for the United
States and British occupation zones showed a fall from 7.5 per cent
of the total wage and salary earning labor force unemployed in 1946
to 4.7 per cent in 1948, and then a steep rise to 8.1 per cent in 1949
(see Table F-6). Similar percentages for the German Federal Republic
also display a sharp increase from 4.2 per cent unemployed in 1948
to 8.3 per cent in 1949. Unemployment rose still further in 1950, reach-
ing 10.2 per cent.
The Netherlands. The unemployment picture of the Netherlands
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is quite atypical (see Appendix G). In the immediate post-World War I
years, 1918 to 1923, unemployment was relatively high. However, from
1923 to 1929, when most other countries had at least one cycle of
unemployment, the Dutch level of unemployment declined almost
steadily (see Table C-i). In this respect, the Dutch experience was
reminiscent of the Belgian, though the absolute level of unemployment
in the latter country was considerably below that of Holland.
In 1929, Dutch unemployment began to rise, relatively slowly at
first, and then more rapidly as the depression deepened. The unusual
feature of the Dutch unemployment trend, however, was that the
peak was not reached until 1936, four years later than the modal peak
year of 1932. Moreover, while Dutch unemployment declined after
1936, it remained almost until the outbreak of the war at a higher level
(percentagewise) than that of any of the countries studied. Part of
this excess is in all probability a statistical rather than a real phenom-
enon, but nonetheless it is probably true that during the later thirties,
the Netherlands experienced an abnormally high rate of unemploy-
ment. On the other hand, the 1938 recession had no repercussions in
Holland in terms of unemployment.
Percentages of unemployment are not available for the Netherlands
after 194Q. However, employment exchange statistics Indicate that
after World War II, unemployment was far below the immediate
prewar level. For example, whereas some 235,600 persons were regis-
tered as totally unemployed in 1939, the 1950 total was only 57,000
(see Table G-2). In all probability, Dutch unemployment from 1946
to 1950 was at a lower level than at any peacetime quinquennium in its
recorded unemployment history.
7. Scandinavia. The proximity and close economic ties of the Scandi-
navian countries, Denmark, Norway, and Sweden, have made for
certain similarities in their unemployment histories, although in many
ways it is the differences among them that are the more interesting (see
Appendixes D, H, and I). Recorded unemployment for Denmark was
very high throughout the entire half century (see Table D-1). How-
ever, at least until World War I, the Danish statistics were relatively
overstated,, and it is doubtful that average unemployment in Denmark
from 1904 to 1913 was twice as high, on the average, as that of Great
Britain, as the figures in Table 1 suggest. Throughout this same
period Norwegian unemployment was undoubtedly much lower than
that of Denmark (see Table H-i), and somewhat lower than Swedish
unemployment as well, for the Swedish figures are in all probability
understated.
Although all the Scandinavian countries were neutral in World
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War I, the Danish economy was subject to the greatest adverse effects
of the war, as indicated by the rise of unemployment to 18 per cent
in 1918, whereas Norway and Sweden experienced much lower rates,
1.5 per cent and 4.6 per cent respectively, in the same year (see
Table I-i).
The Scandinavian unemployment pattern of the 1920's is of par-
ticular interest. While unemployment rose in most countries from
1920 to 1921, the increase was particularly sharp for the three Scandi-
navian countries. Only the United Kingdom showed a rise of com-
parable magnitude. Swedish unemployment, until that time always
moderate, reached the highest peak thereto recorded in any of our
countries, 26.6 per cent, although there is some reason to believe that
the increase shown by the data exceeded the real rise. Norwegian
unemployment, which had averaged 3.1 per cent from 1904 to 1913,
rose to 17.7 per cent in 1921. Denmark was intermediate with 19.7 per
cent of insured workers unemployed, and the United Kingdom figure
was just short of the Norwegian. 1
Scandinavianunemployment remained at record levels in 1922 and
then fell sharply until 1924, when it was roughly comparable to the
British level. In 1925, however, at a time when unemployment in all
of our countries with the exception of Germany was either stable or
declining, a sharp rise in the Danish and Norwegian levels set in,
culminating in peaks of 22.5 per cent and 25.4 per cent, respectively,
in 1927. This time Swedish unemployment did not follow suit, remain-
ing on a par with the relatively high but stable British level. Thus,
during the 1920's Denmark and Norway had two major cycles of
unemployment, and Sweden one, quite in contrast with what was
happening elsewhere.
Denmark and Norway were very badly hit by thç Great Depression,
with only Germany exhibiting more unemployment. The Norwegian
peak of 33.4 per cent must in all probability be discounted, for the
composition of the Norwegian unemployment index was such as to
make it unduly volatile. Nevertheless, it is difficult to escape the con-
clusion that a major change in the structural characteristics of the
Norwegian labor market occurred after World War I. Unemployment
remained high in both Denmark and Norway right up to the beginning
of World War II, only the Netherlands exhibiting a greater degree of
unemployment in the late 1930's.
The effects of the Great Depression upon the Swedish economy
were not nearly so drastic. Reaching a maximum of 23.3 per cent in
1933, unemployment declined steadily until 1940; the 1937-1938 un-
employment increase in Denmark and Norway had no counterpart in
the Swedish economy.
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Swedish neutrality during World War II was reflected in a some-
what higher unemployment rate than that which prevailed in the
belligerent nations (the wartime figures shown for Denmark were due
to the extraordinary conditions of the German occupation). From 1946
to 1950, unemployment in Norway averaged 2.9 per cent and in
Sweden around 2.7 per cent, a situation of "overfull" employment.
By way of contrast, the Danish labor market was much looser, with
unemployment remaining fairly steady at about 9 per cent, about the
same average level as that which prevailed from 1904 to 1913. In 1950,
Denmark, along with Belgium and Germany, was one of the relatively
high unemployment countries of Europe, while Norway and Sweden
were down at the low British level.
8. United Kingdom. Unemployment in the United Kingdom was only
roughly measured in the pre-Worid War I period by the trade union
percentages of unemployment (see Appendix J). The average of the
trade union figures for the years 1900-1913 is 4.4 per cent, which,
according to most authorities, is a satisfactory estimate. The highest
pre-Worid War I trade union percentage, 7.8, was observed for 1908
(see Table J-1). While this high percentage may be biased upward on
account of overrepresentation of certain groups of workers in cyclically
sensitive trades, it is probable that the overstatement is not great.
During World War I, unemployment fell to very low levels, reach-
ing 0.4 per cent in 1916. Directly after the war, however, unemploy-
ment rose severely. The unemployment insurance data for 1919 are
incomplete, while the trade union percentage, 2.4, does not properly
portray the extent of unemployment in the demobilization period.
We have estimated unemployment in 1919 rather roughly at about
5.2 per cent (see Table J-3). In 1921, the unemployment insurance rate
curve for the United Kingdom shows avery sharp peak of 17.0 per cent
followed by a percentage of 14.3 for 1922. The height of this peak was
exceeded only by those of similar peaks occurring in Scandinavian
unemployment. During the remaining years of the 1920's, the level of
unemployment displayed remarkable stability, varying between a
high of 12.5 in 1926, partly influenced by the coal strike of that year,
to a low of 9.7 in 1927 (see Table J-7). The average level of unemploy-
ment for the years 1921-1928, 12.2 per cent, is exceeded only by the
averages for the Scandinavian countries.
Starting from a level of 10.4 per cent in 1929, unemployment in-
creased to a peak of 22.1 per cent in 1932 and declined thereafter.
However, the decline was far from complete for the 1939 unemploy-
ment percentage was still 10.5.
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As in World War I, unemployment rates in World War II were
low. In the postwar years 1946-1950, recorded unemployment averaged
1.9 per cent. This percentage is somewhat too low to use in making
comparisons with the prewar averages, primarily because of the
greater scope of the postwar unemployment insurance schemes. If all
the additional persons covered by unemployment insurance in the
postwar period are excluded from the denominator used in the calcula-
tion of percentages in the postwar period and no change is made in
the numbers unemployed, the maximum difference in the postwar
percentages due to changes in coverage of the unemployment insurance
schemes can be obtained. The results of this calculation indicate that
an upward correction of about 0.6 percentage points would be the
maximum correction needed to make the postwar percentages com-
parable to the prewar percentages with respect to coverage. Actually
the correction should be smaller, since it was assumed that in exclud-
ing persons from the denominator, none of them was unemployed.
Probably a postwar average of 2.2percent is about right for compari-
Sons with the prewar date.
9. The ILO World Index of Unemployment.33 For the years 1929 to
1938, the International Labour Organization calculated a world index
of unemployment based upon the statistics of some fifteen countries.34
Several alternate systems of weights were tried, including totally
gainfully occupied, and totally gainfully occupied in mining, manu-
facturing, transport, and commerce, without producing great varia-
tions in the results. Two indexes, one including the National Industrial
Conference Board unemployment estimates for the United States, and
the other the higher American Federation of Labor estimates for the
United States, are shown in Table 4.
The ILO unemployment percentages are below those shown for
most of our countries during the entire period, Belgium excepted (see
Table 1). The explanation for this discrepancy appears to lie chiefly
in the inclusion in the ILO index of several countries with relatively
low unemployment with which we have not dealt, namely, Japan,
Poland, and Czechoslovakia. Reported Japanese unemployment for
1929 to 1937 averaged only 5.0 per cent, while Poland averaged 12.6
per cent, and Czechoslovakia, 11.2 per cent. While the ILO index
figures for the countries we have covered do not agree with our
figures in• every particular, there is substantial agreement between
them.
For details regarding this measure, see the sources cited above in note 1.
34France,Italy, and the Soviet Union were the only countries of industrial
importance excluded from the index.
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TABLE4
ILOWorld Unemployment Rates, 1929-1938
(per cent)
Year Series 1 Series 2






























Note: Series 1 and Series 2 differ only with respect to the unemployment esti-
mates used for the United S.tates.
Source: International Labour Review, June, 1939, p. 813.
5. Conclusions.
In the foregoing pages we have presented statistical information on
the course of unemployment in ten countries during the first half of
this century. The problem Of measurement in itself is a difficult one
and yet represents only an initial step toward a fuller understanding
of the causes of unemployment. The few generalizations which do
emerge from the data must be regarded as tentative in character, in
part statements of hypotheses rather than of fact.
1. There are striking differences in the general levels of unemploy-
ment characterizing different periods during the past fifty years. The
interwar years were years of relatively high unemployment, while the
first and fifth decades had relatively little unemployment.
2. There is important variation among the unemployment records of
various countries, variation so pronounced in many cases that it cannot
be ascribed to elements of incomparability in the available statistics.
Among the peculiar developments that stand out are the relatively low
level of Belgian unemployment during the 1920's, and its contrastingly
high post-World War II level; the "extra" cycles of unemployment in
Scandinavia during the 1920's, and the transformation of Norway from
a "low" to a "high," then back to a "low" unemployment country; the
consistently high level of unemployment in the Netherlands from 1982
to 1940, compared with earlier experience; and the extraordinarily high
rate of German unemployment in 1982, followed by a very rapid
recovery.
8. In the period 1921-1928, average unemployment rates for the
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countries studied show much more dispersion than do those of the 1929-
1939 period. Relative coefficients of dispersion for the two periods are
0.41 and The two lowest average rates for the 1921-1928 period,
those of Belgium, 2.6, and Canada, 5.7, contrast sharply with those of
Sweden, 17.4, and Norway, 17.0, the two highest. Average rates, 1929-
1939, range from Belgium's low of 13.0 to Norway's high of 23.1.
4. We have found an inverse international relationship between
the average rates of unemployment during the years 1921-1928 and
the changes in average rates between the 1921-1928 and 1929-1939
periods.26 This relationship may be purely fortuitous, or it may have a
genuine economic basis. For example, one might set up the hypothesis
that the level of investment relative to gross national product was low
in countries with relatively high levels of unemployment in the 1920's,
and higher in countries of lower unemployment. Since net investment
has a floor (where disinvestment equals depreciation), the impact of
the depression could have resulted in a greater fall in investment in
the countries with the higher levels of investment (and lower rates of
unemployment). This means that the negative multiplier effects in
the 1930's would have been greater in these countries. For example,'
consider the two possibilities for a given country:
a. In the 1920's unemployment was fairly low and investment high.
Investment could fall, under the impact of the depression, from the
high level to a negative value equal to, but no lower than, depreciation.
The multiplier effect would produce a large fall in gross national
product with a concomitant large rise in unemployment..
b. In the 1920's unemployment was fairly high and the level of
investment low. The shock of the depression could then produce only
a relatively small decrease in investment; therefore gross national
product would fall less than in case a and the increase in unemploy-
ment would be smaller.
5.Apositive rank correlation, 0.679, was found between peak unem-
ployment rates in the 1930's and the extent to which unemployment
diminished thereafter, as measured by the difference between the peak
and the minimum rates observed in the This correlation may
be merely due to chance or perhaps to a peculiar combination of biases
in the data. If the relationship is indeed a real one, it suggests that
countries hardest hit by unemployment did the most to alleviate the
85Thiscoefficient is the average of absolute deviations from the general period
average (the unweighted average of the individual countries' period averages)
divided by the general period average.
86Seep. 461.
The Netherlands' peak unemployment did not occur until 1936. All other
peaks occurred either in 1982 or 1933. Exclusion of the Netherlands from this
calculation raises the correlation coefficient to 0.804.
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problem. Certainly the extreme case of Germany, the country exhibit-
ing the highest peak unemployment and the most extensive recovery,
fits in well with the above
6. To test whether the data give any indication that the extent of
recovery in the 1930's is related in some fashion to conditions respon-
sible for levels of unemployment in the 1920's, two calculations were
performed. Average levels of unemployment, 1921-1928, were corre-
lated with peak minus minimum rates of the 1930's, a measure of the
extent of recovery. A rank correlation coefficient equal to 0.179 (0.103
upon exclusion of the Netherlands) was obtained. A similar calculation
involving 1921-1928 average rates and minimum rates in the 1930's
produced a positive correlation of only 0.200. These rather weak corre-
lations, while not disproving the hypothesis under inspection, provide
no substantial support for it.
7. Progress toward more refined and accurate measures of unemploy-
ment and more uniform and conceptually complete definitions of un-
employment was observed to be related to the stage of development
of institutions concerned with combating unemployment and its effects.
The establishment of state-supported trade union unemployment funds
was a first step in the direction of standardizing and refining the pre-
existing trade union statistics. National systems of unemployment
insurance resulted in the broadening of coverage, as well as in further
standardization of definitions. Employment exchange statistics have
been less useful to us than other types as a result of the form in which
they generally appear but provided a useful supplementary source of
information on unemployment trends. Finally, the most recent type of
statistic developed, the labor force sample survey, reflects a heightened
interest in the exact state of the labor market by the community and
particularly by national governments, which have in large part assumed
responsibility for offsetting unfavorable developments.
Our study, limited as it is to a single gross measure of unemployment,
provides only a rough index of the relative intensity of unemployment
in the countries studied. It is our impression that a more intensive
examination of the available data on a comparative basis, including a
study of seasonality, industrial, and geographical distribution of un-
employment, and its incidence among various segments of the labor
force, would, in conjunction with supplementary studies, provide a
basis for testing more refined and significant hypotheses concerning
the causes of unemployment and the mechanism by which it is trans-
mitted across national boundaries.
88Valuesof the rank correlation coefficient required for significance when cal-
culated from samples of 8 cases are 0.63 at the 90 per cent level and 0.71 at the
95 per cent level. It should be noted that the correlation coefficient above, 0.679,
is based on samples with 9 cases. Tables for n =9are not available (see Helen
M. Walker and Joseph Lev, Statistical Inference, HoIt, 1953, pp. 282 and 478).
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Appendix A:
Australia
Any historical analysis of Australian unemployment must be based
upon figures reported over a long period by trade unions. The cur-
rently available unemployment insurance data under the Unemploy-
ment and Sickness Benefits Act began only on July 1, 1945. The trade
union series has the following characteristics:
1. Beginning with the year 1913, quarterly figures on unemployment
were collected from a number of trade unions. For selected years from
1891 to 1912, the Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics
endeavored to obtain retrospective estimates of unemployment from
a number of trade unions as of the end of the year only. These figures
are shown, together with the number of reporting unions and member-
ship of reporting unions, in Table A-i.
TABLE A-i









Per Cent of Members
Unemployed at
End of Year
1891 25 6,445 9.29
1896 25 4,227 10.81
1901 39 8,710 6.59
1906 47 11,299 6.67
1907 51 13,179 5.74
1908 68 18,685 5.98
1909 84 21,122 5.79
1910 109 32,995 5.63
1911 160 67,961 4.67
1912 464 224,023 5.55
Source: Trade Unionism, Unemployment, Wages, Prices, and Cost of Living
in Australia, 1891 to 1912, Melbourne, Commonwealth Bureau of Census and
Statistics, 1913.
Since few trade unions paid any form of unemployment benefit in
the earlier years, accurate records of unemployment were difficult to
obtain, and returns were not available for the same unions throughout
the period. Moreover, since the data are year-end data, they cannot
be taken to represent average unemployment for the specified year.
The data for .1912 represented 75 per cent of the total number of
local unions existing at the time and 52 per cent of union membership.
However, coverage drops off rapidly as we go backward from 1912.
Thus, in 1891, onlyper cent of the local unions with 12 per cent of
total union membership were covered. The corresponding figures for
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1896 were: 19 and 8 per cent; for 1901, 20 and 9 per cent; and for 1906,
16 and 6 per cent.' It was estimated that for 1912, 44 per cent of all
male employees and 8.4 per cent of all female employees, in all profes-
sions, trades, and occupations in the Commonwealth, were members
of trade unions.2 If it is assumed that all trade union members were
coverage among male employees in 1912 would have been
about 25 per cent.
The Bureau of Census was of the opinion that the particular indus-
tries covered in this sample did not result either in upward or down-
ward bias. The building and metal trades were heavily represented,
while such comparatively stable industries as railways were not repre-
sented at all. Unskilled casual labor was poorly represented. "Thus,
for some reasons, the percentage given is likely to be greater, and for
other reasons less, than the true average percentage unemployed
throughout the Moreover, the following comparisons with











a Allmale wage earners, excluding "professional" occupations.
b New South Wales and Victoria only.
The difference shown for 1891 was ascribed to the fact that the
census was taken in March while the trade union data were for the
year end, the intervening months having witnessed a depression fol-
lowing upon a long strike of maritime workers and sheep shearers.
The validity of these observations has been challenged, howeveri.
It has been asserted that since the two series were for different dates
in the year any resemblance in the results "is only an accident and does
not support a claim that the trade union returns are representative of
the state of unemployment in Australia."6 The relatively small member-
ship of the reporting unions in each of the census years is another
limiting factor.
'Trade Unionism, Unemployment, Wages, Prices, and Cost of Living in Austra-
lia, 1891 to 1912, Melbourne, Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics,
1913, pp. 13, 18.
2Ibid.,p. 12.
In fact, some 96 per cent of trade union members were males in 1912 (ibid.,
p. 11).
p. 18.
6J. K. L. Gifford, Economic Statistics for Australian Arbitration Courts, Mel-
bourne, Macmillan, 1928, p. 7.
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As to the first objection, it may be noted that for the years 1913 to
1920, for which quarterly trade union data are available (for the last
week in the months of February, May, August, and November), and
which, except for 1914, were years in which unemployment was com-
parable absolutely to that reported for the years 1901-1912, the per-
centage of unemployment in the fourth quarter of any year was within
one percentage point of unemployment in the first quarter of the fol-
lowing year.7 The first and fourth quarters of the year normally mark
the period of lowest unemployment in Australia. Since the census date
was in the first quarter, and the trade union report was at the end of
the fourth quarter (prior to 1913), the possibility of divergence
between the two was not so great as implied by the above quotation.
However, neither the census nor the trade union figures prior to 1913
accurately represent average unemployment throughout the year, pre-
cisely because they were both in quarters of lowest unemployment.
2. The quarterly trade union data collected since 1913 represent
unemployment in the last weeks of the months of February, May,
August, and November. Annual averages derived from them are shown
in Table A-2.
These figures have certain limitations, of which the following are
the most important.
a. Coverage. The relative size of the sample of workers represented
by the series is indicated by the following data
Year
Per Cent of Trade Union
Members in Sample
Estimated Per Cent of All Male






These figures are from Labour Report, 1950, No. 39, P. 122. The last figure
is the ratio of reporting membership to all wage earners, including women.
The average difference for the years 1913 to 1920 inclusive was 0.9 per cent.
In five of the seven years, unemployment in the first quarter was higher than in
the preceding quarter (by an average of 0.7 per cent), while in the two remain-
ing years, the reverse was true (by an average of 1.4 per cent).
8Thedata are from various issues of Labour Report, Commonwealth Bureau of
Census and Statistics. The years chosen are those for which census data are avail-
able. For the earlier years, the omission of female wage and salary earners did not
constitute a serious distorting factor in indicating degree of coverage, since the
labor force participation of women was low. For later years, however, and par-
ticularly since the war, the greatly increased labor force participation of women,
plus the smaller extent to which they are unionized, produce quite different re-
suits if they are included in the comparison. Thus, for 1947, the ratio of covered
trade union membership to all wage and salary earners is only 29 per cent, com-
pared with the 40 per cent ratio to male wage and salary earners shown in the table.
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TABLE A-2

































































































































Note: For the years up to and including 1929, a special sample of unemploy-
ment by cause is shown separately in the annual Labour Reports. For some years,
however, total unemployment for all causes shown in this special sample differs
from total unemployment for all causes for all reporting unions. In making the
adjustment, the ratio of unemployment due to lack of work to unemployment for
all causes, derived from the special restricted sample, was applied to the global
unemployment figure derived from the total reporting population.
From 1929 to 1947 the Labour Reports simply note that the percentage of
unemployment due to (1) sickness and accident and (2) all other causes except
lack of work remained uniform at 0.7 per cent and 0.2 per cent, respectively. Thus,
a constant factor of 0.9 per cent has been deducted from the global unemployment
percentages to adjust for these years. Beginning with 1948,. the adjustment factor
was put at 0.6 per cent for accident and illness, and "insignificant" for other causes;
for the years 1948-1951, therefore, a 0.6 per cent adjustment factor has been
deducted.
Source: Labour Reports, Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics, passim.
It is apparent that because of the high degree of union organization,
the trade union unemployment series has long covered a remarkably
large proportion of the Australian labor market, in comparison to
similar types of statistics of other countries.
The principal omissions in industrial coverage are for the pastoral
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and agricultural trades, for industries in which workers have perma-
nency of employment (such as railway and tramway employees and
civil servants), and for such casual trades as longshoremen's work.
However, there appears to be no reason to suspect any particular bias
toward greater or less unemployment for the industrial fields covered,
which include, in addition to manufacturing, mining, building con-
struction, land transport other than railways, and domestic service.
Salaried individuals as well as wage earners appear to be represented
in the sample, though whether to the same relative extent cannot be
determined from the data..
b. Methods of Collecting Information. The basic reports are prepared
quarterly by local trade union secretaries and submitted to the Bureau
of the Census for processing. The Bureau has made the following
observations regarding the reporting mechanism:
"Very few unions pay unemployment benefits, but the majority of
the larger organizations have permanent secretaries and organizers
who are in close touch with the members and with the state of trade
in their particular industries. In many cases unemployment registers
are kept, and employers apply to the union officials when labor is
required. Provision is also made in the rules for members out of work
to pay reduced
An intensive examination of the reporting procedure in thirty report-
ing unions yielded the following conclusions:
"Some kept unemployment registers, which members signed when
they became unemployed. In unions paying unemployment benefit,
such a record would probably be fairly accurate, but in others, the
majority, where there is no advantage in registering, for a time at
least, the records and the returns based on them would obviously
be liable to error. There would be no reliable check on members
working in other occupations, up to one or two years. at least, when
they are removed from the register... someunions try to allow for
these errors by guessing the probable numbers affected. Such returns
are based on records plus guesswork. Other unions keep no record
at all, and simply send in a return based on 'general observation.' The
character of the occupations represented by some unions, e.g. sea-
sonal work, prevents any accurate record being kept. Some unions
return men on relief work as employed, while others, probably the
majority, do not. Generally speaking, the information which unions
have about unemployment amongst their own members is, in a few
Labour Reports, No. 27, 1936, P. 108.
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cases, fairly complete, and in the majority approximate to very
dubious."°
In addition to these difficulties, the reporting system sometimes
conceals unemployment if the unions are seeking wage increases
through a court of arbitration and at other times exaggerates unem-
ployment in order to justify restrictions on entry to the trade.1'
Notwithstanding these imperfections, the Commonwealth Statistician
thinks that the trade union series provides a good measure of the trend
of unemployment, even though the absolute figures must be used with
caution, apparently on the theory that the errors cancel out, in a
rough way.'2
c. Definitions. A person is recorded as unemployed if he is out of
work for three days or more during the specified survey week. Part-
time unemployment is not reported separately; the particular work
pattern of the individual on less than full time determines whether he
is classified as employed or unemployed.
Persons who are out of work due to direct involvement in a strike
or lockout are not counted as unemployed, but those in other industries
who are indirectly affected are considered unemployed.13 However,
persons unemployed for any other cause, such as illness and accident,
are included among the unemployed. Fortunately, data were collected
for a number of years from some of the reporting unions which per-
mitted a breakdown of unemployment by cause. These data have been
used to correct the global unemployment percentages by eliminating
unemployment for all causes other than lack of work. The corrected
series is also shown in Table A-2.
3. The trade union unemployment data may be checked against
census data for 1921, 1933, and 1947. The comparisons are shown in
Table A-S. The substantial difference between the figures in 1921 led
to the observation that "the trade union, unemployment percentages
for those unemployed through scarcity of work very much exaggerated
the amount of unemployment due to scarcity of However, the
close correspondence between them in 1933, when the census figure
was, if anything, higher than the trade union data, indicates that at
least in periods of very high unemployment, the trade union data
mirrored with considerable accuracy the prevailing level of unemploy-
10E.E. Ward, "A Sample of Unemployment in Victoria," Economic Record,
June 1938, p. 23.
Cifford,op.cit., p. 5.
12E.Ronald Walker, Unemployment Policy, Sydney, Angus and Robinson, 1936,
Pp. 64-65.
18LabourReports, No. 30, 1939, p. 103.
op.cit., p. 9.
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TABLE A-3
Comparison of Unemployment Rates Due to Lack' of Work as Shown by Census
and Trade Union Returns, Australia, 1921, 1933, and 1947
TYPE OF WORKER
CENSUS TRADE UNION
Per Cent Per Cent
YEAR COVERED UnemployedDateUnemployed Date
1921 Male workers 6.OaApril 4 10.4 1st quarter
1933 Male workers 24.9" June 30 24.8 2nd quarter
1947 Male and female workers 1.3 June 30 0.4 2nd quarter
a Thecorresponding figure for males and females together is 5.0 per cent.
b The corresponding figure for males and females together is 22.4 per cent. This
percentage makes no allowance for youths and girls who would normally have
been wage and salary earners but who were never employed on account of the
depression and were thus not classified as wage and salary earners. Such an
allowance would raise the percentage of unemployment.
Source: 1921—J. L. K. Gifford, Economic Statistics for Australian Arbitration
Courts, Melbourne, Macmillan, 1928, p. 9. 1933—Census of the Commonwealth of
Australia, June 30, 1933, Vol. II. 1947—Year Book of the Commonwealth of
Australia, 1953, p. 549.
ment. The same, of course, would be true when unemployment was
very low, as indicated by the data for 1947.
A comparison of unemployment in Queensland for the years 1925-
1927, based upon unemployment insurance statistics in that state,
yielded the conclusion that
"the trade union percentage very much exaggerated at certain times
the amount of unemploymeht due to lack of work, though at other
times it fell below the percentage based on the Department [of
Labour] statistics. From August to November, 1924, from February
to May, 1925, from May to August, 1926, and from August to Novem-
ber, 1926, even the direction of movement of the two series was
different, and in general the trade union percentage fluctuated more
than the
A more careful and elaborate study of unemployment in Victoria in
1937 indicated that of a sample of 2,000 men receiving public, assist-
ance, only 12 per cent were or ever had been members of unions,
reporting or otherwise, whereas the reporting unions constituted a
sample of 20 to 25 per cent of the wage and salary earners in Victoria
at the time. In fact, only about 6 per cent of the group studied were
currently registered as unemployed with reporting unions. Despite
this great discrepancy, total unemployment in Victoria was estimated
at 10 per cent from public labor exchange data, and 9.3 per cent on
the basis of the trade union reports. This fairly close correspondence
p. 11.
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is attributed to "a fortuitous cancelling of errors which may or may
not persist."16
CONCLUSIONS
The only series of unemployment other than the trade union reports
available for Australia is that emanating from the unemployment
insurance system, commencing in 1945. For each year between 1945
and 1952, the direction of movement was the same for the two series;
but the absolute level of unemployment shown by the two series cannot
be compared, since there are qualifications for the receipt of unemploy-
ment benefits, including a means test, which restrict the coverage of
the unemployment insurance data.
The trade union series, therefore, must be used for Australian
unemployment statistics for any considerable period of time. Even
with corrections to eliminate unemployment for causes other than lack
of work, this series has certain drawbacks. To an outside observer it
seems that much of the criticism of the series was made by individuals
who were attempting to make out the strongest possible case against
it. The sample is, and has been for many years, substantial; industrial
coverage has been wide, and not obviously biased; and several tests
of the trade union data against census and other bench marks have
revealed fairly close correspondence between the two, with the con-
spicuous and important exception of the year 1921. It cannot be said
prima facie, that the trade union series either "overstated" or "under-
stated" unemployment as compared with some theoretical norm of
perfection, on the basis of the available evidence. All things considered,
the Australian trade union series appears to be one of the better of
the unemployment series, when compared with the character of the
data available for other countries.
Appendix B:
Belgium
The principal series yielding information on unemployment in
Belgium are (1) early trade union, communal fund, and employment
exchange statistics, (2) voluntary unemployment insurance statistics,
and (3) compulsory unemployment insurance statistics.
EARLY TRADE UNION, COMMUNAL FUND, AND EMPLOYMENT
EXCHANGE STATISTICS
The Chent trade union rates of unemployment were the first official
unemployment statistics to appear. They were published monthly in
'°Ward,op.cit.INTERNATIONAL COMPARiSON OF RATES
the Revue du travail beginning in December 1895. The unions covered
were classified in ten groups: clerical workers, commercial agents, and
foremen; workers in printing; textiles; building; wood; metals; food;
clothing; transport; and a miscellaneous group. The size of the Ghent
sample increased from 13,591 members in twenty-nine unions in the
first year of operation to 19,028 members in forty-nine unions in 1907
(see Table B-i).
Reporting was on a voluntary basis in the years before the creation
of the Client Communal Unemployment Fund' in 1901. After the fund
TABLE B-i














. 1900 2.9 2.7
1901 2.7 2.9
1902 2.9 3.3
1903 2.6 3.6 3.4
1904 2.8 3.4 3.0
1905 2.2 2.9 2.1
1906 1.9 2.3 1.8
1907 1.6 2.1 2.2
1908 2.9 5.8
1909 3.1 , 3.3 3.0
1910 1.9 2.0 3.6
1911 1.5 . 1.9 4.4
1912 1.2 1.3 4.8
1913 1.5 2.0





a 1896-1913: Averages of monthly percentages appearing in the Revue du
travail. Rates, excluding clerks, commercial travelers, and foremen, were calculated
from annual data (based on twelve months from December through November)
appearing in the Revue du travail through 1907.
1914-1918: Calculated from data in Ernest Mahaim, Le secours de chómage en
Belgique pendant l'occupation Allemande, Yale University Press, 1926,pp. 152-153.
b Averages of monthly data appearing in the Revue du travail.
'Ernest Mahaim states: "The Ghent unemployment fund was the best organized
institution of unemployment insurance before the war" (Le secours de chomage
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came into operation, participating unions, receiving communal un-
employment subsidies, were required to submit monthly statements of
the amount of unemployment to a special communal comptroller. Close
controls by the communal authorities, as well as supervision by indi-
vidual unions, insured accurate reporting..
The industrial distribution of workers covered by the Ghent scheme
is compared below with that of Ghent
and of industrial wage earners in Belgium. While the industrial
classifications may not be perfectly comparable, it is evident that the
Ghent sample underrepresented workers in building, food and tobacco,
and clothing, andoverrepresented workers in textiles and metals. Other
important groups, workers in ceramics, mining, quarrying, and trans-
port (after1904) were not represented in the sample at all. In addition,
the published Ghent percentages are based upon a sample which in-























































100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
•Total (thousands) 14.lb 16.lb
• 43.8 1,270.0
a Includedin "Other" group.
b Union totals exclude clerical workers, sales agents, and foremen, 2,513 persons
in nine unions in 1902 and 2,924 persons in nine unions in 1907.
Source: Ghent trade union statistics from annual reports appearing in issues of
the Revue du travail; census data from Recensement de l'industrie et du commerce,
1910, Vol. I, p. 519 and 554.
With the spread of trade union unemployment plans, the Revue du
travail began in 1902 to publish National Trade Union percentages of
unemployment. They first covered 115 unions with 29,920 members,
but by 1912, the coverage had expanded to include 276 unions with
en Belgique pendant l'occupation Allemande, Paris, Les Presses Universitaires de
France, Publications de la Donation Carnegie pour la Paix, Yale University Press,
1926, p. 150).
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77,526members(see Table B-i). Since the trade union unemployment
schemes developed to meet the needs of special trades, unions, and
localities, it is not surprising to find that there were many differences
among them.2 Definitions of unemployment were far from uniform and
conditions governing the payment of unemployment benefit varied
considerably. However, it appears likely that the usual short duration
of benefit payments, coupled with stringent eligibility requirements,
produced a downward bias in the trade union unemployment per-
centages, particularly in times of depression.
From 1909 through 1912, monthly unemployment statistics of the
communal unemployment funds were published in the Revue du travail
as part of the annual report on communal and provincial unemploy-
ment subsidies (see Table B-i, column 3). In 1909, the percentages
were based on the reports of 310 trade unions affiliated with communal
funds whose members numbered 58,413. By 1912, coverage had ex-
tended to include 370 unions with a membership of 103,537. The com-
munal fund statistics included wage earners in mining, transportation,
and manufacturing, and salary earners. Since the majority of com-
munal funds were modeled after the Ghent fund, their operations
exhibited some degree of uniformity. Study of the industrial distribu-
tion of workers included in the communal fund statistics in December
1910, the month of the census, reveals that workers in construction,
mining, and clothing were underrepresented, while those in textiles,
wood and furniture, printing, and arts and crafts were overrepresented.
Public and subsidized private employment exchange statistics are
available beginning with 1896. They provide data on the number of
applications for work, of vacancies, and of placements. The early
figures are poor since the number of exchanges was small and reporting
was irregular. In 1904, only ten exchanges were in operation. By 1914,
the number had increased to fifty. While useful as a rough indicator
of fluctuations in the labor market, the statistics do not provide any-
thing approaching a suitable measure of the number of unemployed
persons. Many unemplàyed persons registered at more than one
exchange and were therefore included in the statistics twice. Other
unemployed persons did not use the exchanges when seeking work.
The limited number of employment exchanges in the early years meant
that many of the unemployed did not have the services of an employ-
ment exchange at their disposal. Later, when the statistics became
more comprehensive, the far better unemployment insurance statistics
make it unnecessary to refer to them for a measure of unemployment
(see Table B-2).
2SeeConstance A. Kiehel, Unemployment Insurance in Belgium, Industrial Re-
lations Counselors, 1932, pp. 117-119.
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TABLE B-2













1896 13.1 . 16.8 4.3 128.
1897 12.0 18.7 8.4 139.
1898 13.5 16.4 6.3 121
1899 10.9 16.7 6.7 153
1900 10.0 16.5 8.2 165
1901 14.1 13.1 7.7 93
1902 17.0 11.1 6;4 65
1903 23.4 12.4 7.1 53
1904 10 20.5 13.3 8.0 65
1905 10 17.2 14.9 8.2 87
1906 10 19.2 16.3 10.6 85
1907 12 23.8 18.5 11.9 78
1908 14 39.9 21.6 15.1 54
1909 17 51.6 28.0 18.7 54
1910 31 60.1 40.8 24.9 68
1911 39 69.7 56.0 31.7 80
1912 43 . 71.2 64.8 36.1 91
1913 49 88.2 74.7 43.7 85
1914c 50 88.6 54.9 34.0 62
1919d, e 47 92.2 26.8 14.9 29
1920 38 141.6 90.2 57.4 64
181.3 96.8 71.4 53
1922t 192.3 138.9 89.8 71
1923 .30 161.3 144.3 93.2 89
1924 33 168.9 125.5 86.0 74
1925 36 166.0 101.8 74.1 61
1926 37 179.5 98.0 73.0 55
1927 40 176.8 107.8 75.8 61
1928 42 148.5 143.3 89.5 97
1929 42 141.2 146.1 89.2 103
1930 44 190.1 100.8 72.9 53
aFrom1896 to 1907, figures were particularly poor. Failure to report and typo-
graphical errors which cannot be corrected were frequent.
b Calculated for years 1896-1906, 1914, and 1919; Revue du travail for other
years.
CFirstseven months.
d No data available 1915-1918.
Last six months; exchanges not in operation during first six months.
No reports from subsidized private, exchanges.
Source: 1896-1906, 1914 and 1919—Constance A. Kiehel, Unemployment In-
surance in Belgium, Industrial Relations Counselors, 1932, p. 62. 1907-1930,
eluding 1914 and 1919—Revue du travail, February 1931, p. 334.
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There are available two unemployment censuses which afford an
opportunity to gauge the value of the trade union and communal fund
unemployment rates. The results of the first census, that of October 31,
1896, were marred by several methodological defects.3 In particular,
workers' returns understated the amount of unemployment in certain
seasonal trades, counted as unemployed some persons who were sick,
and included among the unemployed some older persons who were
not looking for work. Data in the census report suggest that between
4 and 5percent of the total number of industrial wage earners were
unemployed on the date of the census.
The percentages unemployed reported in the second census of
December 31, are shown below:
Industry CommerceIndustry and
Commerce
Wage 6.3 6.9 8.3
Salaryeamersb 1.3 3.2 2.0
Wageand salary earnersa, b6.0 4.8 5.9
a 5,242 wage earners on strike, included among the unemployed in the census,
have been excluded.
b 23 salary earners on strike, included among the unemployed in the census,
have been excluded.
A comparison of the trade union and communal fund unemployment
percentages with those of the censuses follows:
UNEMPLOYMENT pERCENTAGESa
Ghent TradeNational Trade Communal
DATE Censusb Unions Unions Funds
October 31,1896 4.5 2.9 (3.5)
December 31, 19106.3 2.2 (1.9) 1.8 (2.0) 4.2 (3.6)
a Percentages in parentheses are annual averages.
b Percentage of industrial wage earners unemployed.
It is apparent that the differences encountered above are substantial.
Some of the reasons for them have already been mentioned: the local
nature of the Ghent statistics, diversities in trade union practices and
definitions, and unrepresentative small samples.
See Recensement général des industries et des métiers (31 octobre 1896), Vol.
18, p. 424; Max E. Waxweiler, statistique des ouvriers industr.iels sans travail
en Belgique" in Corn pte rendu de la Conference Internationale du Chômage, Vol.
II, report No. 8, 1910, pp. 1-15; B. Seebohm Rowntree, Land and Labour, Lessons
from Belgium, London, Macmillan, 1910, pp. 502-503; Kiehel, op.cit.,,p. 41.
Recensement de l'industrie et du commerce, Vol. 8, p. 37 and Vol. 2, p. 1414.
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What then may be said of the level of unemployment in Belgium
before World War I? Rowntree, in an admittedly rough approximation,
employed the trend in the Ghent trade union series in conjunction
with the census of 1896 in order to estimate the level of unemployment
in the years from 1896 through 1907. After remarking that the Belgian
economy prospered in the closing years of the nineteenth century and
in the early years of the twentieth century, he writes:
"Thus, the percentage of men out of work, which was shown by the
censu.s to have been 4% per cent in 1896, has been considerably
smaller since then. If it has declined in the same ratio as the per-
centage of unemployed in Ghent, it will have averaged 3% per cent
for the seven years 1896 to 1902, andper cent from 1903 to 1907.
These are the only statistics upon which any estimate of the
amount of unemployment in Belgium can be based. So far as they
go, they appear to show that, taking an average of years, the
percentage of unemployed workers in Belgium isa. somewhere about
3 per cent, but for reasons given on p. 503, this figure can only be
taken as approximately
Rowntree cites personal communications from M. Louis Varlez, direc-
tor of the Ghent unemployment fund, M. Vandervelde, leader of the
Belgian Labor Party, and M. De Leener, a Belgian economist, to the
effect that 3 per cent is a good estimate of the average level of unem-
ployment in Belgium for the period from 1896 through 1907.
The depression of 1908 is undoubtedly not adequately reflected in
the trade union series. Many workers exhausted their unemployment
benefits, and, though still unemployed, did not appear in the statistics.
The Ghent percentage rose only to 2.9 in 1908 and then to 3.1 in 1909.
In 1910, when the census put normal average unemployment at about
5percent,6 the Ghent percentage stood at 1.9. The National Trade
Union percentage reached a peak of 12.0 in January 1908, while the
annual average for 1908 was 5.8, followed by percentages of 3.3 and
2.0 for 1909 and 1910, respectively.
Several rough calculations indicate that the level of unemployment
in 1908 and 1909 was about 6 to 9 per cent for industrial wage earners.7
For the years 1910 to the beginning of World War I, the level of
unemployment probably fluctuated between 3 and 6 per cent.
Rowntree, op.cit., p. 504.
6Recensementde l'industrie et du commerce, Vol. 8, P. 22.
Two calculations were performed. In the first, the ratio of the census esti-
mate of normal unemployment in 1910 to the Ghent percentage for 1910 was
applied to earlier Ghent percentages. The second calculation employed unemploy-
ment percentages for the industrial groups in the Ghent sample and weights de-
rived from the census of 1910.
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During World War I, with the German invasion and occupation,
unemployment rose to extraordinary heights. The Ghent trade union
series, the oniy one which continued to appear, represented relief more.
than unemployment figures and reached very high levels (see Table
B-i). The unemployment census of February-March 1915, which was
limited to occupied Belgium, showed that a little less than 50 per cent
of the total number of wage and salary earners, as given by the 1910
census, were unemployed.8 While the accuracy of the census is ques-
tionable since it was not carefully planned and was rushed to com-
pletion under the disturbing influence of an occupying power, there
can be little doubt but that there actually existed an extremely high
level of unemployment at the time of the census and throughout the
war years.
VOLUNTARY UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE STATISTICS9
After World War I, steps were taken to form a system of voluntary
unemployment insurance societies to replace relief measures which
had been instituted during the war. In spite of difficulties encountered
in the depression of 1920-1921, this program was a success. By the
end of 1920, 627 communes had formed eighty-four communal and
intercommunal unemployment funds and total membership in the
unemployment insurance societies increased from 126,300 in 1913 to
668,000.
State supervision, in addition to requiring uniformity of operation,
entailed a more careful and uniform definition of involuntary unem-
ployment. Persons incapable of working, on strike or locked out, and
those definitely dismissed from their previous employment who refused
to accept suitable work under customary working conditions (as
determined by the employment exchange authorities with the help
of the executive committees of the unemployment funds) were ex-
cluded from benefit and hence not considered unemployed. Registra-
tion at an employment exchange was required on the first day of unem-
ployment. A person was considered as wholly unemployed (chômeur
corn plet) if he met the above conditions and if his employment were
definitely terminated for an indeterminate period or for a limited
period of more than one month.
The statistics of the voluntary unemployment insurance societies,
published monthly in the Revue du travail, covered workers above
fifteen years of age engaged in mining, manufacturing, building, trans-
port, etc., but excluded those in agriculture, fishing, and personal
8 Mahaim, op.cit., p. 50.
° Source: Revue du travail; Yearbook 1984-1935, International Labour Organiza-
tion, Vol. II, p. 171; Kiehel, op.cit., Chaps. 3 and 9-14, Pp. 41-51 and 138-298.
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service. The inclusion of persons under eighteen was qualified, how-
ever, since such persons received benefit only if they had been working
for an employer for at least six months and had been insured for at
least twelve months. In October 1930, persons over sixty-five years of
age were excluded from benefit. Persons in their waiting period, or
having exhausted their right to benefit, or receiving relief from emer-
gency relief funds (fonds de crise), were counted as unemployed
(see Table B-3).
The results of two censuses, those of December 31, 1930, and of
February 27, 1937, provide information which is of great value in
TABLE B-3








Membership Unemployeda Membershipb All Selected
YEAR(thousands)(per cent) YEAR(thousands)Industry Industryc
1921 688 9.7 1945 1,554 7.4 9.1
1922 705 3.1 1946 1,880 3.2 3.9
1923 654 1.0 1947 1,995 1.8 2.2
1924 607 1.0 1948 2,004 4.3 5.3
1925 598 1.5
• 1949 2,047 8.7 11.1.
1926 611 1.4 1950 2,047 8.4 10.1
1927 829 1.8 1951 2,095 7.5 8.6
1928 632 0.9 1952 2,098 8.2d
1929 640 1.3
1930 693 3.6 -
1931 761 10.9
1932 920 19.0
1933 980 16.9 ,






Percentages calculated from monthly data.The, monthly percentages are
formed by comparing the daily average of the registered unemployed with the
total number of insured persons.
b June of indicated years.
The following groups are excluded:agriculture, forestry, hunting, fishing,
hotels, restaurants, personal and welfare services,salary earners,artists, and
domestic service.
d 10 months.
Source: Revue du travail and Yearbooks of Labour Statistics, ILO.INTERNATIONAL COMPARISON OF RATES
assessing the accuracy of the voluntary unemployment insurance per-
centages of unemployment. In Table B-4, the industrial distribution of
insured wage earners is compared with that of the total population of
industrial wage earners. The comparison reveals that the insurance
sample's industrial representation closely approximated that of the
total population of industrial wage earners.
Table B-5 indicates that the insurance sample included a prepon-
derance of industrial wage earners. Percentage wise, the representation
of salary earners and wage and salary earners in commerce was much
TABLE B-4
Comparison of the Industrial Distribution of Insured Wage Earners with That
of Census Wage Earners in Industry, Belgium, December 31, 1930
'
PERCENTAGE OF THE TOTAL NUMBER
Insured Industrial Industrial





















Art and crafts 3.3 2.5
Transport 7.0 7.4
Total 100.0 100.0
Total numbers 610,886 1,480,753
Note: Details may not add up to totals because of rounding.
Revue du travail, June 1934, pp. 760-761.
smaller than in the total population of wage and salary earners. Males
represented 86.6 per cent of the total insurance sample, while in
the census males accounted for 81.3 per cent of the total number
enumerated.
On the basis of this analysis of the insurance sample, it would appear
that the insurance percentages can be taken to represent the level of
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TABLE B-S
Comparison of Proportion of Wage Earners, Salary Earners, and Males and Females
in theInsuranceSample and Census, Belgium, December 31, 1930
A. Percentage of Wage and SalaryEarners WhoWere in Industry and Commerce,
and Number in Each Sample
IndustryCommerceUnassignedTotal Total Number
Wage earners:
Insurance 98.6 1.4 100.0




Insurance 76.8 23.2 a 100.0
Census 60.6 39.0 0.4 100.0
35,636
304,895
Total wage and salary earners:
Insurance 97.4 2.6 a 100.0
Census 90.0 9.9 0.1 100.0
655,230
1,850,272
B. Percentage in Industry and Commerce Who Were Wage and
and Number In Each Sample
Salary Earners,
Wage EarnersSalary Earners Total Total Number
Industry:
Insurance 95.8 4.2 100.0




Insurance 51.0 49.0 100.0





Insurance 94;5 5.5 100.0
Census 83.5 16.5 100.0
655,230
1,850,272




Commerce Who Were Wage
Each Sample

























b Excluding 26 insured salary earners and 55 insured wage earners who could
not be definitely assigned to industry or commerce.
Excluding 1,059 census salary earners and 806 census wage earners who could
not be definitely assigned to industry or commerce.
Source: Revue du travail, June 1934, Pp. 722-725.
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unemployment among industrial wage earners subject to the following
biases:
1. The inclusion of some salary earners in industry (4.2 per centof
the number insured in industry) should produce a downward bias
since salary earners usually experience lower unemployment ratesthan
industrial wage earners.
2. The inclusion of a small number of wage and salary earnersin
commerce (2.6 per cent of the total insurancesample) should act to
lower the insurance percentage relative to the "true" percentage for
industrial wage earners. -
3.The overrepresentation of males in the insurance sample should
tend to raise the insurance percentage, since male unemployment rates
usually exceed those of females.
On the two census dates, it is possible to compare the insurance
unemployment rates with the census rates. The data, presented below,
reveal that on December 31, 1930, the insurance unemployment per-
centage, based on the total number of insured persons, was 0.5per-
centage points below that of the census percentage for industrial wage
earners; on February 27, 1937, the insurance percentage exceeded the
census percentage for industrial wage earners by 2.0 percentage
points.10
That the insurance percentage stood below the census percentage
in 1930 and above it in 1937 may be attributable to the operation of
the biases listed above. In 1930, the difference between male and
female industrial wage earners' unemployment rates, as given by the
census, was much smaller than in 1937. This implies that the bias due
to the overrepresentation of males operated more strongly in 1937
than in 1930. Further, unemployment rates for salary earners and for
wage and salary earners in commerce were both lower than the rates
for industrial wage earners in 1930 than in 1937 according to the
censuses (see Table B-6). This means that the biases arising from the
inclusion of some salary earners and a small number of wage and
salary earners in commerce in the insurance sample probably influ-








FOR INDUSTRIAL WAGE EARNERS
. Male Female Total
December81,1930 9.2 10.1 7.8 9.7
February27,1937 13.7 13.6 3.3 iLl
Source: Table B-6 and Revue clu travail.
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TABLE B-6
Unemployment Rates of Wage and Salary Earners, by Sex, Belgium,





1930 1937 1930 1937 1930 1937
Industry;
Male 10.1 13.6 1.7 4.0 9.1 12.4
Female 7.8 3.0 1.9 3.1 7.3 3.0
Both sexes 9.7 11.7 1.7 3.9 8.8 10,8
Commerce:
Male 5.9 11.4 2.9 6.9 4.1 9.3
Female 4.8 5.7 2.5 4.4 3.0 4.9




99b 13.5 2.3c 5.0 8.7b,e 12.1
Female 7,7b 3.3 2.5c 3.9 6.7b,c 3.4
Both sexes 95b 11.6 2.3c 4.7 10.4
ofwhom were listedas Helpers(aidants), none unemployed in either census,
are excluded.
b Including 806 wage earners (663 males of whom 373 were unemployed and
143 females of whom 33 were unemployed) who were not able to be assigned to
industry or commerce.
Including 1,059 salary earners (761 males of whom 474 were unemployed and
298 females of whom 158 were unemployed) who were not able to be assigned
to industry or commerce.
Source: 1930 census—Revue du travail, June 1934, pp. 758-759. 1937 census—
Annuaire statistique de la Belgique et du Congo Beige, Vol. 70, 1950, pp. 128-129.
first two biases act to depress the insurance percentage while the third
acts to raise it, all relative to the "true" rate for industrial wage earners,
the combined action of all of them may be responsible for the dlif-
ferences between the insurance percentages and the census percentages
for industrial wage earners on these two dates.
COMPULSORY UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE STATISTICS11
After World War II, Belgium instituted compulsory unemployment
insurance for all wage and salary earners in all lines of economic
activity except civil servants appointed permanently by the state, the
provinces, and the municipalities; employees of the Societe Nationale
des Chemins de Fer Belges with the exception of temporary workers;
persons performing military service; family helpers; apprentices; and
11 Source: "Rapport sur la possibilité d'une coordination et d'une comparaison
des statistiques du chômage dans les pays de Benelux," Commission de Coordina-
tion des Statistiques, Groupe de travail: Statistiques du chomage, 1952; Revue du
travail; International Labour Review, December 1948, pp. 827-828.
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private domestic servants (except in Eupen, Malmedy, and Saint Vith).
Also excluded are unemployed persons who have a right to old age
pensions (sixty-five years old and over in general) or who receive a
pension from public authorities.
Counted as unemployed in the statistics are unemployed persons
who must register at an unemployment exchange in order to receive
benefit and wholly unemployed persons seeking work who voluntarily
register. A person is counted as unemployed from the day he registers
at an employment exchange. An unemployed person who does not
keep up his registration (whether because he has found a job or for
any other reason) is immediately excluded from the series. Since the
right to unemployment benefits is of unlimited duration, the problem
of unemployed persons exhausting their right to benefit and hence
possibly not being motivated to register at an employment exchange
does not arise.
Partial unemployment, which is differentiated from total unemploy-
ment, is defined as a period of unemployment alternating regularly
with periods of employment. Accidental unemployment refersto
unemployment resulting from floods, freezing weather, lack of power,
machinery breakdown, etc. Unemployment rates, published in the
Revue du travail, are calculated for the wholly unemployed and for
the partially or accidentally unemployed.
In order to establish a rate of unemployment comparable to the
prewar percentages, the compulsory insurance data, presented in
Table B-3, have been subjected to the following adjustments:
1. For the years 1947 and on, unemployed persons in the following
groups have been excluded from the monthly totals of wholly un-
employed persons: agriculture, forestry, hunting, fishing, hotels, res-
taurants, personal and welfare services, salary earners, artists, and
domestic service. The monthly numbers of remaining wholly unem-
ployed persons were averaged to obtain an annual average.
2. Annual estimates of the total number of insured persons outside
the groups listed above were constructed by excluding persons in these
groups from the total number insured on December 31, 1946. On this
date the total number insured was 1,880,268. After excluding the
aforementioned groups, there remained 1,242,000 insured persons. To
obtain estimates for following years, it was assumed that this group
of insured persons, 1,242,000 persons in 1946, grew at the same rate
as did the total number of insured persons.
3. From the annual averages of wholly unemployed persons devel-
oped in (1) and from estimates derived in (2), annual unemployment
percentages were calculated.
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The unemployment percentages, calculated in the manner described
above,12 are probably not strictly comparable with the pre-Worid
War II percentages of the voluntary unemployment insurance societies.
However, they do provide a better basis for comparing post- and pre-
World War II levels of unemployment for industrial wage earners
than do the unaltered compulsory unemployment insurance per-
centages. This is so because the postwar insurance system includes
many persons outside industry not included in the prewar voluntary
unemployment insurance sample.
SUMMARY
Before 1921, the available unemployment statistics are too frag-
mentary to derive reliable annual percentages of unemployment. The
Ghent Trade Union series, relating to a limited geographical region,
cannot be assumed to represent the level of unemployment in the
whole of Belgium. The National Trade Union series, based on the re-
turns of unions with extremely diverse unemployment benefit schemes
embodying varying definitions of unemployment, is of little or no value
as a measure of unemployment. Finally, the unemployment percentages
of the trade unions affiliated with communal funds cover only a few
years and are based on a sample which was rapidly changing.
After 1920, the unemployment insurance statistics, with wide cover-
age in all years, provide an excellent measure of unemployment in
Belgium. The unemployment percentages of the voluntary unemploy-
ment insurance scheme can be taken to approximate closely the level of
unemployment among industrial wage earners. The data of the more.
inclusive compulsory unemployment insurance system, available for
the post-World War II period, have been adjusted to obtain unemploy-
ment percentages as comparable as possible to the prewar percentages.
Appendix C:
Canada
Canadian unemployment statistics go back only as far as December
1915, when the government began to compile and publish data relating
to unemployment among trade union members. This series was pub-
lished quarterly until 1920, monthly from 1920 to 1943, and quarterly
12Dataare not available to perform this calculation for 1945 and 1946. The
calculated percentages for 1947-1951 bear a fairly constant relationship to the pub-
lished percentages for the wholly unemployed for all insured persons. For 1947,
the ratiO of the calculated percentage to the percentage based on the total number
insured is 1.22, and for following years is 1.23, 1.21, 1.37, 1.19, and 1.15. The
average of these ratios, 1.23, was used to obtain percentages for 1945 and 1948.
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from 1944 to June 1950, when it was discontinued. The principal char-
acteristics and limitations of the series are as follows:'
1. There has been variation from month to month in coverage. Local
unions, which supplied the basic data, were not always faithful in
submitting returns. In 1950 there were 2,643 local unions with 570,600
members submitting returns (the total numbers of paid workers in
nonagricultural industry on June 1, 1950, was estimated at 3,378,000),
but neither the extent nor the industrial scope of the coverage in that
year typified the situation at any other time. Roughly speaking, the
trade union sample included between 10 and 20 per cent of the total
number of nonagricultural wage earners in Canada.
2. The representative nature of the sample was found to vary with
business conditions. When employment was rising, the trade union
data were found to approximate more closely the degree of unemploy-
ment as measured by more comprehensive censuses than when employ-
ment was declining, since there was a tendency for the reporting unions
to have better employment conditions than the nonreporting unions.
Moreover, persons dropping out of unions on the downswing of the
cycle were more apt to be unemployed than those remaining in the
unions.
3. The industrial coverage of the trade union data included fishing,
lumbering, mining, manufacturing, transportation, communications,
trade, and services. Among major occupational groups only agriculture
was excluded.
4. Only wage earners (or paid workers, the terms being used almost
interchangeably in Canadian statistics) were included in the reports.
For purposes of international comparison such a limitation is an advan-
tage rather than a disadvantage.
5.Personsengaged in work other than their own trade or idle
because of illness were not considered as unemployed, and unions
engaged in industrial disputes were excluded from the tabulation.
From the nature of the returns, persons who had never held non-
agricultural jobs, and were therefore not likely to have joined a union,
would not have been covered.
6. M. C. McLean, who was largely responsible for the excellent
monograph on unemployment which accompanied the 1931 census,
had the following to say of the trade union series:
"The objection that the organization of labor unions brings about
employment conditions different from those prevailing among the
generality of wage-earners is here regarded as frivolous. If we could
A detailed analysis of the trade union series may be found in Seventh Census
of Canada, 1931, Monographs, Unemployment, Vol.. XIII, 1942, pp. 222-228.
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obtain an estimate of unemployment as close to the truth as the dif-
ference caused by labor union organization we should have not only
the best estimate in the world, but also figures better than those of
any census, since definitions of employment are subject to very wide
variations. This is not the trouble with the labor union figures. The
real drawback is that from month to month the number of unions
reporting their unemployment varies, and more particularly that the
sample reporting varies in kind according to employment conditions.
When employment is on the up-grade the reports of the unions seem
to be fairly representative; when it is on the down-grade there is a
clearly marked tendency for the reporting unions to have better
employment conditions than the non-reporting unions."2
Annual unemployment percentages derived by arithmetical average
from the quarterly or monthly trade union statistics are shown in
Table C-i, column 1.
In an effort to eliminate some of the deficiencies of the trade union
data, the Dominion Bureau of Statistics adjusted them for variation
in the size of the sample and for decline in trade union membership
during periods of recession, for the years 1920-1935. The corrected data
are shown in Table C-i, column 2. A comparison of the two series
reveals that only in 1921 and 1932 (both years of considerable uriem-
ployment) did the two series differ by more than 2 percentage points
of unemployment.
To secure unemployment statistics free of the limitations inherent
in the trade union data, the Dominion Bureau of Statistics, on the
basis of the 1931 census, an index of employment based upon monthly
reports of business concerns,3 and the trade union data as corrected,
prepared independent estimates for the years 1920-1940. Annual un-
employment rates, derived from the monthly data of these estimates,
are contained in Table C-i, column 3.
An unemployed was defined for the purpose of these estimates as
"the person who could tell a census enumerator that he had worked as
a wage earner or that he had a wage-earning occupation, but is at
present out of work (not through illness, accident, strike or lockout,
etc. )." Underthis definition youths of working age who had never
held steady jobs, as well as those on farms who might have been wage
earners under better employment conditions, were excluded from the
unemployment census.
2 Ibid., p. 222.
8 The Bureau of Statistics' index of employment varied in coverage from year
to year, including 38 per cent of all wage earners in 1921 and 45 per cent in 1931.
Because of sharp variations in the size of the labor force at risk, this index alone



















































































































Annual Unemployment Ratesamong Wage Earners, Canada, 1915-1950
(per cent)
Reported by Trade Unions,
Corrected for Variation






a Decemberonly. bJuneto December. CMarchand June only.
Column Source
11915-1919, W. A. Berridge, Report on Employment and Income of Labor
in Canada, 1910-1931, World Social Economic Congress, 1931,p. 6.
1920-1935, Seventh Census of Canada, Unemployment, pp. 283-285.
1936-1950, Labour Gazette, passim.
21920-1935, Seventh Census of Canada, Unemployment,pp. 285-287.
31920-1936, Seventh Census of Canada, Unemployment,pp. 274-276.
1936-1937, Canada's Unemployment Problem, L. Richter, editor, Toronto,
Macmillan, 1939, p. 9. 1938-1940, Statistics Relating to Labor Supply
under War Conditions, Ottawa, Dominion Bureau of Statistics, 1941,
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Several of the problems encountered in the preparation of these
estimates are worthy of special note:
1. There was found to be a considerable amount of migration be-
tween the wage earner and the independent worker groups during
the period studied. This was attributed to the rapid industrialization
which Canada was then undergoing. For example, according to the
1921 census, there were 3,173,000 gainfully employed persons; in 1931,
there were 3,927,000, an increase of 23.8 per cent. The number of wage
earners employed rose from 1,789,000 in 1921 to 2,133,000 in 1931, or
19.2 per cent. If the ratio of wage earners to gainfully employed
population in 1931 had remained unchanged from 1921 (62.1 per cent),
there would have been in 1931 some 2,439,000 wage earners, and un-
employment would have been 12.5 per cent. In fact, the 1931 census
revealed that there were 2,570,000 wage earners in that year, so that
17 per cent were without jobs. Consequently, estimates of the labor
force based upon census projections were hazardous, and indexes of
employment were only of limited value in estimating unemployment.
2. Large-scale immigration to and emigration from Canada, depend-
ing upon the phase of the business cycle, were additional complicating
factors.
"The immigration occurred during low unemployment but kept up
until unemployment rose almost to a peak. Emigration then started
and it was accompanied (or followed) by decreasing unemployment
This, of course, introduces a widely different concept of unemploy-
ment from that generally accepted, viz, that unemployment is merely
the opposite of employment. Unemployment only partly declined
with increasing employment. As noticed it also increased with in-
creasing numbers of wage earners and decreased with decreasing
numbers of wage earners."4
Recently, the Dominion Bureau of Statistics prepared an estimate
of the labor force for the period 1931 to 1950, based in part upon the
quarterly survey of the labor force which was initiated in November
1945. However, these estimates, from which unemployment percent-
ages may be derived, differ substantially from the earlier statistics in
concept and coverage:
1. The new series includes agriculture as well as nonagricultural
industry. While the agricultural labor force is shown separately, no
separate figure is given for agricultural unemployment.
2. As far as the labor force is concerned, paid workers (wage
earners) and the self-employed (including unpaid family workers) are
shown separately, but again, no separation is made for the unemployed.
Census of Canada, 1981 Unemployment, p. 15.
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3. The labor force survey includes in the labor force (i.e. in the
denominator of the unemployment ratio)
"those who were at work during any part of the [survey] week, or
had jobs from which they were temporarily absent, or were looking
for work. ..whilethose who did not work for pay or profit during
the survey week and had no job and were not looking for work, are
classed as not in the labor force (as either permanently unable or
too old to work, keeping house, going to school, retired or volun-
tarily idle, or other)."5
4. Persons temporarily laid off with definite instructions to return
to work within thirty days are regarded as employed by the labor force
survey, but as unemployed under earlier definitions. This tends toward
a relative understatement of unemployment under the labor force
concept. Offsetting this is the fact that persons who have never worked
but are looking for work are counted as in the labor force and unem-
ployed by the labor force survey, and (in theory) as neither gainfully
occupied nor unemployed under the earlier census conôept.
5. The Bureau of Statistics, in its estimates, linked the post-1945
labor force survey data to the pre-1945 census data by adjusting the
latter to the former concept.6 The estimates were made as of June 1
for each year beginning with 1931, to take advantage of the fact that
this was the population census day in 1931 and
Two sets of unemployment rates derived from these estimates are
presented in Table C-2. In the first set, persons without jobs and seek-
ing work are related to the entire civilian labor force. From 1931 to
1939 the resultant unemployment percentages are below any of the
other series considered above, because while unemployment is normally
restricted to the paid-worker group, the labor force at risk here includes
a substantial number Of employees, self-employed, and unpaid family
workers. After 1939, however, this series follows closely the uncor-
rected trade union percentage, being slightly above the latter up to
1947 and slightly below it from 1948 to 1950.
The second series in Table C-2 relates persons without jobs and
seeking work to the total of paid workers with jobs' and persons
without jobs. This series runs consistently higher than any other series,
caused no doubt by the fact that the unemployment data include farm
workers and some self-employed, whereas the labor force at risk ex-
cludes these• categories.
Canadian Labor Force Estimates 1931-1950, Dominion Bureau of Statistics,
Reference Paper No. 23, 1951, p. 2.
6 For the war years, employment service data were used in making the estimates
(Ibid., p. 10).
The actual day for 1941 was June 2.
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For purposes of international comparison, the best of the unemploy-
ment series is that in Table C-i, column 3. Coverage is inclusive, with
only agriculture excluded; it is limited to wage earners, avoiding the
TABLE C-2
Estimated Unemployment Rates Derived from Labor Force Survey Data
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Source: Canadian Labor Force Estimates, Dominion Bureau of Statistics, p. 15.
pitfalls of attempting to measure unemployment among other groups;
persons on temporary layoff are counted as unemployed, while those
who have never worked are excluded from the count; and persons
engaged primarily in keeping house, with part-time employment out-
side, are similarly handled.
Unfortunately, this series is available only for the period 1920 to
1940. The only series which presents data prior to 1920 is the trade
union series, which has the additional advantage of continuing un-
broken until 1950. The trade union data diverge significantly from the
Bureau of Statistics estimates from 1932 to 1940; during these years,
average unemployment was 15 per cent according to the trade union
series and 17.8 per cent in the Bureau estimates. The maximum diver-
gence was 4 percentage points in 1933, the year of greatest unemploy-
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ment. The years before 1920 and after 1940 were years of relatively
low unemployment. On the basis of the behavior of the two series—
and indeed, all available series8—in such periods, it does not seem
unreasonable to link to the Bureau estimates the trade union series for
the pre-1920 and post-1940 years. It was not necessary to average the
series for the two years in which they were linked, since they were
quite close together in those years (0.8 percentage points in 1920,
1.5 percentage points in 1940). For 1950, the trade union series is
extrapolated on the basis of the laborforce survey series. The resultant
series is shown in Table 1.
Appendix D:
Denmark
There is only one major source of information on Danish
ment, namely, the statistics emanating from the operation of the
unemployment insurance system. Denmark has the Ghent system of
unemployment insurance, under which the state subsidizes and super-
vises unemployment insurance societies operated by trade unions. The
early establishment of the system (subsidies were paid as early as
1907) and its relative liberality combine to render the unemployment
statistics derived from it a generally accepted measure of unemploy-
ment in the country.
The rates of unemployment derived from this source are shown in
Table D-1, for the years 1903-1950. The specific characteristics of the
series are as follows:
1. Prior to 1910, the data were calculated by the trade unions
directly. Beginning in that year, the task of assembling and publishing
the data was taken over by the Danish Statistical Department, a
governmental agency. The basic reports come from unemployment
insurance societies, covering persons aged eighteen or over, who are
able to work and seeking work.
Because Danish unemployment insurance provisions have always
been relatively liberal, particularly with respect to duration of benefits,
the degree of unemployment registration is probably higher than in
most other countries.' This would be particularly true of the earlier
8From1941 to 1949 inclusive, the labor force survey series yields average un-
employment of 2.2 per cent compared with 1.9 per cent as shown by the trade
union data.
Under the Danish system of unemployment insurance, reporting is virtually
mandatory even for those who may not immediately qualify for benefits. Long
duration of benefits, plus the additional fact that persons who exhaust benefits are
still "controlled" as long as they retain membership in the insurance society, make
for full reporting.
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TABLE D-1
Unemployment Rates and Working Days Lost Due to Unemployment
among Insured Workers, Denmark, Annual Average, 1903-1950
Days Days Days
YearRatesLost YearRatesLost YearRatesLost
1903 13.0 1919 10.9 30.4 1935 19.7 59.7
1904 12.0 1920 6.1174 1936 19.3 58.1
1905130 1921197soi 1937 21.9 64.5
1906 60 1922193574 1938 21.5 65.6
1907 7:0 1923 12.7 36:9 1939 18.4 58.1
1908 11.0 1924 10.7 32.2 1940 23.9 71.7
1909 13.0 1925 14.7422 1941 18.4
1910107274 1926207620 1942 15.1
1911 95239 1927225683 1943 10.7
1912 7:6 20:0 1928 18.5 56:2 1944 8.3
1913 7.5 18.8 1929 15.5 47.0 1945 13.4
1914 9.9 24.7 1930 13.7409 1946 8.9
1915 81205 1931 179537 1947 8.9
1916 51 131 1932317959 1948 8.6
1917 9:7 23.7 193328.8 88.8 1949 9.6
1018 18.]. 48.5 1934 22.2 87.3 1950 8.7
Source:Unemploymentrates:1903-1908—F.Zeuthen,"ArbejdslØsheden"
Socialt Tidsskrift, 1932, Vol. VIII, p. 305. 1909-1940—K. Vedel-Petersen, Dan-
marks St at i.stik, Copenhagen, 1948, p. 418. 194 1-1950—Statisti&ke Meddelelier,
4 Raelcke, 144 Bind, 2 Haefte, Arbe/dsløsheden 1950, p. 13.
Working d4ys lost: The following volumes of Statist iske Meddelel.ser—4 R.,
48 B., 5 H.; 4 fl., 61 B., 4 H.; 4 R., 74 B., 2 H.; 4 R., 88 B., 4 H.; 4 fl.100 B.,
2 H.; 4 R., 115 B., 4 H.
years of the century, because of the comparatively early development
of the Danish unemployment insurance system.2
2. The unemployment rates are derived by comparing the number
of persons registered as unemployed on a particular day of the month
(in recent years, at least, the count day has been the last Friday in
each month) with the total numbers of persons insured.8 Since records
are kept on the basis of actual days of unemployment suffered, data
are also available on the number of working days lost due to this cause
(see Table D-1). Statistics on the potential number of working days
are not published, so that it is not possible to express the latter series
in percentage form. However, when the two series are compared, it is
2ThusProfessor Zeuthen has noted: "The tunemploymentl figures appear to
have been relatively high for Denmark earlier; but a large part of this difference
disappeared later, partly on the basis of more complete statistics in other countries
after the introduction of unemployment insurance." F. Zeuthen, ArbejdslØn og
ArbejdslØshed, Copenhagen, Nyt Norclisk Forlag, 1939, p. 245.
3K.Vedel-Petersen, Danmarks Statistik, Copenhagen, 1946, p. 418. It should
be emphasized that the number of persons reporting themselves as unemployed,
not the number receiving benefits, is used in calculating the rate of unemployment.
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clear that they move very closely together. This is not unexpected, in
view of the common source, but it does indicate that basing the calcula-
tion of the unemployment percentage on an end-month count does not
introduce any serious bias, as compared with a daily count.
3. The degree of coverage has varied considerably over time. The
total number of members of unemployment insurance societies was
as follows:'
Year Members Year Members
1910 101,462 1930 288,939
1914 127,885 1935 386,080
1915 141,090 1940 501,428
1920 308,919 1950 645,000
1925 269,238
These figures may be compared with the following statistics of
employment, derived from census data. The figures exclude the self-
employed, higher supervisory personnel, and those unemployed at the
time of the census, and are limited to manufacturing, construction, and




















Thus, in 1914, when insurance was limited almost exclusively to
skilled workers in manufacturing and construction, the coverage was
less than 50 per cent of this group. From 1914 to 1920, the insured
group expanded considerably as a consequence of a more liberal policy
of admission to funds, but the next five years Witnessed a sharp
decline in unemployment insurance society membership. Nevertheless,
coverage in 1925 was much greater than in 1914, particularly when it
is realized that the number of insured among commercial employees
was very small.
An estimate of unemployment insurance coverage for 1930 indicated
that 65 per cent of all wage earners and 20 per cent of salaried em-
ployees were society members, with virtually no membership among
supervisory personnel and domestic employees. The wage-earner group
'Stati.s&ke Meddelelser, 4R., 115B., 4H.; 4R., 114B., 2H.
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included apprentices not eligible for membership, and agricultural
Excluding these two groups raised the coverage of wage
earners to 79 per cent. Moreover, since many .of the commercial em-
ployees were young people, reoeiving help at home and only marginally
attached to the labor market, the actual coverage among commercial
employees was probably understated.°
The figures for 1935 indicate increased coverage, though conceptual
differences between the census and unemployment insurance figures
render hazardous the determination of a precise percentage of cover-
age. The following statement regarding coverage in 1952 indicates
roughly the degree of coverage since the war: "In Denmark the over-
whelming majority of the insured are urban workers in crafts and
industries where the coverage approaches 90 per cent. of all workers.
In the rural districts and among salaried employees, on the other hand,
coverage does not exceed 20 per
4. At the beginning of the century,. unemployment insurance cover-
age was confined largely to skilled workers in manufacturing. The
subsequent extension of coverage resulted, first, in bringing in unskilled
and semiskilled wage earners (who in Denmark are organized in a
large multi-industrial union), and secondly, in embracing many em-
ployees in retail and wholesale establishments. There has been con-
siderable discussion in the Danish literature of the possible bias
imparted to the unemployment figures by this extension of coverage.
It was generally assumed that the effect of growing coverage was
to impart an upward bias to unemployment statistics, on the assump-
tion that the newer recruits were more unemployment-prone than the
older members; that the closer coverage reached 100 per cent for each
trade or industry, the greater would be the reported unemployment,
other things being equal. This effect was particularly feared during the
rapid increase in unemployment society membership from 1930 to
1935. However, a special study conducted in June 1934, indicated that
newly enrolled members were less subject to unemployment than
older members.
•The chief explanation appears to have been that a substantial propor-
tion of the new members enrolled between 1930 and 1934 were recent
migrants from the countryside into industry, who because of age and
other characteristics were able to displace older insured workers.8
About 20 per cent of wage earners in agricu'ture and fishing were covered.
°
J.S.Dich, "Arbejdsløshedstallene og Arbejdsløsheden," Socialt Tidsskrift,
January 1932, p. 16.
7TheMinistries of Social Affairs of Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, and
Sweden, Freedom and Welfare, 1953, p. 414.
8Vedel..Petersen, op.cit., p. 243.
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Nevertheless, the belief persists that in the long run, increased cover-
age, and in particular the greater coverage of unskilled and semiskilled
workers, has tended to result in an increase in reported unemployment,
though precise estimates of the degree of the bias are not
5.Lowcoverage among agricultural laborers, domestic servants, and
commercial employees, as well as the exclusion of civil servants, results
in an overstatement of reported unemployment in comparison with
the unemployment for the entire labor force, since by and large the
excluded groups tend to have a lower rate of unemployment than the
covered groups. It was estimated that for 1930, the published data
would have to be reduced by one-sixth to take the noninsured labor
force into account.'°
CONCLUSION
On the basis of the foregoing observations, it may be concluded that
the Danish statistics of unemployment derived from the unemployment
insurance system provide a good index of unemployment among wage
earners in manufacturing and construction. They would appear to be
more reliable than similar, data for other countries for the following
reasons: (1) the early development of unemployment insurance in
Denmark, which meant less of an upward bias in the data as coverage
broadened; (2) the high degree of coverage in manufacturing and
construction in recent years; (3) the high intensity of reporting due to
the liberality of the benefit system; and (4) the decentralization of
administration, and particularly the fact that registration of the un-
employed and the payment of benefits are handled by persons com-
pletely familiar with the employment situation in the trade concerned.
There has probably been some upward bias in the absolute size of the
figures over the years, although this may have been reversed in recent
years because of the spread of unemployment society membership
among wholesale and retail employees. However, no measure of this
bias is available.
Compared with other countries, it is probable that, particularly for
the first quarter of the century, the Danish unemployment statistics
were relatively overstated because of relative completeness Of reporting
and a high degree of coverage. This factor has undoubtedly diminished
in importance, but the Danish unemployment statistics still remain
among the most comprehensive of the several countries studied.
°Zeuthen,op.cit., pp. 240-243. See also JØrgen S. Dich, Arbejdstøshedsprob-
lemet i Danmark 1930-1938, Copenhagen, SociaLministeriets Økonomisk-Statistiske
Undersøgelser Nr. 4, 1939, pp. 3-49, for a discussion of this factor, and of the
effect of more stringent controls over registration of unemployed introduced during
the nineteen-thirties.
10J. S. Dich, op.cit.
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Appendix E:
France
AVAILABLE STATISTICAL INFORMATION CONCERNING UNEMPLOYMENT
Quinquennial Censuses of UnemploymentSince1896, the quin-
quennial censuses, embracing the total population of France, have
included questions concerning the employment status of all persons
who work under the direction of or in the service of another, with the
exception of homeworkers. Wage and salary earners in all lines of
activity came within the scope of thecensuses. In Table E-1, the results
TABLE E-1
Unemployment According to the Quinquennial Censuses, France, 1896-1936
PER CENT OF INDUSTRIALPER CENT OF INDUSTRIAL
WAGE WAGE WAGE WAGE AND SALARY




Mar. 29, 1896 267 3.0 3.2 2.7 170 4.3 4.3 4.3
Mar. 3,1901 315 3.5 3.8 3.0 199 4.6 4.7 4.4
Mar. 4,1906 239 2.8 2.8 2.3 166 3.8 3.8 3.9
Mar. 5,1911 209 1.9 n.a. n.a.
• b b b b
Mar. 6,1921 537 5.1 4.6 5.9 426 7.6 6.2 11.6
Mar. 7,1928 243 2.2 2.2 2.1 168 2.6 2.6 2.7
Mar. 8,1931 453 4.0 4.0 4.0 330 5.0 4.8 5.7
Mar. 8,1936 864 7.5 7.8 6.9 638 11.6 11.8 11.0
a Wageand salary earners in mining, quarrying, building, manufacturing, communications,
and transportation.
b Change in the system of industrial classification makes data not comparable to that for other
years.
n.a. = not available.
Source: 1911: Bulletin du Ministére du Travail, October-December 1932, p. 381. 1936: An-
nuaire statistique, Vol. 58, Paris 1948, p. 143. Other years: Recense général de la population
(8 mars 1931), Vol. 1, Part 3, Paris 1935, pp. 67-68.
of these censuses are presented. The unemployment percentagçs refer
to both wage and salary earners. It is not possible to calculate per-
centages for wage earners alone since in all the censuses, the number
of unemployed (sans einploi) is not given for wage and salary earners
separately.
While the census returns generally excluded those unemployed
because of sickness from the total number unemployed, this is not
1 See Census Reports: Le chômage en France d'après lesrecensementspro fes-
Paris, Bulletin du Ministère du Travail, October-December 1932, pp. 377-
385; Alexander de Lavergne and L. Paul Henry, Le chOmage, Paris, Marcel
Rivière, 1910, p. 66.
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true for the two earliest censuses. In the census of 1896, 62,407 of the
266,875 persons reporting themselves unemployed failed to indicate
the cause of their unemployment. In the 1901 census questionnaire,
no question concerning the cause of unemployment was included. The
following censuses queried the unemployed to determine whether their
unemployment was due to sickness.
The census unemployment figures refer to wage and salary earners
of all ages. A breakdown of the unemployed by age is available in the
1911 census report and in earlier ones, but is not available in reports
following 1911.
Trade Union Unemployment Statistics.2 The trade union series,
shown in Table E-2, which extends from 1895 through 1913 is based
on trade union replies made monthly to inquiries of the Offlce du
Travail which asked for the number of workers belonging to the union
on a specified day of the month and the number of these members
TABLE E-2





















































































a Excludingunion members in mining, agriculture, and wood-cutting.
n.a. =notavailable.
Source: Annuaire stati3tique, Paris 1913, p. 183. Bulletin de l'Office du Travail,
February 1908, p. 130, and February 1913, p. 123.
2SeeLe chômage en France de 1900 a 1907, Bulletin de l'Ofllce du Travail, Feb-
ruary 1908, pp. 128-134; annual reports entitled, Le chomage en France en 19--,
which appeared in the Bulletin through 1913; Lavergne and Henry, op.cit., p. 53.
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without work (sans ouvrage) or without a job (sans place) on the
above date. In order to make the meaning of the word unemployed
more precise, those not at work because of sickness or workers who
were on strike were not counted as unemployed. At about the fifteenth
of each month, the Labor Ministry sent a questionnaire to all unions
whose existence was known to the Ministry. These included unions
paying out of work benefits as well as those not paying such benefits.
In 1900, of 2,754 unions known to the Ministry and to whom ques-
tionnaires were sent, 626 unions (22.7 per cent) replied. The respond-
ing unions had a membership of 141,000 which was 29.3 per cent of
the membership of all known unions. By 1907, 1,059 of a total of
5,475 unions (19.3 per cent) responded. These unions had a member-
ship of 207,000 which was 23.2 per cent of the total number of union
members in France. In all the years from 1900 on, the union sample
included about 20 to 25percent of the total number of unionists
(see Table E-3). However, the number of trade unionists covered by
TABLE E-3
Coverage of. Trade Union Unemployment Series, France, 1900-1912





Responding as Per Cent In Per Cent
YEARExistenceResponding RespondingUnions Unions of All
1900 2,754 626 22.7 480 141 29.3
1901 3,448 822 23.8 578 143 24.7
1902 3,833 887 .23.1 614 146 23.7
1903 4,089 1,004 24.6 642 157 24.5
1904 4,361 1,004 23.0 717 173 24.2
1905 4,768 980 20.1 772 174 22.8
1908 4,996 1,143 22.9 818 203 24.9
1907 5,475 1,059 19.3 892 207 23.2
1908 n.a. 988 na. 200





Source: Bulletin de l'Office du Travail, February 1908, p. 129, and February
1913, p. 122.
the returns represented only about 5percent of the total number of
wage and salary earners in manufacturing, mining, building, and
transportation.
The industrial groups represented in the trade union returns were
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agriculture, forestry, food, hides and leather, books, textiles, wood,
metal, mining, building, and salary earners. The miners' union of Pas-
de-Calais with a membership of 20,000 to 30,000 was generally ex-
cluded in calculation of the peräentages published in the Bulletin
since this union reported irregularly. Annual percentages including
miners, 1895-1913, appeared in Annuaire stati3tique of 1913. From
1903-1912, a separate percentage for industry and commerce, that is
excluding workers in agriculture, wood-cutting, fishing and mining,
was published in the Bulletin (see Table E-3).
Public Relief Fund Statistics.3 Since August 1914, when the state
began to subsidize unemployment relief funds, monthly statistics of
the number of wholly unemployed persons in receipt of relief from
departmental, communal and intercommunal unemployment relief
funds have appeared. Annual averages of the monthly data for 1915
and following years are shown in Table E-4.
In spite of the fact that local unemployment fund operations have
been required to conform to conditions embodied in state decrees,
far from complete uniformity of operation has resulted. In general,
relief has been extended to those who are involuntarily unemployed,
that is, to workers who have terminated their relation with their
former employer and who have satisfied certain additional conditions.
To be eligible for receipt of relief, the involuntarily unemployed
person had to be capable of working and ready and willing to accept
a job. As evidence of willingness to work, unemployed workers were
required to register at an employment exchange. Further, an un-
employed person had to satisfy certain residence requirements and
to show proof of previous employment in the period directly preceding
his period of unemployment. Those unemployed on account of strikes
and lockouts, misbehavior, and seasonal causes, as well as those
pensioned off or retired, were generally denied relief.
The effect of these restrictions on the grant of relief has been to
keep the recorded number of unemployed in receipt of relief con-
siderably below the actual number of unemployed. This understate-
ment is further magnified for several other reasons. Since the relief
payments were very small, many unemployed persons, although eligible
for relief payments, did not apply for them. Furthermore, other eligible
See Le chômage en France d'après les statistiques des Institutes Publiques d'As-
sistance aux Chômeurs et des Offices Publics de Placement, Bulletin du Ministère
du Travail, January-March 1933, pp. 1-10; ILO Yearbook, 1934-1935, p. 175; Note
Fran çaise sur Ia reglementotion du chômage et ses rap ports avec l'élaboration des
statistiques, Commission Pennanente de 1'Organisation du Traité de Bruxelles, Sème
Session du Groupe de Travail des Statisticiens, Document A/1690; International
Labour Review, December 1948, p. 880.
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TABLE E-4
Unemployed in Receipt of Public Relief, France, 1915-1952
Unemployed in Unemployed in
Receipt of Relief Receipt of Relief
Year (thousands) Year (thousands)
1915 174 1935 427
1916 72 1936 432
1917 28 1937 355
1918 13 1938 374
1919 52 1939 382b
1920 6 1940 n.a.
1921 47 1941 293
1922 5 1942 70
1923 2 1943 20
1924 1 1944 n.a.
1925 1 1945 16
1926 2 1946 16
1927 34 1947 7
1928 5 1948 17
1929 1 1949 40
1930 3 1950 52
1931 45 1951 40
1932 273a 1952 39
1933 274
1934 345
a FromJuly 1932 on, unemployed in receipt of relief from the welfare offices are
included.
bAverageof months January through August.
n.a. =notavailable.
Source: 1915-1926: Calculated from monthly data in Bulletin du Minlstère du
Travail, January-March 1933, p. 6. 1927-1952: International Labour Organisation's
Yearbooks of Labour Statistics.
unemployed persons who were unwilling to submit to questioning by
the relief authorities or who felt that the acceptance of relief involved
a certain social humiliation did not apply for relief. For the above
reasons, the series of the number of unemployed in receipt of relief is
of extremely limited value as a measure of the true volume of
employment in France.
Employment Exchange These statistics, covering all lines
of activity, relate to persons seeking work who register at employment
exchanges. The monthly figures show the number of unfilled applica-
tions for work at the end of the week ending nearest the end of the
month. The law requires that employment offices be created in all
departments and all towns with more than 10,000 inhabitants; how-
ever, in normal times many unemployed workers who prefer to seek
4See note 3.
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work on their own do not register with the employment exchanges.
In times of economic crisis, the registration is more complete since
payment of unemployment relief is subject to such registration. Annual





Number of Un placed
Applicants for Work
(thousands)
1921 28 1940 n.a.
1922 13 1941 395
1923 10 1942 124
1924 10 1943 42
1925 11
1944 n.a.
1926 12 1945 68
1927 47a 1946 57
1928 15 1947 48
1929 10 1948 78
1930 14 1949 131
1931 64 1950 153
1932 308 1951 120







a FromFebruary1927 onward, these figures include unemployed persons in
receipt of public relief.
b Average of months January through August.
n.a. =notavailable.
Source: 1921-1926----Calculated from monthly data presented by Adolf Agthe,
"Statistische Vbersicht der Arbeitslosigkeit in der Welt," in Die Arbeitslosigkeit der
Gegenwart, Manuel Saitzew, editor, Verein für Sozialpolitik, Vol. 185, No. 1,
p.157. 1927-1952—International Labour Organisation's Yearbooks of Labour
Statistics.
Employment Surveys.5 In April 1950, and twice each year since then,
the Institut National de la Statistique et des Etudes Economiques
has conducted employment surveys (les enquêtes par sondage sur
l'emploi), based on a stratified sample of dwellings, in an attempt to
ascertain the level of unemployment and to gain other information
See Une enquéte par sondage stir l'emploi, Institut National de la Statistique
et des Etudes Economiques, Bulletin Mensuel de Statistique, Supplement, Janu-
ary-March 1951. pp. 1-24.
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pertaining to employment and unemployment (In December 1951,
the sample consisted of 10,314 dwellings obtained from the census
of 1946. The sample was constructed as follows: France was divided
into eight regions which were each further subdivided into ten sub-
regions. The subregions were weighted in the random. drawing of
dwelling' places by the number of persons in agriculture for rural
communes and by the number of inhabitants for urban communes.
First a random drawing of communes was made, each commune being
weighted as described above, and then a random selection of dwelling
places within each commune was drawn.)
All persons fourteen years of age and over living in the selected
dwelling places are questioned. The unemployed are defined as
persons not having employment, having already worked, physically
able to perform the work for which they are qualified, and actively
seeking work. Excluded from the surveys are persons living in convents,
barracks, hospitals, prisons, and other institutions. In addition, the
surveys do not include the island of Corsica.
The results of two of these inquiries, together with the number of
unemployed in receipt of public relief and the number of unplaced











April 1950 290 175 61
Oôtober 1950 190 139 45
Source: Bulletin mensuel de Supplement, January-March 1951, p. 6,
and International Labour Organisation, Yearbook of Labour Statistics, 1953, p. 87.
As had been anticipated, the estimate of the total number of unem-
ployed persons was much larger than either of the two other categories.
Employment Indexes. Since 1930, returns made by industrial estab-
lishments to the provincial offices of the Factory Inspectorate have
provided information affording an employment index.6 The first in-
dex, using 1930 as a base, covered all establishments employing 100
persons or over in mining, manufacturing, commerce, and transporta-
tion. In the early 1930's, the chain index covered about 2.5 million
wage earners with almost 90 per cent in mining and manufacturing.
A second employment index, employing April 1939, as a base, was
constructed from the returns of establishments employing 10 or more
°Later information was obtained from surveys of a representative sample of
establishments.
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workers. This index, which has been carried back to 1937, came to
cover approximately 6.8 million workers in 1947 (see Table E-6).
TABLE E-6
Index of the General Level of Employment, France, 1930-1950
Year0id IndexaNew Indexb Year New Indexb
• 1930 100.0 1941 91.7
1931 92.5 1942 93.2c
1932 80.9 . .
•
1943 97.Od
1933 .79.4 1944 92.1
1934 769 1945 93.8
1935 73.5 : 1946 99.2
1936 74.1 1947 104.9
1937 78.6 100.0 1948 107.7
1938 81.2 102.7 1949 109.5
1939 83.4e 104.Oe 110.0
1940 n.a. n.a.
Relates to establishments employing 100 or more persons.
b Relates to establishments employing 10 or more persons.
January-June, September, and
d Figures commencing 1943 are averages of quarterly figures except: 1944,
average of March and December; 1945, average of March, June, and September.
e January-July.
n.a. —notavailable.
Source: Old index: Yearbook of Labour Stat istics,1941,International Labour
Organisation, p. 29. New Index: Yearbook of Labour Statistics, 1949-1950, Inter-
national Labour Organisation, p. 44.
EVALUATION OF FBENCHUNEMPLOYMENTSTATISTICS
Because French unemployment statistics are singularly incomplete,
it is extremely difficult to develop a satisfactory continuous measure
of unemployment. The. only pre-Worid War I continuous series is that
of the trade unions. The percentage figures shown for this series, when
compared with the results of the quinquennial censuses, appear to
overstate the volume of unemployment. The table at the top of the
next page reveals the magnitude of this overstatement.
To single out the particular factors responsible for the differences
between the census and trade union percentages of unemployment is
a task beset with uncertainties. Possibly the trade unions that answered
the inquiries were experiencing high rates of unemployment and did
not constitute a representative sample. Further, since it is generally
maintained that unions with systems of unemployment payments
report more accurately than unions without such arrangements, the
accuracy of the French trade union unemployment statistics, not
limited to unions with such systems, is open to question. But most
important is the fact that the sample of unionIsts covered by the







3.0 4.3 6.7a n.a.
3.5 4.6 7.8a n.a.
2.6 3.8 9.4 8.6





aAnnualfigures including miners. Other trade union figures areforMarch of
thecensusyears and exclude miners.
bAchange of industrial classification in the census of 1911 makes itincomparable
toearlier and later censuses.
n.a. =notavailable.
Source: Tables E-1, E-2, and Bulletin de l'Offlce du Travail, passim.
returns was exceedingly small. That the census percentages did not
understate the level of unemployment is to establish with cer-
tainty. It should be noted, however, that in spite of the slow growth
of the French labor force, the index of industrial production rose
continuously, without a fall in any year, from a level of 63 in 1901 to
one of 100 in If no large changes in productivity occurred, it
would appear that France was experiencing a low level of unemploy-
ment in these years.8
In the interwar period, the statistics of the employment exchanges
and of the unemployment relief funds understate the amount of
unemployment for reasons set forth above. The extent of this under-
statement can be appreciated by comparison with the numbers re-











March 1921 537 70 32
, March 1926 243 0.4 9
March 1931 453 41 57
March 1936 864 465 509
a BeforeFebruary 1927, these figures do not include the number of unemployed
in receipt of relief.
Source:TableE-1; Adolf Agthe, "Statistische Ubersicht cler Arbeitslosigkeit in
der Welt," in Die Arbeitslosigkeit der Gegenwart, Manuel Saitzew, editor, Verein
für Sozialpolitik, Vol. 185, No. 1, p. 157; and Bulletin de l'Offlce du Travail, passim.
In view of the unsatisfactory nature of the 'available statistics,
various estimates of unemployment in France in the interwar period
Résumé rétrospectlf, annuaire statistique, Vol.57, 1946, p. 99.
8Seestatement of l'Institut de Recherches Economiques et Soclales quotedbe-
low.
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will be consulted in an effort to gain some idea of the• actual amount
of unemployment during these years. The Institut de Recherches
Economiques et Sociales in the opening paragraph of its study, Le
chdmage en France de 1930 a 1936, states:
"From the beginning of the century to the year 1930, France—except
at the beginning of hostilities in 1914 and during the short and not
very intense crises of 1921-22 and 1926-27—barely suffered from any
unemployment except seasonal unemployment. In normal periods, it
was the scarcity of manual labor and not its superabundance which
was feared; in the years of prosperity which followed the war it
was necessary to call in foreign workers at great expense in order
to fill up the vacancies left in the economically active
The low level of unemployment in the 1920's, referred to above, is
reflected in the following estimates of unemployment which Adolf
Agthe'° constructed on the basis of the census results and the series







1921 362 1927 1,085
1922 18,2 1928 383
•1923 142 1929 127
1924 240 1930 163
1925 286 1931 845
1926 278 end 1931 1,381
According to the 1926 census, there were 12.25 million wage and
salary earners in France, including 2.4 million in agriculture, forestry,
and fishing. Thus, if the above estimates are accurate, it is seen that
(except for 1921 and 1927) the level of unemployment during the
1920's probably hovered about the "irreducible minimum."
With the advent of the depression of the 1930's, unemployment in-
creased to levels not properly reflected in the inadequate statistics of
the period. A number of estimates have been gathered and are
presented on the next page.
The estimates of Agthe have been described above. Cahill con-
structed his estimate "on the basis of the Census and other official
returns." Gilbert, Chief of the First Bureau, Directorate of Labor,
Le chômage en France de 1930 a 1936, Paris, Institut Scientifique de Recher-
ches et Sociales, 1938, p. 11.
10 Adolf Agthe, "Statistische Ubersicht der Arbeitslosigkeit in der Welt," in Die
Arbeitslosigkeit der Gegenwart, Manuel Saitzew, editor, Verein fürSozialpolitik,
Vol. 185, No. 1, pp. 137-174, especially p. 148.
"Cahill, op.cit., p. 37.











End 1931 Agthea 1,381
1932 Woytinskyc 1,300
1934 Cahilld 700-800














March 1936 Censusb 864
October 1937 ISRESe 559f(587)
1937 Clark" about 24 per cent of the non-
agricultural occupied population
a AdolfAgthe, "Statistische Obersicht der Arbeitslosigkeit in der Welt," in Die
ArbeitslosIgkeit der Gegenwart, Manuel Saitzew, editor, Verein für Sozialpolitik,
Vol. 185, No. 1, p. 148.
bTableE-1.
C S. Woytinsky, Three Sources of Unemployment, ILO Studies and
Reports, Series C, No. 20, Geneva, 1935, P. 114.
d Sir Robert Cahill, Economic Conditions in France, Department of Overseas
Trade, H.M.S.O., 1934, p. 37.
eIbid.,p. 37 and p. 62.
t estfrnates were made employing the provisional figure of 823,803 unem-
ployed for the census of 1938. Figures in parentheses have been calculated using
the actual 1936 census figure, 864,170.
gA.Gilbert, "Public Employment Office Administration and Unemployment In-
surance in France," in Administration of Public Employment Offices and Unemploy-
ment insurance, Industrial Relations Counselors, 1935, pp. 106-107.
h Cohn Clark, Conditions of Economic Progress, Macmillan and Co., London
1940, p. 70.
Ministry of Labor, presented his figures without explanation. Clark
described his estimate as follows, "The figure for 1937 is roughly com-
puted from the decline in the statistics of employment, compilation of
which began in 1930."12 The 1936 census enumerated 20.3 million
persons gainfully occupied, with 7.1 million in agriculture and forestry.
Thus the nonagricultural occupied population was about 13 million.
Of these 13 million, 9.6 million were wage and salary earners; therefore
24 per cent of this latter number would yield approximately 2.3 mil-
lion unemployed in 1937 according to Clark's estimate (on the assump-
tion that the number occupied did not vary appreciably between 1936
and 1937).
12Clark,op.cit., p. 71.
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Woytinsky constructed his estimate of unemployment in 1982 in the
following manner. He assumed that the normái level of unemployment
was 240,000 (the result of the 1926 census). From his careful com-
parison of the amount of work performed and the course of industrial
production, he concluded that the fall of over 31 per cent in industrial
production between 1926 and 1932 should have led to the dismissal
of 1.7 million workers in industry; in commerce and transport, he
estimated that staffs were cut down by about 10 per cent (i.e. by
200,000 wage earners) by 1982. The reduction in the average hours
of work, according to Woytinsky, saved some 500,000 workers from
dismissal. Further, account must be taken of the fall in the number
of wage earners mainly due to a net exodus, of foreign workers which
he estimated at from 400 to 500 thousand. Thus Woytinsky's estimate




Decrease in employment in industry




Decrease in employment in other occupations 60
Total 2,200
Number saved from dismissal by shortening hours of
Decrease in the number of wage earners
work —500
—400
Total wholly unemployed 1,300
The estimates of the Institut Scientifique de Recherches Econo-
miques et Sociales were made with many reservations and a complete
awareness of the difficulties involved in constructing such estimates.
The Institute calculated that the number of unpiaced applicants for
work represented 15.8 per cent of the number of unemployed reported
in the census of 1931 and 61.7 per cent of the number reported
unemployed in the census of 1986. To estimate unemployment in
February 1935, the date at which unemployment reached its peak
(according to the figures of unpiaced applicants for work), the
Institute assumed that the number of unpiaced applicants for work
represented 50 per cent of the actual number of unemployed. Since
there were 544,567 unplaced applicants for work in February 1935,
the total number of unemployed on the above assumption must have
been "more than The estimates for October 1935 and
18Woytinsky,op.cit., p. 113.
14 calculationemployed the provisional results of the census of 1986. On.
the basis of the actual results of this census, this figure is calculated to be 1,140,000.
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October 1937 were in a similar way on the assumption
that the number of unpiaced applicants for work represented 58.0
and 61.7 per cent, respectively, of the actual number of unemployed
in these two months.
The problem of picking one's way through these various estimates.
in order to arrive at reasonable figures approximating the actual
number unemployed in each year is a thorny one. This task is made
doubly difficult by several complicating features of the French labor
market. During the 1930's there w.s a large exodus of foreign workers
from France which is only partially shown in the statistics of emigra-
tion and immigration (see Table E-7). Cahill, commenting on the
exodus of foreign workers, wrote:
TABLE E-7













































































a "Whilethe number of controlled admissions is a close approximation to the
actual number of foreign workers entering France, because of the strict regulations
regarding entry, this is by no means the case as far as departures are concerned.
It seems likely that the number of uncontrolled departures is twice as many as
the controlled, or rather that the actual number of departures is three times the
number given herewith." A. Gilbert, "Public Employment Office Administration
and Unemployment Insurance in France," in Administration of Public Employ-
ment Offices and Unemployment Insurance, Industrial Relations Counselors, 1935,
p. 102.
Source: 1922-1933: ibid. 1934-1938: Yearbook of Labour Statistics, 1939, Inter.
national Labour Organisation, p. 198.
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"The total number of foreigners resident in France at the census of
March, 1931, was 2,890,923 (of whom 1,258,000 wage earners), as
against 2,485,047 in 1926 (1,096,000 wage earners). ..Inview of
the large number of departures from the latter half of 1931 onwards,
consequent upon the general depression and the stricter limitation
on the entry of foreign labour, it is possible that by the end of 1933
this total had declined to about 2,200,000...thecentral federation
of the metallurgical and mining industries in February, 1934, as-
sumed that the effective total of departures was threefold that of
the recorded departures, and the total net exodus for the three years
since early in 1931 was between 450,000 and 500,000 workers. An
official figure of December, 1933, calculated the net excess of de-
partures over arrivals of foreign workers since the March 1931
census at
The estimate of a net exodus of about 450,000 for the years 1931-
1934 seems too high in the light of the census results. These show that
in 1931 there were about 1,289,000 foreign wage and salary earners
(employed and unemployed) in France (see below). .The 1936 census
showed 911,000. The decrease in the number of foreign wage and
salary earners is thus 378,000 between the years 1931 and 1936. That
this smaller number is not the result of a net influx between 1934 and
1936 is easily established since the unaltered statistics of immigration
and emigration show a net exodus for 1935 and 1936 in spite of the
afore-mentioned understatement of departures.
Other complications are brought out in the following excerpt from
the British Ministry of Labour Gazette:
"On the basis of the employment returns it would appear that the
total reduction in the numbers employed between September, 1930,
and September, 1934, was nearlymillion, whereas the number
registered at the Employment Exchanges in September, 1934, was
only 357,672. The French Ministry of Labour states that this differ-
ence is largely due to an exodus of about 450,000 foreign workers,
coupled with the withdrawal from gainful occupation of persons
who are not obliged to earn a living, and the return to agricultural
employment, which is not covered by the monthly employment
returns."°
The suggested shift to agricultural employment can be examined in
the light of the census returns. In 1931, there were 7,704,000 occupied
in agriculture, forestry, and fishing (5,532,000 employers and inde-
15Cahill,op.cit., pp. 29-30.
leMffiistry of Labour Gazette, March 1935, p. 96.
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pendent workers, 6,500 salaried employees, 2,141,000 wage earners, and
24,900 unemployed). In 1936, there were 7,204,000 occupied in agri-
culture, forestry, and fishing (5,260,000 employers and independent
workers, 1,898,000 wage and salary earners, and 45,600 unemployed).
Thus the total number occupied in agriculture, forestry, and fishing
actually decreased by about 500,000. Some of this decrease may be
explained by the exodus of foreign workers and withdrawal from
gainful occupation. The data, however, do not suggest that any appre-
ciable shift to agricultural employment occurred.
As regards the above-mentioned withdrawal from gainful occupation,
there does appear to be a significant decrease in the number gainfully
occupied between 1931 and 1936. The 1931 census listed 21,612,000
persons gainfully occupied (including the unemployed) while the
1936 census listed only 20,260,000. Thus the decrease amounted to





WAGE AND TUBE, FORESTRY,
GAINFULLY OCCUPIED SALARY EARNERS AND FIS}IING .
TotalForeignersTotalForeigners TotalForeigners
1931 21,612 1,599 12,621 1,289 10,449 1,135
1936 20,280 1,245 11,562 911 9,619 748
Decrease: 1,352 354 1,059 378 830 387
For wage and salary earners (omitting agriculture, forestry, and
fishing), the total decrease was 830,000 of which 387,000 represented
a decrease in the number of foreigners. Thus there remains a net
decrease in this group of 443,000 which may constitute the group which
the French Ministry of Labor said withdrew from gainful occupation.
It is clear that the task of constructing unemployment rates for
France is not easy. Any derived percentages must, from the nature of
the data, be subject to a large degree of uncertainty. The percentages
presented in Table E-8 represent crude estimates of the level of
unemployment among wage and salary earners in manufacturing,
construction, and mining. The estimates for 1921-1930 were derived
as follows: Agthe's estimates of unemployment, presented above, were
compared with the 12.25 million wage and salary earners enumerated
in the census of 1926 to obtain annual unemployment percentages.
Since both Agthe's estimates and the census figure include workers
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TABLE E-8
EstimatedUnemployment Rates among Wage and Salary Earners in






1921 5.0 • 1930 2.0
1922 2.0 1931 6.5
1923 2.0 1932 15.4
1.924 3.0 1933 14.1
1925 3.0 • 1934 13.8
1926 3.0 1935 14.5
1927 11.0 1938 10.4








outsidemanufacturing, construction, and mining, a correction factor
was applied to raise the percentages. The correction factor was obtained
by comparing the census unemployment rate for wage and salary
earners in industry (see Table E-1) with the unemployment rate for all
workers and assuming that the value of this ratio varied linearly between
censuses. The values of the ratio for the censuses of 1921, 1926, and
1931 were calculated to be 1.49, 1.18, and 1.25, respectively.
The estimates for 1931-1938 were derived in the following manner:
The census of March 1931 enumerated 5,385,000 wage and salary
earners in employment in manufacturing, construction, and mining.17
On the assumption that the employment index for industrial establish-
ments employing 100 or more workers can be taken to represent the
trend of employment in manufacturing, construction, and mining,18
the annual figure of the number employed in manufacturing, construc-
lion, and mining in 1931 was calculated to be 5,265,000. The employ-
ment index was further used to obtain estimates for other years. The
estimate for 1936, 4,218,000, is in good agreement with the number
of employed wage and salary earners in manufacturing, mining, and
construction, namely, 4,223,000. The total number of wage and salary
earners, employed and unemployed, was 5,630,000 in the census of
1931 and 4,710,000 in the census of 1936. The lower figure for 1936
reflects both the exodus of foreign workers and the withdrawal from
17In 1931, according to the census, there were 556,000 employed salary earners
(einployds) in manufacturing, mining, and construction.
18 As mentioned above, almost 90 per cent of the workers covered by the re-
turns upon which the employment index was calculated were engaged in manu-
facturing and mining.
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gainful occupation mentioned above. Lack of data permits no course
other than to assume that the variation between the census dates was
a linear decrease. The number unemployed was then estimated by
subtracting the estimated number employed from the estimated total
number of wage and salary earners. The resulting estimates of French
wage and salary earners in manufacturing, mining, and construction
from 1931 to 1936 are tabulated below (in thousands):
Year Total Number Number EmployedNumber Unemployed
1931 5,630 5,265 365
1932 5,446 4,605 841
1933 5,262 4,519 743
1934 5,078 4,377 701
1935 4,894 4,184 710
1936 4,710 4,218 492
The estimates for the years 1937-1939 were not constructed in the
same manner since there is some difliculty in estimating the total num-
ber of wage and salary earners in these years. Instead, the assumption,
employed by the Institut Scientifique de Recherches Economiques et
Sociales, that the number of unpiaced applicants for work represented
about 61.7 per cent of the actual number of unemployed in all lines
of activity was adopted. It was then assumed that the number unem-
ployed in all occupations bore the same relation to the number unem-
ployed in manufacturing, mining, and construction as in the census
of 1936.19 The total numbers unemployed given by this calculation are
616,000 in 1937, 652,000 in 1938, and 678,000 for January through
August of 1939. On the basis of the second assumption, the estimated
numbers unemployed in manufacturing, mining, and construction are
347,000 in 1937, 868,000 in 1938, and 382,000 in 1939 (January-August).
To calculate percentages, it was assumed that the number of wage and
salary earners in manufacturing, mining, and construction remained
at 4,710,000, the number given in the census of 1936.20
The census of March 1931 showed 4.3 per cent of the wage and
salary earners in manufacturing, mining, and construction unemployed.
While this is below the estimate of 6.5 per cent presented in Table E-8
for 1931, the difference can be explained by the worsening of unem-
ployment in the months after March. For example, Agthe estimated
1,381,000 unemployed in all lines of activity at the end of 1931, a much
19Thecensus recorded a total of 864,000 unemployed wage and salary earners
of whom 487,000 were in manufacturing, mining, and construction.
20Thisassumption, when used in conjunction with the method of deriving the
estimates of unemployment for 1931-1936, led to unreasonably low estimates of
unemployment for 1937-1939.
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higher figure than the 453,000 recorded by the census in March. The
estimate of 492,000 unemployed in manufacturing, mining, and con-
struction in 1936 agrees quite closely with the 1936 census figure of
487,000.
Woytinsky's estimate of 1,300,000unemployedin 1932 included
260,000 in commerce, transport, and occupations other than manufac-
turing, mining, and construction. Subtraction of these leaves 1,040,000
unemployed. Also included in this latter number is a figure for normal
unemployment before the depression, 240,000, which Woytinsky ob-
tained from the 1926 census. This census listed about 160,000 unem-
ployed in manufacturing, mining, and construction. Thus 80,000 of the
240,000 in normal unemployment must be subtracted from Woytinsky's
estimate. When this is done, there remains 960,000 unemployed. This
figure compared with the estimated number of wage and salary earners
in manufacturing, mining, and construction in 1932, 5,446,000, yields
an unemployment percentage of 17.6. In view of the crude nature of
the estimates, the agreement with the 'estimate above, 841,000 unem-
ployed or 15.4 per cent unemployed, is quite satisfactory.
None of the other estimates presented above were as explicitly
derived as was Woytinsky's and therefore it is difficult to make direct
comparisons. Cahill's estimate of 700 to 800 thousand unemployed in
all lines of activity in 1984 seems to be too low in view of the fact
that the employment index fell four points from 80.9 in 1932 to
76.9 in 1934. Of course, because of the departure of foreign workers
and the withdrawal from gainful occupation, as well as for other
reasons, the -employment index alone can not be taken as an indicator
of the level of unemployment. However, when Cahill's estimate is
viewed both in relation to -the fall of the index and in relation to the
other estimates presented above, it seems to be low. The estimates of
the Institut Scientifique de Recherches Economiques et Sociales and
those of Gilbert for 1935 differ considerably. Gilbert's estimates suggest
that the estimate of 14.5 per cent unemployed in manufacturing,
mining, and construction may be too low a figure. On the other hand,
the Institute's estimates for 1935, which are slightly lower than
Woytinsky's estimate for 1932, are in agreement in this respect with
the estimates presented in Table E-8. If it is assumed that the unem-
ployed in manufacturing, mining, and construction represented 60 per
cent of the total number unemployed,21 then, on the basis of the
Institute's estimates for 1935, there were over 684,000 unemployed in
these industries in February and 455,000 in October. On the basis of
Gilbert's estimate of 2 million unemployed in February, there were
21This percentagewas 58.4accordingto the results of the census of 1938.
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1.2 mfflion unemployed in manufacturing, mining, and construction
in this month. The estimate of 710,000 unemployed in these activities
in 1935, derived above, does not seem unreasonable compared with
the results of these calculations. For 1937, Clark's estimate, amounting
to about 2.3 million unemployed, is far above the Institute's estimate
for October of 1937 which was 587,000. Since the census of March 1936
showed a total of 864,000 unemployed and since there was an improve-
ment of economic conditions between 1938 and 1937, it appears that
Clark's estimate is much too high.
In the post World War II years what statistical information is avail-
able indicates that unemployment rates have been very low. In 1950
it was estimated on the basis of surveys that 290,000 persons were un-
employed in April and 190,000 in October (see above). These figures
which include persons in all activities, when compared with the total
number of wage and salary earners enumerated in the census of 1946;
about 13.4 million, suggest very low unemployment rates. In 1950 the
number of unplaced applicants .for work was 153,000 and the number
of unemployed in receipt of public relief was 52,000 (see Tables E-4
and E-5). Since both these latter figures are peak values for the postwar





Percentages of unemployment for members of trade unions which
paid unemployment benefit first appeared in 1903 as the result of an
agreement between the Imperial Statistical Office and the statistical
offices of these trade unions. From 1903 to June 1906, these percentages
were given quarterly; from then until 1933 when the series terminated,
the percentages appeared monthly, based on reports relating to the
end of each month. The annual trade union rates, averages of the
monthly data, are presented in Table F-i.
The trade unions covered by the series reported the total number
of members, the number of wholly unemployed members whether in
receipt of benefit or not (unterstützte und nichtunterstützte), the num-
ber of members working short time, and information concerning the
number of hours worked in the last week of each month.' Since un-
employed trade union members were reported whether in receipt of
benefit or not, differences in the unemployment benefit schemes of
See monthly reports in the
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TABLE F-i












1903 429 2.9 4.7
1904 642 2.1 3.6
1905 1;082 1.6 3.0
1906 1,367 1.2 2.7
1907 1,294 1.6 2.9
l9og 1,282 2.9 4.4
1909 1,387 2.8 4.3
1910 1,688 2.0 3.5
1911 1,975 1.9 3.1
1912 2,100 2.0 3.2




















aFiguresrefer to the last quarter of each year until 1919; for 1919 and later
years, the figures relate to the last day of December of each year.
bAverageof quarterly figures for 1903-1908 and monthly averages thereafter.
The figure for 1903 is based on an average of percentages for the last three
quarters.
CSeetext for discussion of correction.
d The high percentage recorded in 1914 is in• part due to the panic conditions
which accompanied the German decree of August 4, 1914, affecting the basis of
the currency system.
Source: Reichsarbeitsblatt and Jahrbuch.
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reporting unions probably did not materially affect the statistics.The
numbers reported unemployed did not include invalids who were no
longer able to perform work and persons on strike, locked out, or sick.2
The numerical coverage of the series shown in Table F-i expanded
rapidly in the first few years. At the end of 1903, 429,000 trade unionists
were covered by the returns. By the end of 1905,thisfigure had
increased to 1,082,000, and at the end of 1912, it exceeded 2 million.
After World War I, the percentages came to be based on a much
greater number of trade unionists, 6,076,000 at the end of 1921,
3,639,000 at the end of 1925, and 3,347,000 at the end of 1932, or about
one-half or more of all trade unionists in Germany. During the 1920's
and early 1930's, from about one-third to one-half of the total number
of wage earners in manufacturing, mining, and construction were
included in the trade union sample.
The trade union returns covered workers in manufacturing, mining,
building, and transportation. Industrial representation in the trade
union sample at several dates is shown in Table F-2 together with the
TABLE F-2
Percentage Distribution of Industrial Workers in Trade Union Sample, 1912-1929,
and Censuses of 1925 and 1933, Germany
INI)USTRY






































































b Endof October. C EndofJune. d June18. a Fourth quarter.
eIncludinglinoleum. Included in "Other" group.
Source: for trade union data and Stati.stisches Jahrbuch für
desDeutsches Reichs, 1930, Vol. 49, pp. 19-21 and 1935, Vol. 54, pp. 20-21 for
census data.
2WiadimirS. Woytinsky, "Arbeitslosigkeit und Kurzarbeit," Jahrbücher für
Nationalökonomie und Vol. 79, 1931, p. 18.
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industrial distribution of all workers (arbeiter) in these groups as
given in the censuses of 1925 and 1933. The data show that there was
no gross over- or underrepresentation of particular groups, with the
exception of clothing workers, during the 1920's. In 1912, workers in
building and clothing were very much under represented.
Before World War I, there is very' little statistical information avail-
able to gauge the validity of the trade union unemployment figures.
The only nationwide unemployment census (that of 1895) took place
before the trade union percentages appeared. While no direct com-
parison can thus be made between the census results and the trade
union figures, the census results do give some indication of the level
of unemployment in what has been described as a year of "fairly good
Since the census count was made both in June and in December
of 1895, its results also shed some light on the variation of seasonal
unemployment.
On June 18, 1895, the census found 97,782 workers. in mining and
industry (excluding agriculture, transport, commerce, household serv-
ice, public service, and the professions) On December 2,
1895, 274,625 workers in mining and industry were unemployed. These
figures, which excluded those unemployed on account of sickness,
represented 1.5 and 4.2 per cent, respectively, of the total number of
workers in industry and mining. The average of these percentages
(2.9), it will be noted, is almost equal to the trade union percentages
in the years of two cyclical lows (1903 and 1908). This suggests that
the trade union percentages may have understated the actual amount
of unemployment in Germany in the early years of the series.
The suggested understatement of the level of unemployment by
the trade union percentages is also indicated by the magnitude of
their seasonal variation. The pre-World War I percentages for June







Whereas the census unemployment percentage for December (4.2)
exceeded the percentage for June (1.5) by 2.7 percentage points in a
year of recovery from the depression of the trade union per-
8OttoMost, The Problem of Unemployment in Germany, London, Cassell, 1910,
p. 16.
'Censusdata from ibid., p. 20.
Hubert Post, Untersuchungen über den Umfang der Erwerbslosigkeit in
Sammiung Natlonalökonomi3cher und Abhandlungen, Jena, C. Fischer, 1914, Vol.
70. p. 18.
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centages reveal no seasonal variation of this magnitude in any of the
years, 1903-1913. This may be the'result of the afore-mentioned under-
representation of building workers in the union sample. For the good
years 1905, 1906, 1907, 1911, and 1912, the trade union percentages
for June are quite similar to the percentage of unemployment recorded
in the census of June 1895.
More direct evidence revealing the understatement of seasonal un-
employment by the trade union figures is afforded by the unemploy-
ment censuses taken by various municipalities in the winter of 1908-
1909 (see Table F-3). These censuses showed that there was a total
TABLE F-3
Number and Per Cent Unemployed According to the Unemployment Censuses
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Oct. 15, 1908 Halle-on-the-Saal 2,917 7.8









Dec. 10, 1908 Nuremberg 2,513 2.7













a Excludingthose incapable of working because of illness or causes other than
lack of work.
Source: Otto Most, The Problem of Unemployment in Germany, London,
Cassell, 1910,p. 18.
of 62,120 workers unemployed, or .4.1 per cent of the number of workers
residing in these cities. After careful consideration of the methods
employed in these censuses and of criticisms which have been made
of the results, Most concluded: "It is notorious, however, that this
figure [4.1 per cent] is very considerably less than the reality, and
according to careful estimates must be increased by about one-half, so
that the average of these towns would in reality be about 6 per cent."°
8Most,op.cit., p. 22.
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This estimate of about 6 per cent for the winter of 1908 is considerably
higher than the trade union percentage for December 1908 (4.4),
which was the highest recorded in the winter of 1908-1909. The dif-
ference between the trade union percentage of June 1908 (2.9) and
Most's estimate of about 6 per cent unemployed in the winter of 1908-
1909 is 3.1 percentage points, not far different from the seasonal
variation exhibited in the census of 1895 (2.7 percentage points).
To take account of seasonal variation, a rough correction can be
made. The June trade union percentages are assumed to be correct.
The seasonal variation, assumed to be 2.9 percentage points, is added
to the June figure to yield a figure approximating winter unemploy-
ment. Rough annual rates can then be obtained by averaging the June
figures and the winter figures. While far from being entirely satis-
factory estimates, it is probable that percentages calculated in this
fashion (see Table F-i) more nearly approach the actual level of
unemployment in Gennany before World War I than do the unadjusted
figures.
After World War I, when the trade union percentages came to be
based on reports covering a considerable number of workers, there does
not seem to be much doubt but that they represent good measures of
the level of unemployment. Wiggs points out that the low percentages
for the inflationary period, 1918-1923, represent a valid picture of the
unemployment situation: "This [the broad coverage] means that there
is little danger of the low 1922 figures having been an underestimation.
The feature of the period from 1918 to 1923 was the lowness, of unem-
ployment and the nonappearance of seasonal fluctuations, in spite of
the existence of statistics which would certainly have revealed them
had they existed."7
Woytinsky, evaluating the trade union percentages for the 1920's,
dismissed the contention that the trade unionists represented a select
group and thus did not constitute a good sample as follows: "This con-
sideration does not hold up however. The modern unions are not
associations of the working class aristocracy, but much more are they
industrial unions which encompass all occupations rather uniformly
and in which the unskilled and partially skilled are just as well repre-
sented as the skilled."8 He then went on to write: "I believe to have
proved that the unemployment figures of the unions reflect rather
exactly the situation on the whole labor market. The usual extrapolation
of these figures is thus warranted. The accounts of the unions concern-
ing unemployment and short-time among their members are charac-
teristic of all industry."9
"KennethI. Wiggs, Unemployment In Germany. since the War, London, King,
1933, pp. 31-32.
8Woytinsky, op.clt.,p. 22. 9Ibid.,p. 23.
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Woytinsky's conclusion is borne out by the results of the censuses
of June 16, 1925 and of June 16, 1933, shown below:
MANUFACTURING, TRADE,




1925 1933 1925 1933 1925 1933
Total numbera










a Arbeiterand Angesteilte. The figures for 1925 included a small number of
public officials (Beamte). It was assumed that the number of officials in 1925
was the same as the number enumerated in these groups in 1933.
Source: Die Erwerbstdtigkeit der Reichsbevolkerung, Statistik des Deutsches
Reichs, Berlin, 1938, Bd. 453, Heft 2,p. 16.
On June 16, 1925, 3.6 per cent of the workers and employees in manu-
facturing, mining, and construction were unemployed.b0 For the end
of the same month, the trade union percentage for the wholly unem-
ployed was 3.5 (3.6 at the end of May 1925). The census of June 16,
1983 showed 87.8 per cent of the workers and employees in the above
named activities unemployed. The trade union rate was 40.3 at the end
of June 1933 (44.7 at the end of May) •11 These comparisons lend sup-
port to the claim that the trade union rates were valid measures of
the volume of unemployment among workers in manufacturing, mining,
and construction.
EMPLOYMENT EXCHANGESTATISTICSBEFORE WORLD WAR U
Reports of employment exchanges have been published monthly in
the Reich.sarbeitsblatt since 1907. Before the Employment Exchanges
Act of 1922, which established an exchange in every
commune and district of local administration, the published statistics
(giving the number of persons seeking work, the number of vacancies,
and an index of the number of workers seeking work per hundred
10 Those enumerated as unemployed in the census were all persons capable of
working who before the census count were occupied as workers and employees
and who were without employment at the time of the census because of lack of
work (see Einfilhrung in die S ystematlsche und Alpha he Ver-
zeichnisse zurBerufszahlung1933, Berlin, Statistik des Deutsches Reichs, 1936,
Bd. 453, Heft 1, pp. 6-7).
11 Trade union rates, with the exception of June 1933, from Reichsarbeltsblatt.
The June 1933 figure was obtained from Oscar Weigert, Placement and Unemploy-
ment insurance in Germany, Industrial Relations Counselors, 1934, p. 25.
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vacancies) covered only a few exchanges and for this reason are of
limited value.
Later employment exchange returns listed the number of registered
unemployed as well as the numbers seeking work. Until November
1926, the monthly statistics of the applicants for work referred to the
middle of each month. After November 1926, these figures were given
for the end of each month and later also for the middle of each month.
The number of registered unemployed referred to the end of each
month. These statistics covered all lines of activity.
The regLitered unemployed figures (see Table F-4) included all
unemployed persons registered at the employment exchanges, whether
in receipt of unemployment insurance or relief benefit or not.'2 For
TABLE F-4







1925 687 1935 2,151b
1926 2,028 1938 1,593
1927 1,336 1937 912
1928 1,376 1938 429
1929 1,899 1939 119°





a Thefigures for July 31, 1933 and following months excluded persons employed
in labor camps. In July 1933 the number excluded amounted to 150,000.
bIncludingregistered unemployed persons in the Saar Territory after April 1935.
Excluding unemployed in East Prussia, Upper Silesia, and the German
Sudetenland.
Source: 1925-1927—Wiadimir S. Woytinsky, Three Sources of Unemployment,
ILO Studies and Reports, Series C, No. 20, Geneva, 1935, p. 80. 1928-1940—
Statisti.sches Jahrbuch and ILO Yearbooks of Labour Statistics.
12 After World War I, there were frequent changes in the form of unemployment
relief. A comprehensive scheme of relief was introduced during the demobilization
period. In February 1924, the scope of the scheme was limited to cover only those
unemployed who had already completed a prescribed period as employed persons.
On October 1, 1927, the relief system was superseded by a system of unemploy-
ment insurance which covered all occupations. Emergency benefit, originally sup-
plementary to unemployment relief, was embodied in the unemployment insur-
ance scheme. Under the strain of the widespread unemployment of the great
depression, the insurance and emergency benefit schemes proved unequal to the
task of providing for the masses of unemployed workers. Therefore, the poor relief
system evolved into a third form of unemployment relief for those unemployed
persons who, for a variety of reasons, were no longer covered by either unemploy-
ment insurance or emergency benefit.
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example, thecompositionof the number of registered unemployed
at the end of January 1933 was as follows:
Recipients of standard benefit 953,117
Recipients of emergency benefit
Able-bodied unemployed in receipt









Total registered unemployed 6,013,612
There is ample evidence that during the 1930's the figures of the
registered unemployed did not measure the full extent of unemploy-
ment. Many persons who lost all hope of finding work at the exchanges
or who had no claim to benefits of any kind, failed to register at em-
ployment exchanges. Estimates of the numbers of such persons (i.e. of
so-called invisible unemployment), based on incomplete statistics, are
quite divergent. For example, the German Institute for Business Re-
search, in a discussion of estimates of the extent of invisible unemploy-
ment made by the Economist,18 concluded that the Economist's esti-
mates of 2,537,000 for June 1933. and 2,418,000 for June 1935 were
much too high. The Institute's own estimates for these two dates were
799,000 and 722,000. Woytinsky's estimate for the summer of 1932 was
Since there is no way of reconciling these estimates or of
making more reliable ones, the actual number of unemployed persons
in Germany during the 1930's is only very approximately known.
The figures of the registered unemployed (covering all occupations
and subject to the shortcomings touched upon above) cannot be used
directly to obtain unemployment percentages for workers in manu-
facturing, mining, and construction. Perhaps the best that can be done
is to use the result of the census of June 16, 193315 in conjunction with
the trend of the registered unemployed series to obtain percentages
of unemployment applicable to the above group of workers. Per-
centages constructed in this manner (see Table F-5) agree fairly
18WeeklyReport of the German Institute for Business Research, Berlin, August
22, 193.5.
14WladimirS. Woytinsky, Three Sources of Unemployment, Geneva, Interna-
tional Labour Organisation, Studies and Reports, Series C, No. 20, 1935, p. 97.
Woytinsky's and the other estimates depended upon the Health Insurance sta-
tistics for an estimate of employment and estimates of the total number of workers.
15Thecensus of June 16, 1933 found 37.3 per cent of the workers and employees
in manufacturing, construction, and mining unemployed. By use of the monthly
registered unemployed figures, the annual rate is found to be 36.2. The figures
in Table F-4 serve to provide a basis for calculating percentages for other years.
For June 1925, the month of the census, the calculated percentage is 3.1 compared
with the census rate of 3.6, shown above, for manufacturing, mining, and con-
struction.
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TABLE F-5
Estimated Unemployment Rates for Workers and Employees in Manufacturing,






1925 5.2 1933 36.2













1930 23.2 1938 3.2
1931 34.1 1939 0.9
1932 42.0
a Estimatesconstructed as described in text. The estimates have been taken
back to 1925 to afford comparison with the trade union percentages in the years
1925-1932.
closely with the trade union figures for 1925 to 1932 and with the
result of the 1925 census. For the later 1930's the calculated percentages
are somewhat higher than those published in the ILO's )!'earbooks of
Labour Statistics since these latter percentages apply to workers and
employees (approximately 21 million) in all lines of activity, including
agriculture, personal and domestic service, and public administration.
Further, it is not clear how the problem of invisible unemployment was
dealt with in calculating the ILO percentages.
POST-WORLD WAR II UNEMPLOYMENT STATISTICS
After World War II, quarterly unemployment statistics for occupied
Germany first appeared for March 1946, and quarterly figures for the
German Federal Republic, for March 1948.16 For the United States and
British occupation zones, the series showed the number of unemployed
as a percentage of the total number of wage and salary earners (see
Table F-6). In 1946, and through March 1947, the unemployed were
defined to be persons not working and considered available for work
under the Allied Control Council's Order No. 3 of 1946. Under this
order, all persons (1) in employment, (2) unemployed and seeking
work, and (3) all other males between the ages of fourteen and sixty-
five and all other females between the ages of fifteen and fifty were
required to register at local employment offices. Persons in this last
group who were physically or mentally incapacitated, mothers of
young children, housewives, or students were considered as not avail-
able for work; all other persons in this group, in addition to those in
Source: Report of the Military Governor, Statistical Annex; Office of the Mil-
itary Government for Germany (U.S. Zone), international Labour Review, Decem-
ber 1948, p. 830.
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TABLE F-U
Unemployment Rates, United States and British Occupation Zones
and German Federal Republic, 1946-1952
UNEMPLOYED AS PER CENT OF WAGE- AND
SALARY-EARNING LABOR FORCEa









a Averagesof quarterly data.
b The unemployed in 1946 and through March 1947 were persons not working
and available for work within the meaning of Control Council Order No. 3 (see
text). Files of the unemployed thereafter were gradually purged of unpiaceables.
June 1948 and later figures show only persons not working and registered as
seeking work.
Source: Office of the Military Government for Germany (U.S. Zone), Report of
the Military Governor,StatisticalAnnex, No. XXVII, May 1949, p. 75. Yearbook of
Labour Statistics, 1953, International Labour Organisation, p. 87.
groups (1) and (2), were considered as available for work and came
to be counted among the unemployed whether seeking work or not.
In mid-1948, and thereafter, both the unemployment statistics of the
United States and British occupation zones and of the German Federal
Republic include as unemployed only persons registered at employ-
ment exchanges as seeking work. The wage- and salary-earning labor
force, which serves as a base for calculating unemployment rates, is
equal to the sum of the number of registered unemployed seeking work
and the number of employed wage and salary earners. Wage and salary
earners in all occupations are covered by the statistics.
SUMMARY
BeforeWorld War I, the trade union unemployment percentages
probably understated the actual level of unemployment in Germany.
For the most part, this understatement is presumed to have arisen
because certain seasonal trades, particularly building, were not suf-
ficiently represented in the trade union sample. To overcome this
shortcoming, a rather rough correction (described above) was applied
to the trade union percentages for the years 1903-1913.
The trade union percentages for the years 1914-1932, based on a
large sample of union members in which industrial groups received
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approximately appropriate weights, represent good measures of the
extent of unemployment among workers in mining, manufacturing, con-
struction, and transportation.
A calculation based on the census results of June 16, 1933 and on
the trend of the numbers of registered unemployed, provides unem-
ployment rates for the years 1933-1939. These, when carried back
before 1933, are in fair agreement with both the trade union percent-
ages for 1925-1932 and with the results of the census of June 16, 1925.
In the post-World War II years, unemployment rates covering all
wage and salary earners are available from 1946 on. These rates are
probably lower than unemployment percentages for only wage earners
in manufacturing, mining, and construction. The amount of the prob-
able understatement for the years 1946-1948 is somewhat lessened
because some persons who were not seeking work were included
among the numbers unemployed.
Appendix G:
The Netherlands
The information that we have been able to secure on Dutch unem-
ployment statistics is insufficient to provide the basis for a thorough
critical evaluation. It has therefore been necessary to confine this sec-
tion to a presentation of the available statistics with as full a description
as the material at our disposal allowed.
The principal unemployment series for the Netherlands were those
emanating from trade union unemployment insurance funds, com-
mencing in 1911 and terminating in 1941 (see Table C-i). The first
series (in column 1) represents the ratio of unemployed workers to
those insured in voluntary union ftmds.1 The data were compiled on a
weekly basis, no distinction being made with respect to the number
of days per week for which benefits were paid (i.e. a worker was
counted as being unemployed once In a week whether he lost one
day or the entire week). Workers with separate spells of unemploy-
ment in a single week were similarly counted just once.2 The series
shown in column 2 represents the ratio of the precise number of
The data include also "a small number of workers who, although belonging to
unions having [unemployment] funds, are excluded from benefit on account of
age, and workers who belong to unions having no unemployment funds." The
I.L.O. Yearbook 1934-35, International Labour Office, Vol. II, p. 180. It was re-
ported in 1925 that only 7,000 workers whose employment status was reported on
were in unions not having unemployment funds compared with some 270,000 thus
covered.
2Methodsof Compiling Statistics of Unemployment, International Labour Of-
flee, Studies and Reports, Series C, 1922, pp. 71-77.
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TABLE G-1
Unemployment Rates among Insured Trade Unionists,
theNetherlands,1911-1940
Ratio ofDays Lost Ratio of Days Lost
Dueto Unemploy- Dueto Unemploy-
PerCentment to Potential Per Centment to Potential
of WorkersWorking Days of of WorkersWorking Days of
UnemployedInsured Workers UnemployedInsured Workers
Year (1) (2) Year (1) (2)
1911 2.7 2.5 1926 8.7 7.3
1912 4.2 4.0 1927 9.0 7.5
1913 5.1 5.0 1928 8.9 5.6
1914 16.2 13.8 1929 7.1 5.9
1915 14.6 12.0 1930 9.7 7.8
1916 5.8 5.1 1931 18.1 14.8
1917 9.8 8.5 1932 29.5 25.3
1918 10.0 7.5 1933 31.0 28.9
1919 8.9 7.7 1934 32.1 28.0
1920 7.2 5.8 1935 36.3 31,7
1921 10.9 9.0 1936 36.3 32.7
1922 12.6 11.0 . .1937 29.2 26.9
1923 12.8 11.2 1938 27.2 25.0
1924 10.2 8.8 1939 21.7 19.9
1925 9.5 8.1 1940 22.9 19.8
Source: Maandschrift van het Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek, passim.
man-days of unemployment to the maximum number of days at risk
of unemployment (i.e.six times the membership of the reporting
organizations).
The major characteristics of these data may be outlined as follows:
1. It is obvious that the index in column 2 is more accurate than that
in column 1 in measuring the total volume of unemployment. The
weekly percentage of unemployed workers would be unaffected, for
example, by changes in the average duration of unemployment per
week, whereas the percentage of man-days unemployed would reflect
such a change. The difference between the two series reflects changes
in the number of days per week of average unemployment. The two
percentages would be the same, for example, if all unemployed workers
during a particular week were unemployed for six days. As the average
number of days of unemployment per week declines, the difference
between the two percentages widens.
The relationship of the two series is thus dependeTit upon the form
that unemployment takes. If it is concentrated on a particular group
of individuals, the percentages would correspond closely; if available
work were spread among the work force, in the form either of a reduc-
tion in the number of days worked per week or the number of hours
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worked per day,3 the second series would depart from the first. The
largest percentage difference in the spread between the two series
came in the years 1917 and 1918, whereas during the Great Depression,
the spread did not widen greatly (in percentage terms).
2. The industrial coverage of the data appears to have been quite
broad, including, in addition to manufacturing, building construction,
agriculture, fishing, the retail trades, and commercial work. However,
manufacturing and building appear to have been most fully repre-
sented in the sample. The insured population in 1925 was said to
constitute 90 per cent of the total number of organized workers in
the Netherlands, so that the data presented "a very accurate idea both
of the fluctuation in unemployment and of the absolute extent of
unemployment among insured persons."4 At the time, however, some
65 per cent of the industrial labor force was not organized, so that the
data could not be said to be representative necessarily of unemploy-
ment generally.5 The absolute number of workers covered by the
statistics rose from 275,000 in 1925 to a high of 525,000 in 1933, declined
to 468,000 in 1936, and rose again to 511,000 in 1940.6 The reporting
base was fairly substantial from the start, having been 65,000 in 1913
and 106,000 by 1915.
3. The method of collecting the statistics was calculated to insure
a considerable degree of accuracy. The trade union unemployment
insurance funds, as a condition for the receipt of state aid, were
required to maintain comprehensive membership registers, and to
record not only the days of unemployment for which benefits were
paid, but also the number of benefitless days of unemployment. The
funds received from the state a per capita allowance per week to
cover administrative costs, including the preparation of statistics.
Although persons who had exhausted their benefits sometimes failed
to keep their registration as unemployed current, it was believed that
this did not constitute a serious source of error.T
4. Persons out of work due to labor disputes, illness, accidents, or
other causes than lack of work, were not counted as unemployed.
5. The following statement was made by the Director General of
Statistics with respect to the representative character of the series:
8Itwould appear that days of less than full employment were tabulated as such.
However, we have been able to find no precise statement to this effect.
The Second International Conference of Labour Statisticians, International
Labour Office, Studies and Reports, Series N, No. 8, 1925, p. 51, note 1.
Estimated from Jaarcijfers von Nederland, passim. The number of trade union
members on January 1, 1925, was compared with the average of the number of
industrial and transport workers in 1920 and 1930.
6Thesefigures are from Central Bureau Voor De Statistiek, Jaarcijfers von
Ned,erland, passim.
The Second InternationalConference ofLabour, Statisticians, p. 51, note 1.
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"These percentages could safely be considered as representative up.
to the 1930's. After 1935, however, they presented in all probability a
too unfavorable picture of the size of unemployment."8
The only other series of unemployment going back over a long
period is that relating to the operation of public employment offices.
Prior to the 1930's these data were incomplete, since there was no
widespread registration of the unemployed by these offices. However,
with the growth of unemployment during the depression, registration
was made compulsory for all unemployed in receipt of relief and un-
employment benefits, and those employed on public works. Registration
is voluntary for others.
Coverage is quite broad. It is believed that all manual workers
register, as a rule, and maintain their registration even after their
right to benefits has expired. Clerical workers not in receipt of benefits
often do not register, however. Young workers seeking their first
jobs are included in the registration, but persons formerly self-em-
ployed who are seeking employment are not. Married women who are
not the sole support of their families are not included among the
unemployed, even though they may be willing and able to work.
Figures for unemployed agricultural workers are not considered corn-
The enumeration takes place on the last day of each month,
and the annual figures are an average of the monthly tallies.
This series is shown in Table In two respects the prewar and
postwar data are not comparable:
1. The so-called "frost unemployed" (persons laid off in extremely
cold weather) were included up to 1940 but exc kuded thereafter.
These persons constituted some 15 per cent of the total unemployed
during the months of December and January and, on an annual basis,
increased reported unemployment by perhaps 3 per cent.
2. Up to and including 1948, the unemployed aged sixty-five and
over were included among the unemployed, but were omitted there-
after. It is estimated that the over sixty-five-year age group constituted
about 1.5 per cent of the total number of persons out of work.
In general, persons who are partially unemployed are excluded
from the count of unemployment. A person without a labor contract
must be willing and able to work for a full day in order to be included.
Persons on temporary layoff are not included among the unemployed
unless they did not perform any labor during the entire week in which
the census day falls.
8Letterto the authors from Dr. Ph. J. Idenburg, Director General of Statistics
of the Netherlands, July 29, 1953.
9TheNetherlands, United States Bureau of Labor Statistics, Catalogue of Labor
Statistics Series, mimeographed, June 1952.
Datafor the years of German occupation of the Netherlands are omitted.
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TABLE G-2
Persons Registered at End of Month as Unemployed at Public Employment
Offices, the Netherlands, Annual Average, 1933-1952
(thousands)
Unemployed but
Totally Employed on Receiving Pay
Year Unemployed Public Works from Employers Total
1933 274.8 48.1 a 322.9
1934 281.8 51.0 a 332.8
1935 328.8 55.9 a 384.7
1936 368.5 46.0 a 414.5
1937 324.0 44.9 a 368.9
1938 303.4 50.2 a 353.6
1939 235.6 60.0 a 295.6
1945b 97.4 39.8 60.1 197.3
1946 53.1 35.7 4.3 93.1
1947 30.7 15.2 1.1 47.0
1948 29.0 13.4 0.8 43.2
1949 42.1 20.2 0.8 63.1
1950 57.7 21.4 1.1 80.2
1951 67.7 25.0 0.6 93.3
1952 104.3 31.8 1.5 137.6
aNotsignificant.
b Covers the months June-December only.
Source: Jaarcijfers voor Nederland, Centraal Bureau voor Statistiek, passim.
If the data in Table G-2 are converted into index formwith1933 as
a base, and the resultant index applied to the 1933 percentage of
unemployment indicated under the man-days lost series of the trade
union data, it appears that the two series corresponded closely until
1935, but after that time the employment exchange data showed a per-
sistently higher level of unemployment than the union data.h1 This
may have been because the former were becoming progressively
more complete during the 1930's as the result of stricter registration
requirements.
The only unemployment data available for the postwar years are
the employment exchanges statistics of Table They indicate a
level of unemployment much lower than that of the 1930's. If one
were to extrapolate the prewar unemployment percentages on the
basis of this series, unemployment would average about 5 per cent
from 1946 to 1950 inclusive. However, assigning specific percentages
11However,the trend was similar from 1936 to 1939; the principal divergence
came between 1935 and 1986, when the employment exchange series moved up
more rapid]y than the trade union series.
12Beginningwith July 1952, a new series based upon the Unemployment Act
of 1949 was initiated. These data are of too recent origin to warrant consideration
here.
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for particular years does not appear to be warranted on the basis of
such an extrapolation in view of the nature of the relationship between
the two series during the years 1933-1939.
CONCLUSIONS
The only statistics of unemployment for the Netherlands that are
appropriate for purposes of international comparison for the period
with which we are concerned are those shown in Table G-1. As
between the two series contained therein, that in column 2, showing
the ratio of days lost due to unemployment to potential working days
of insured workers, would appear to be the one which is the more
consistent with our normative definition.
This series has the usual defects of this type of statistics. Neverthe-
less, the Dutch statistical authorities consider it as generally repre-
sentative of unemployment in the country until 1935, after which it
probably overstated unemployment somewhat. No unemployment
percentages are available for the postwar period, but it is clear from
the data in Table G-2 that the postwar level of unemployment was




The major source of unemployment statistics in Norway is provided
by trade union reports to the Central Bureau of Statistics, beginning
with July 1903, and continuing up to the present time. The percentages
of unemployment thus derived are shown in Table H-i.
The characteristics of this series are as follows:
1. The data cover the national trade unions in the following indus-
tries and trades: metalworking (including shipbuilding); molders;
printing; bookbinding; shoe manufacture; baking; bricklaying; the
remaining building trades; sawmills; and woodworking. Coverage has
been limited consistently to these ten organizations, all of which
operated their own unemployment funds until 1939, when a national
compulsory unemployment system was adopted.
2. In July, 1903, when the first reports were made, they covered
162 local unions with 10,200 members. At that time there were 350
local unions with 15,000 total membership.1 Coverage for subsequent
years was as follows:2
l Tillaegshefte 2 til Statistiske Meddelelser, Norway, Statistisk 1920,
p. 18.
2 Ibid.









In 1918, when total trade union membership was 116,000 coverage
was less representative of trade union unemployment, though not
necessarily of total unemployment, than at the outset. In 1939, the
ten reporting unions had 96,000 members out of a total union member-
ship of 357,000, or about 27 per cent.3 The corresponding figures for
December 31, 1949 were 139,000 covered out of a total trade union
TABLE H-i
Unemployment Rates among Members of Reporting Trade Unions, Norway,
1904-1941, 1946-1951
Per Cent Per Cent
Year Unemployed Year Unemployed
1904 3.9 1927 25.4
1905 44 1928 19.2
1906 3.2 1929 15.4
1907 2.5 1930 16.6
1908 3.7 1931 22.3
1909 5.0 1932 30.8
1910 29 1933 33.4
1911 1.9 1934 30.7
1912 1.3 1935 25.3
1913 1.7 1936 18.8
1914 2.3 1937 20.0
1915 1.9 1938 22.0
1916 0.9 1939 18.3
1917 0.9 1940 23.1
1918 1.5 1941 11.4
1919 1.7
1920 2.3 1946 3.6
1921 17.7 1947 3.1
1922 17.1 1948 2.7
1923 10.7 1949 2.2
1924 8.5a 1950 2.7
1925 13.2 1951 3.8
1928 24.3
Data for this year affected by a general work stoppage in the metal trades.
Source: 1904-1947—Statistisk Centralbyth, Statistiske Oversikter, 1948, p. 363.
Arbok for Norge, 1952, p. 223.
This total includes only unions affiliated with the Norwegian Federation of
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membership of 474,000 orper cent. The percentage covered in 1949
was roughly equal to that prevailing in 1918.
3. The statistics were gathered by trade union secretaries in charge
of union unemployment funds and were considered to be fairly reliable
insofar as reporting was concerned, since the unemployed individual
had a strong incentive to report his status. An individual was counted
as unemployed only once each month regardless of the number of
spells of unemployment suffered. One limitation on completeness was
the fact that when the right to benefits ceased, many individuals
ceased reporting, thus tending to understate the degree of unemploy-
during periods of severe recession.4
4. The most serious deficiency of the trade union series appears to
be the fact that it is heavily weighted with industries which are very
sensitive to cyclical fluctuations. Five of the ten unions reporting are
in capital goods industries; two unions, those in the metal and building
trades, alone accounted for from 70 to 80 per cent of total reporting
membership. The following conclusion emerged from an analysis of
this aspect of the series:
"The percentage of unemployment for the 10 trade unions thus
cannot be said to give a representative picture of unemployment in
the nation—not even for industry, since among others such im-
portant groups as the, cellulose and paper industry, mining, the
electrometallurgical and electrochernical industry, the textile and
clothing industries, and food processing, apart from baking, are
excluded. To this should be added the fact that it covers only
organized workers."5
A comparison of the published trade union series with an apparently
unpublished series covering working days lost due to unemployment
in some twenty-five to twenty-nine trade unions indicates that the
latter group has absolutely lower and less severely fluctuating un-
employment. These percentages, which were read off a chart and are
therefore approximate, are shown in Table H-2. For example, at the
height of the depression in 1933, when the ten-union series showed
33.4 per cent unemployment, the twenty-nine-union series showed
only about 22 per cent. The fact that the more comprehensive data
have not been published, however, must indicate a lack of confidence
in it by the Central Bureau of Statistics, perhaps because many of the
unions had no unemployment funds which would ensure full reporting
by the unemployed.
5. A census of unemployment taken on December 1, 1930 provided
4Tillaegshefte 2 til Statistiske Meddelelser, 1920, p. 18.
Morton Tuveng, Arbeidsløshet og Besk/eftigelseNorge FØr og Under Krigen,
Bergen, J. Grieg, 1948, p. 40.
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TABLE H-2
Unemployment Rates among Members of from 25 to 29






1920 2.0 1930 18.0
1921 14.0 1931 21.0
1922 12.5 1932 21.5
1923 8.0 1933 22.0
1924 5.0 1934 20.0
1925 9.0 1935 19.0
1926 16.5 1936 • 18.0
1927 19.0 1937 17.0
1928 14.0 1938 20.0
1929 13.0 1939 20.0
Source: Figure 2 in Morton Tuveng, ArbeidslØshet og Beskfeftigelie i Norge FØr
og Under Krigen, Bergen, 1946, P. 35. No published source other than this chart
has been found for these data.
an opportunity to test the validity of the trade union series. This census
included all wage earners in industrial and agricultural occupations,
except that fishermen and the self-employed other than artisans in
manufacturing were excluded. Newly young persons who
had not secured permanent employment but were looking for work
were included among the unemployed.
•The percentage of unemployment among men was 14.6 per cent
(for women it was much lower, 2.7 per cent). The rate of unemploy-
ment among the ten reporting trade unions at the end of November
1930, was 21.4 per cent, considerably higher than the over-all census
figure (vfrtually all the reporting trade union membership was male).
However, the census percentage of male wage earner unemployment
in industry, excluding agriculture, and the forest trades,
was 17.8 per cent; for urban industrial wage earners, it was 22.6 per
cent. This close correspondence seemed to indicate that the trade
union rates of unemployment were representative of unemployment
among all industrial wage earners.6
LABOR EXCHANGE DATA (TO 1939)
The only other Norwegian unemployment data available for any
considerable time period are those emanating from the public employ-
ment exchanges. Table H-3 shows the excess of job seekers over
vacancies at the exchanges, from 1919 to 1939. A drastic change in
the reporting system adopted in 1940 makes it impossible to corn-
6"Arbeidsledighetenefter folketellingen, 1930," Statistiske Meddelelser, Det
Statistiske Centralbyth, 1933, P. 74.
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pare the data for that year and subsequent years with the series in
Table H-3.
TABLE H-3
Excess of Job Seekers over Vacancies at Public Employment Exchanges,
Norway, 1919-1939
Year Excess Year Excess







































Source: Morton Tuveng, Arbeidsløshet og I Norge FØr og Under
Krigen, Bergen, 1946, p. 40.
The deficiencies of the labor exchange data, even apart from the
manner in which they are expressed, render them of use 'only for
comparative purposes with other Norwegian data. The number of
exchanges reporting has varied over time; agricultural as well as in-
dustrial job seekers were included; registration was entirely voluntary,
except where required as a condition for obtaining relief, where the
relief laws influenced registration; and a relatively small number of
job vacancies were reported to the public exchanges.T
While the general movements of the two series are similar, the
amplitude of the cyclical changes in the trade union series is consider-
ably greater. The movement of the labor exchange data is closer to
that of the special union series in Table H-2 during the period
1929-1939, though from 1920-1929 the latter exhibited greater swings.
LABOR EXCHANGEDATA 1945)
Beginning in 1938, applicants for unemployment insurance were
required to report to the labor exchanges as a condition of securing
unemployment benefits. Moreover, a law enacted in 1947 required all
employers who had in their employ persons subject to the insurance
law (which includes virtually all workers except those in fishing,
domestic service, and civil service) to notify the labor exchanges of
all vacancies.8 For these reasons, the labor exchange data of the last
See Arbeidsmarkedet; Arbeidsdirektorat, No. 6, 1952, p. 178; Johan Hvidsten,
"Unemployment in Norway," International Labour Review, February-March 1923,
p. 231; Meddelelser, 1926, p. 82.
8SosialHàndbok for Norge, Oslo, Norsk Forening for Sosialt Axbeide, 1953,
Vol. II, p. 28.
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decade are likely to be more representative than the earlier statistics.
It must be borne in mind, however, that employees who are either
not covered by the unemployment insurance system, or are not eligible
for benefits, although covered, are not required to report.
These data, shown in Table 11-4, confirm the fact that there has
been a very low rate of unemployment in Norway since the war.
TABLE H-4








1946 196,243 225,621 —29,378
1947 191,121 219,259 —28,138
1948 198,812 223,011 —24,399
1949 200,095 234,673 —34,578
1950 219,759 244,781 —25,022
1951 384,369 351,870 +32,499
Source:Statistisk Arbok for Norge, passim.
Their movement does not follow in detail the trade union series of
Table H-i, which is not unexpected because of the nature of the data
and the iow levels of employment involved. Both sets of data, how-
ever, show an increase in unemployment in 1951, perhaps the only
significant movement during the period 1946-1951.
CONCLUSION
Despite its inadequacies, the trade union series provides the only
useable index of Norwegian unemployment over any considerable
period of time. Its most serious defect is the exaggerated swing during
the depression of the 1930's because of the heavy weighting accorded
to business cycle-sensitive industries. The data in Table H-2 indicate
that some of the extreme figures shown for this period should be




There are two published series measuring unemployment for Swe-
den which go back to the first decade of this century: one based upon
reports of trade unions, the other upon reports of labor exchanges.
A series based upon unemployment insurance statistics is available
only since 1936.
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ThADE STATISTICS
Thesedata, which are shown in Table I-i, are based uponreports
submitted by trade unions to the Royal Social Board. An exhaustive
analysis of their validity as a general gauge pf unemployment pre-
TABLE I-i
Unemployment Rates among Members of Reporting Trade Unions,
Sweden, 1911-1952
Per Cent Per Cent
Year Unemployed Year Unemployed
1911 5.6 1932 22.4
1912 5.4 1933 23.3
1913 4.4 1934 18.0
1914 7.3 1935 15.0
1915 7.2 1936 12.7
1916 4.0 1937 10.8
1917 4.0 1938 10.9
1918 4.6 1939 9.2
1919 55 1940 11.8
1920 5.4 1941 11.3
1921 26.6 1942 7.5
1922 22.9 1943 5.7
1923 12.5 1944 4.9
1924 10.1 1945 4.5
1925 11.0 1946 3.2
1926 12.2 1947 2.8
1927 12.0 1948 2.8
1928 10.6 1949 2.7
1929 1950 2.2
1930 11.9 1951 1.8
1931 16.8 1952 2.4
Source: 1911-1929—Statens Off entliga Utredningar 1931, No. 20, p. 58. 1930-
1952—Sociala Meddelanden,
sented in 1931 by a governmental commission,' resulted in the follow-
ing findings:
1. The trade union series is based upon reports submitted by co-
operating trade unions to the Royal Social Board, first commencing
in 1911. At the outset, about thirty national unions with members
in manufacturing, transportation, building, and commerce reported.
This included virtually all the trade unions in these branches of the
economy. Unions of agricultural workers, railroad workers, seamen,
and, until 1920, lumber workers, did not report, however.
2. Since reporting was voluntary, not all of these national
1ArbetslöshetensOmfattning, Karaktär och Orsaker, Statens Offentliga Utred-
ningar, Stockholm, Socialdepartementet, No. 20, 1931.
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unions submitted reports each month. In 1911, 64 per cent of the
members of reporting national unions were accounted for in the
reports submitted. The proportion declined to a low of 42 in 1920,
but rose thereafter to 69 per cent in 1929 and 87 per cent in 1940.
At the end of 1949, the percentage of the membership covered by
reports was 97.5 per cent.
3. A special study made in 1923 of twenty-seven reporting national
unions (the percentage of membership covered in 1923 was 49 per
cent) indicated that in only three cases—the bricklayers, painters, and
miners—did the reporting locals appear to be unrepresentative of
unemployment in the union as a whole. "With regard to other unions
the data seem quite accurately to portray changes in unemployment
for the organized members, and when the data for the various unions
are combined, the average unemployment percentage appears quite
accurately to represent the situation in the trade unions."2 The high
reporting percentages during the 1930's and 1940's would tend to
reinforce the conclusion that the trade union data were representative
of unemployment among trade union members.
4. The trade unions report the total number of members and the
number unemployed on the last day of each month, the monthly data
being averaged to secure an annual figure. As a rule, unemployment
comes to the notice of the local union secretary because unemployed
members are exempted from the payment of union dues, the so-called
"free-stamping" of their membership cards. "The right of free-stamping
due to unemployment is general in the case of total absence from work
because of lack of work; it is sometimes given when employment is
less than twenty-four hours a week, sometimes when a man has work
outside the trade and his weekly earnings do not amount to more than
twenty-four hours of work at the rate of pay provided In the collective
agreement."3 Since in addition to this right some unions have long
paid unemployment insurance benefits, there has been considerable in-
centive for the unemployed trade unionist to report himself as such. The
union secretary may seek to verify the claim, or he may simply accept
the statement of the worker, depending upon the circumstances. The
local union has no obligation to pay per capita tax to the national
union for "free-stamped" workers, but the national union must con-
tinue its per capita to the Federation of Labor, so that it has an
incentive to police the system. In some unions the local officer is
personally liable for underpayment to the national union, serving to
2 Ibid., p.50.
8Ibid., p.45. Wehave seen no suggestion to the effect that the right of free-
stamping accorded to underemployed was so widespread as seriously to affect the
unemployment figures.
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offset a tendency to grant "free-stamping" on account of age, partial
unemployment, or personal reasons.
Although the "free-stamping" rules were found to vary in detail
among unions, the Commission found a rough uniformity to exist.
However, no distinction was made between voluntary and involuntary
unemployment. Also, some unions were less representative because
they maintained a closed door policy to new members.
5. The principal drawbacks which the Commission found in the
trade union statistics stemmed from changes in absolute numbers and
the composition of trade union membership. As a consequence of a
disastrous general strike in 1909, Swedish trade union membership
fell drastically, and did not again attain what the Commission con-
sidered to be a representative magnitude until after World War
though this is a matter of judgment rather than of proof. After World
War I, however, there can be little question that the Swedish trade
unions were representative within the economic sector which they
covered. By 1929, the unions include over half of all persons employed
in manufacturing, commerce, transport, and communications. For
manufacturing alone, the coverage was two-thirds. The 1950 organiza-
tion in manufacturing, building, and transportation has been estimated
at 95 per cent of the labor
When unemployment reporting first started, the Swedish trade union
movement was largely craft in character. With the spread of organiza-
tion to factory industry, as well as with increasing organization of
women and youths, groups which were more unemployment-prone
were represented in the statistics to a greater extent. As a consequence,
at least until the 1930's, the trade union unemployment seriesis
subject to a bias over time in the direction of greater unemployment,
though no estimate of the magnitude of the bias is available.
6. Nor is there any specific information on the effects upon repre-
sentativeness of cyclical movements in employment. It is generally
true that during severe downswings in employment, trade union
unemployment statistics do not fully reflect the degree of unemploy-
ment because of withdrawals or exclusion of unemployed members.
This phenomenon was noted in 1931,6 but specific information on this
point is not available for later periods.
7. The growth of trade unions, while it has had the effect of making
them more representative of the labor force at large, has had an
offsetting effect in that it becomes more difficult to verify claims of
unemployment, due to the greater burden of work upon union officials.
p. 97.
Walter Galenson, Comparative Labor Movements, Prentice-Hall, 1952, p. 119.
6 Statens Off entliga Utredningar, No. 20, 1931, p. 50.
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An inquiry into the operation of three unions in the 1920's revealed
that, on occasion, persons who were not working because of age or
illness, or those working on their own account, were included with
the unemployed. Married women not looking for jobs were sometimes
retained as members and accorded "free-stamping" and were thus
included among the unemployed. However, better training of union
officials, and more important, the increasing importance of trade union
unemployment funds, tended to make for stricter control.
8. On the basis of the foregoing factors, the Commission reached
the conclusion that "the data based upon the trade union unemploy-
ment series yield too low a result for the prewar (World War I)
period and that the post-1920 data better reflect unemployment than
the prewar figures. The errors discovered for the years after 1920 are
difficult to measure precisely, but they appear to increase the magni-
tude to some extent. However, the data can be used to describe changes
in unemployment during the latter period."T
9. Several attempts have been made to check the trade union un-
employment data against special censuses of unemployment. A census
of May 5,1927, when appropriately adjusted to the trade union
concept, indicated a considerably lower rate of unemployment than
that shown by the trade union statistics.8 Better results were obtained
with respect to an unemployment census of March 2, 1936. It was
estimated that for the entire country, 211,000 persons were unem-
ployed on that date. However, since white collar workers and women
were not well represented in the trade union statistics, the appropriate
figure to compare with the latter was an estimated 175,000 male manual
workers unemployed. At that time, the unions reported unemployment
of 96,000, which was adjusted upward to 123,000 to take into account
the nonreporting unions. In addition, 58,000 persons in urban corh-
munities applied for unemployment relief, of whom between 38,000
and 43,000 were estimated not to belong to trade unions. Thus total
unemployment by this method was from 161,000 to 166,000, and male
worker unemployed from 150,000 to 155,000. The difference of 20,000
to 25,000 in unemployment among male workers indicated by the two
Ibid., p. 81. Bagge has commented on the data as follows: "The prewar figures
are probably somewhat too low in relation to the postwar figures, but as a general
picture of the development of unemployment the above-mentioned conclusion that
the general level of unemployment during the period 1922-23 to 1929-30 was
about twice as high as before the war will hold good." Costa Bagge, "Wages and
Unemployment in Sweden 1920-30," Economic Essays in Honor of Gustav Cassel,
London, G. Allen, 1933, p. 891.
8Ibid.,p. 94. The discrepancy appears to have been due largely to the failure
of the census adequately to enumerate the unemployed (see Harrison Clark,
Swedi.sh Unemployment Policy—1914 to 1940, American Council on Public Affairs,
1941, p. 66).
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methods was attributed to unemployment among nonunion workers
who had not applied for relief. The most important discrepancy was
for agricultural workers, of whom perhaps 20,000 were subject to
seasonal unemployment.°
EMPLOYMENT EXCHANGESTATISTICS
The only other unemployment series dating back as far as the trade
union series is that compiled by the employment exchange system.
About ten labor exchanges were established in the major cities between
1902 and 1906. The system grew thereafter into a network of offices
covering the entire country. Until 1934, the local employment ex-
changes were autonomous, although they had to meet certain operating
requirements in order to secure state aid. In 1934 the entire system
was unified under the direct supervision of the Unemployment Com-
mission (which became the Employment Commission in 1940 and
the Employment Board in 1948). In 1952 there were 210 employment
offices operating under twenty-five provincial employment boards.'°
In 1913, the employment exchanges filled 118,000 vacancies, in 1951,
1,200,000. It is estimated that about one-third of all the vacancies in
manufacturing and commerce are filled by the public employment
exchanges.'1
The data relating to the work of the labor exchanges show the
number of job applications per month in relation to each 100 vacancies
of which the exchanges are notified. Each job applicant is counted only
once a year in the annual averages, regardless of the number of
separate job applications made during the year. Similar practice is
followed in averaging vacancies: whereas during each month the total
number of unfilled vacancies is counted in, regardless of the fact that
sème vacancies carry over from month to month, the annual averages
count each carried over unfilled vacancy just once. The annual averages
are shown in Table 1-2.
These data, while useful for checking the trade union series, have
certain deficiencies both with respect to the measurement of unem-
ployment and for our specific purposes. Not all persons seeking jobs
at the exchanges are unemployed: some want to change their jobs,
others may be seeking seasonal work. Since persons seeking unem-
ployment relief are generally required to register with the employment
exchanges, changes in relief qualifications influence reporting. Strikers,
and other persons not working for reasons other than unemployment,
See Sociala Meddelanden, No. 5, 1989, p. 839.
10SocialSweden, Stockholm, Social Welfare Board, 1952, p. 412, and Harrison
Clark, op.cit., Chap. VII.
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TABLE 1-2







1910 138 1930 183
1911 132 1931 251
•1912 125 1932 487
1913 116 . 1933 . 685
1914 131 1934. 479
1915 137 1935 365
1916 98 1936 262a
1917 102 1937 187
1918 139 1938 196
1919 116 1939 173
1920 107 1940 182
1921 282 1941 198
1922 296 1942 147
1923 186 , 1943 131
1924 171 1944 136
1925 198 1945 131
1926 201 1948 116
1927 210a 1947 111
1928 201 1948 118
1929 174 1949 134
a Beginningwith 1936, vacancies were redefined to exclude state unemployment
reserve work, whereas prior to that year such work was included among the
vacancies. The effect of this change was to reduce the number of vacancies and
thus increase the relative, particularly during the depression years. The relatives
under the new concept were calculated back to 1927, and are shown here. The
old series from 1927 to 1934 was as follows:
1927 198 1931 236
1928 192 1932 413
1929 169 1933 545
1930 178 1934 392
SeeSociala Meddelanden, 1936,No.2, p. 73.
Source: 1910-1914-—Sociala Meddel.anden, 1915, No. 3, p. 267. 1915-1920——
ibid., passivn. 1921-1926——Ibid., 1938, No. 2,p. 73. 1927-1938—Ibid., 1937, No. 2,
p. 82. 1937-1950—Ibid., passirn.
may also register at the exchanges. Nor do the published figures permit
the computation of a rate of unemployment, since the number of job
seekers is related to vacancies reported by employers'2 rather than
to the employed population catered to by the exchanges.
When the year-to-year trend of unemployment indicated by the
12should also be noted that employer notification of vacancies may vary cycli-
cally. In periods of manpower shortage there is apt to be more adequate notifica-
tion than during periods of unemployment, when the employer rehire old
employees at the gate.
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employment exchanges data is compared with the trade union series,
it appears that except for the period 1920-1923, the two series have
moved in much the same manner,13 although the drop in unemploy-
ment from 1933 to 1937 was relatively greater according to the employ-
ment exchange data. From 1920 to 1921, however, the relative increase
in unemployment as indicated by the trade union series was much
greater than according to the employment exchange series, and
similarly with the decline in unemployment from 1921 to 1923. The
reasons for this divergence have not been established. A possible
source of discrepancy is the fact that from 1920 to 1923, state relief
work was included with vacancies (see note to Table 1-2), so that
while union members on relief work would normally have been
reported unemployed, they would not have affected the supply-demand
ratio at the labor exchanges. Nevertheless, the magnitude of the
discrepancy does throw some doubt upon the validity of the very high
unemployment rates for 1921 and 1922 in the trade union series.
UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANGEDATA
The Swedish unemployment insurance, system is organized along
the lines of the Ghent System, with the basic operating units being
state-subsidized trade union unemployment funds. The present state
system first came into effect in 1934, although many trade unions had
previously operated funds without state assistance. In that year the
funds were opened, on a voluntary basis, to all persons working in
the particular In order to receive benefits, an unemployed
person must register for work with a public employment exchange. In
1950 some 1,100,000 persons were insured under the state scheme, a
great increase over the 181,000 workers covered in 1938.
The unemployment fund rates of unemployment represent the rela-
tionship between the total number of weeks of unemployment during
a month and the total possible weeks of work during that month (i.e.
the membership of the fund multiplied by elapsed weeks). An
employed worker is exempted from the payment of his normal con-
tribution to the unemployment fund, and it is this number of "free-
stamped" weeks which is reported as weeks of unemployment. In most
cases, the fund secretary, who is usually also the local union secretary,
makes the determination as to an individual's unemployment status.
Registration at an employment exchange is not required for "free
stamping," though it is required for the receipt of benefits.
13 The correspondence is a rough one at best. There are variations for individual
years in addition to those indicated in the text.
14 SocialSweden,p. 420.
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Since these statistics are based upon "free stamping" of the unem-
•ployment books rather than upon weeks of benefit payment, they tend
to be more comprehensive than the usual unemployment insurance
statistics. While in general they are based upon the same principle as
the trade union unemployment series, there are some differences:
1. The coverage of the unemployment fund statistics is somewhat
broader than that of the trade union series, including musicians,
barbers, commercial white collar workers, hotel and restaurant person-
nel, foremen, and other groups not included in the trade union
reports.
2. There is an eight-week period of grace for the payment of the
unemployment fund contribution, so that there is a lag in the reporting
of unemployment, since the weeks of employment are reported in the
accounting period when "free stamping" is granted. This lag is more•
significant for the monthly than for the annual averages.15
The unemployment insurance fund percentages are shown in Table
I-S for the period 1936-1951. Comparison of these figures with the
TABLE 1-3
Percentage of Member-Weeks of Unemployment among Members of the






1936 11.4 1945 5.1
1937 8.9 1946 4.0
1938 7.2 1947 3.9
1939 6.4 1948 4.4
1940 7.9
. 1949 3.9
1941 8.6 1950 3.5




trade union data reveals that from 1936 to 1943 they were somewhat
lower than the latter; the maximum divergence was 3.9 per cent in
1940, and the average divergence for the period was 2.4 per cent of
unemployment. From 1944 to 1951 the unemployment insurance fund
percentage consistently exceeded the trade union unemployment per-
centages, the average excess for the period being 1.0 per cent of
unemployment.
See Sociala Meddelanden, No. 4, 1942, P. 322.
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OTHER STATISTICS
Beginning with 1922, data on the number of unemployment relief
applicants were collected on a systematic basis. The difficulty with
these data, however, is that the local administration of relief has varied
considerably. "...thenumber of applications for relief at the local
committees has always been strongly affected by the prospects of
getting relief. If the committee has a reputation for generosity, many
will come who are not really in need, and the reverse is also true."i6
Relief rolls were often padded by local communities in order to qualify
for or increase the subsidy from the central government. The conclu-
sion has been reached that the relief statistics do not represent "either
the number of unemployed or the number needing
There are several employment series published regularly. The Royal
Social Board has published monthly since 1939 an index of employ-
ment in manufacturing, which continued an annual series beginning
in 1911. There is also an older series, no longer published, repre-
senting evaluations of employment conditions by employers, ranked
in five grades from poor to good. These employment series are not
suitable for the measurement of unemployment.
SUMMARY
The trade union series constitutes the best long-term index of
Swedish unemployment. With respect to international comparison, it
has the following characteristics:
1. For recent years only, the coverage goes beyond manufacturing,
mining, and building. It includes in addition those unions covering
commerce, municipal workers, and trucking. The weight of the latter
groups (in terms of reported membership) was 20 per cent at the
end of 1950.
2. The returns have not been confined to unions which pay unem-
ployment benefits, though since 1934 the process of reporting unem-
ployed members and weeks of unemployment among insured members
has been closely parallel.
3. In general, unemployment due to labor disputes and illness is
excluded.
4. The trade union percentages are generally believed by Swedish
economists to constitute a good index of unemployment for the sector
of the economy covered and within the, definition of unemployment
used.
16 Clark, op.cit., p. 73.
17 ibid., p. 72.
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Appendix J:
The United Kingdom
The three major continuous unemployment series available for the
United Kingdom are the trade union series, the unemployment insur-
ance series, and the series giving the number of unemployed persons
on the registers of the employment exchanges.
TRADEUNIONSERIES
The trade union unemployment series was constructed from monthly
reports, submitted in the early years to the Board of Trade and later
to the Ministry of Labour, by trade unions paying out-of-work benefits.
In these monthly returns, the trade unions reported (1) the total
number of their members and (2) the number of members wholly
unemployed at the end of the month whether in receipt of unemploy-
ment benefit or not. With this information at their disposal, the authori-
ties were able to calculate monthly unemployment percentages by
comparing the number of trade unionists reported unemployed with
the membership of the reporting unions. Annual trade union per-
centages (1881-1926), averages of the monthly percentages, are pre-
sented in Table J-1. The series, which extends back to 1851, was dis-
continued in 1926. Some further characteristics of the series are set
forth below.
1. The trade union unemployment reports excluded workers who
were sick, superannuated, on strike, or locked out from the total
number reported unemployed each month. In addition to being ex-
cluded from the numbers unemployed, persons on strike or locked
out were also excluded from the membership figures used in cal-
culating percentages.
2. The accuracy of the union reports is generally held to be quite
good. Beveridge described the caliber of the reporting as follows:
"The unions making returns are asked to include all their unem-
ployed members whether in receipt of benefit or not. The great bulk
•of them continue their payments for periods so considerable that
those who• at any time have run out of benefit are a very small frac-
tion of all the unemployed. Even as to these the obligation to register
generally remains; the rules almost invariably provide that all
members out of work must sign the vacant book regularly whether
in receipt of benefit or not. Nor is the obligation to register merely
formal. In a good many unions, even after the actual allowance has
come to an end, members continuing to sign the books are excused
from payment of their contributions...
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"There is, therefore, no reason to doubt the substantial complete-
ness of the returns made, at least as to the members who are wholly
unemployed." -
TABLEJ-1







1881 140 3.5 3.55
1882 151 2.3 2.35
1883 160 2.6 2.6
1884 167 8.1 7.15
1885 169 9.3 8.55
1886 168 10.2 9.55
1887 164 7.6 7.15
1888 168 4.9 4.15
1889 188 2.1 2.05
1890 213 2.1 2.1
1891 229 3.5 3.4
1892 234 6.3 6.2
1893 329 7.5 7.7
1894 368 6.9 7.2
1895 391 5.8 6.0
1896 423 3.3 3.35
1897 458 3.3 3.45
1898 458 2.8 2.95
1899 494 2.0 2.05
1900 525 2.5 2.45
1901 531 3.3 3.35
1902 538 4.0 4.2
1903 550 4.7 5.0
1904 587 6.0 6.4
1905 569 5.0 5.25
1906 586 3.6 3.7
1907 661 3.7 3.95
1908 689 7.8 8.65
1909 698 7.7 8.7
1910 703 4.7 5.1









(continued on next page)
1 William H. Beveridge, Unemployment, a Problem of London, Long-
mans, 1909, p. 19.










1924 1,084 8.ld .
1925 978 10.5
1926 833 12.2c
a Trade union percentages based on returns collected by the Board of Trade and
the Ministry of Labour from various trade unions which paid unemployment
benefit; persons on strike or locked out, sick or superannuated are excluded. Per-
centages for some of the earlier years are partly computed from the expenditure of
the several unions on unemployment benefit.
b The nature of the correction applied by the Board of Trade is discussed in the
text.
Affected by general coal mining stoppage.
6 Figures from 1921 on exclude pottery trade operatives. From July 1924 building
trade operatives are also excluded from the general average.
Source: Fourteenth Abstract of Labour Statistics, London, Board of Trade, 1911,
p. 2. Twenty-second Abstract of Labour Statistics, London, Ministry of Labour,
1937, p. 48.
Further, since the labor unions served in many instances as labor
exchanges, unemployed members who sought work at the labor union
offices were brought to the attention of the union secretaries. Thus, to
abide by union rules,collect benefit, to be excused from payment
of contributions, and to find work, unemployed members had good
reason to make their unemployment known to the union officials
charged with submitting the monthly unemployment reports to the
authorities.
3. The membership of the reporting trade unions (see Table J-1)
expanded from 140,000 in 1881 to 525,000 in 1900. By 1910, the number
covered by the returns had reached 703,000, followed by coverage of
well over a million in the years 19 18-1924. After reaching a peak of
1,603,000 in 1920, the number covered contracted until in 1926, the
last year of the series, membership in the reporting unions stood at
833,000. From 1900 to the outbreak of World War I, the membership of
the reporting unions included about one-fourth of the total member-
ship of trade unions and other employees' associations in Great Britain
and Northern Ireland.2 After the war, this fraction fluctuated from
about one-sixth to about one-fifth.
2 Twenty-second Abstract of Labour Statistics, London, Ministry of Labour,
1937,137.The statistics relate to all organizations of employees, including those
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The census of 1921forGreat Britain enumerated approximately
7.74 million employees with occupations in manufacturing, mining,
quarrying, and building. Included in this figure are 555,660general
laborers or other unskilled workers. The union sample therefore repre-
sented from approximately one-fifth to a little over one-tenth of the
total number of employees enumerated in the above named activities
in 1921. Unfortunately, the census figures do not show wage and salary
earners separately, therefore it is not possible to compare the member-
ship of the reporting trade unions with the number of wage earners
alone.
4. The industrial coverage of the trade union sample depended upon
•the development of trade union schemes providing for the payment of
unemployment benefits in the various trades. Since out-of-work pay-
ments were first instituted among unions in the engineering, ship-
building, and metal trades, unionists in these trades are more heavily
represented in the union sample in the earlier years of the series. In
the years 1881-1890, these groups accounted for nearly 60 per cent
of the total membership represented in the returns. For 1894, 1908,
and 1921, the industrial percentage distribution of the trade union
sample in the United Kingdom was:




































Total 100 100 100
Sources: 1894 and 1908—William H. Beveridge, Unemployment, a Problem of
Industry, London, Longmans, 1909, p. 19. of Labour Gazette.
The trade union sample was drawn mainly from manufacturing,
mining, and building with workers in agriculture, transportation, com-
munications, domestic service, government, and commerce excluded.
of salaried and professional workers, as well as those of manual wage earners,
which are known to include among their functions that of negotiating with em-
ployers about regulating the conditions of employment of their members.
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Of the trades covered by the returns, the shipbuilding, engineering,
and metal (three highly fluctuating trades) were overrepresented.
5. Since the composition of the trade union sample changed over
time, the Board of Trade, in an effort to put the percentages on a
comparable basis, constructed "corrected" trade union unemployment
percentages. This was done by averaging the unemployment rate for
the engineering, shipbuilding, and metal groups, taken together, and
the mean of the unemployment rates for all other groups (see Table
J-1 )Inthe years 1881-1911, the maximum deviation between the
corrected percentages and the unadjusted percentages was 1.0 per-
centage point. In thirteen of these 31 years, the deviations were 0.1
percentage point or less. For nine of the years, the unadjusted per-
centages exceeded the corrected, for two there was no difference, and
for the remaining years, the corrected percentages stood slightly above
the unadjusted figures. The conclusion indicated by this comparison is
that the correction which the Board of Trade applied did not affect
the trade union percentages to any significant degree in the years
1881-1911. Furthermore, the arbitrary system of averaging which the
Board of Trade adopted does not in the least insure that the "corrected"
percentages represent a more correct estimate of unemployment than
do the unadjusted figures.
6. A memorandum of the Ministry of Labour in the Survey of
Industrial Relations referred to one other property of the trade union
sample as follows: "Moreover, unskilled and casual labour is insuf-
ficiently represented in the returns, which relate mainly to skilled
For example, in the tobacco trade, unionists represented
in the returns were largely cigar makers, while in the building trades,
they were mostly carpenters and joiners.
7. The trade union percentages are considered to be a valid index
of unemployment for the years covered by the series. The Committee
on Industry and Trade stated that this had been confirmed by certain
calculations of Bowley in 1912 and by the figures provided by the
introduction of unemployment insurance.5
8. Several analyses indicate that the trade union rates of unemploy-
For example, in 1908 the unemployment percentage for the engineering, ship-
building, and metal trades was 12.5 while for all other unionists covered by the
returns it was 4.8. Therefore the "corrected" percentage was 8.65 for this year.
In the same year the unadjusted trade union rate was 7.8, the highest annual
rate for the years between 1900 and 1914 (see Fifteenth Abstract of Labour
Statistics, London, Board of Trade, 1912, p. 2).
Survey of Industrial Relations, London, Committee on Industry and Trade,
1926, p. 218.
p. 245.
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ment didnotsubstantially falsify the level of unemployment of wholly
unemployed persons in the trades covered by the union returns.
Beveridge has presented a detailed analysis of the trade union series
in an effort to determine, "how far the unemployment rate derived
from trade union returns before 1914 can be taken as a guide, not
merely to the direction in which unemployment was moving at any
moment, that is to say its rise or fall, but also to the general level of
unemployment over a period of years."° His analysis takes account
of the following factors:
1. Coverage of the trade union series was limited to trade unionists
in the trades covered. He concluded that a reduction of one-sixth, i.e.
from 4.8 (the average for the years 1883-1913), to 4.0 should correct
for this point.
2. Unemployment insurance records after World War I covered a
greater variety of industries. No correction is needed here since in
Beveridge's words: "It is safest to regard the occupations covered by
the trade union returns, as having had on an average much the same
general level of unemployment as all occupations taken together,
though less in good times and more in bad times. That is to say, no
correction either way should be made on account of the narrower
occupational basis of the trade union unemployment rate."
3. The bases of the trade union and of the unemployment insurance
schemes were not only different from one another but each of them
changed from time to time. Beveridge suggested that an upward
correction of 1 percentage point be applied to the trade union average,
raising it to 5percent.
4. To account for the more complete recording of unemployment by
the insurance statistics, Beveridge raised the union average by another
percentage point to 6 per cent. Here the major part of the correction
was attributed to the fact that the trade union rates did not include
those working short time. Also included was allowance for the fact that
some unemployment of short duration and some of extremely long
duration failed to be included in the union returns.
Beveridge concluded his analysis with the suggestion that 6.0 per
cent is the most probable rate of prewar unemployment to use for
comparison with interwar unemployment rates. However, he admitted
that this figure could be anywhere from 4.8, the actual recorded trade
union average, to 7.0 per cent.
In the final report of the Royal Commission on Unemployment
Insurance, there appeared the following evaluation of the average
level of unemployment before World War I:
6WilliamH. Beveridge, Full Employment in a Free Society, London, C. Allen,
1945, pp. 328-835.
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•.thereis, however, little doubt that the postwar average figure
of 13 per cent is much higher than would have been shown by pre-
war experience had corresponding statistics been available. The
experience of the trade unions which gave unemployment benefit
was examined when the 1911 and 1920 Acts were prepared, and the
estimate then reached of unemployment for the industries at present
included in the insurance scheme in the twenty years before the
war was an average of about 4 per
Actually the average of the trade union rates for the twenty years
before the war (1894-1913) was 4.3 per cent.
Thus these two analyses appear to confirm the validity of the trade
union percentages as a measure of the average level of unemployment
over a period of years. The Royal Commission cited an estimate of
about 4 per cent for the twenty years before World War I, only 0.3
percentage points below the trade union average for these years.
Beveridge's estimate of approximately 6 per cent for the years 1883-
1913 includes a correction for short time. If only total unemployment
be counted, Beveridge's figure would be about 5.5percent. The
average of the trade union rates, 1883-1913, was 4.8, just 0.7 percentage
points below Beveridge's figure.
9. The only statistical information available to gauge the value of
the trade union series as an absolute measure of unemployment at
particular times is the unemployment statistics of the unemployment
insurance schemes from the last months of 1912 through 1926, the year
in which the trade union series terminated. In Table J-2 the annual
averages of the trade union percentages and of the unemployment
insurance unemployment, percentages for these years are compared.
John Hilton, former Director of Statistics, Ministry of Labour, who
compared the monthly trade union percentages with those of the
unemployment insurance schemes for the months September 1912
through December 1922, concluded:
"The experience which has been gained since the records of the
proportions unemployed among insured workpeople became avail-
able, suggests that in times of good employment the Trade Union
percentage has approximated very closely to the general percentage
unemployed, but that in times of serious depression the over repre-
sentation of the engineering and shipbuilding trades in the figures
has (as was believed to be the case) tended to raise the general
percentage for all unions included to a level appreciably too high
7FinalReport of the Royal Commi3slon on Unemployment Insurance, London,
1932,pp. 85-86.
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TABLE J-2










Unemployedd Unemployede Unadfttstedb Adfustedc
1912 3.2 3.3
1913 2.1 2.1 3.6
1914 3.3 3.3 4.2
1915 1.1 1.1 • 1.2
1916 0.4 0.4 0.6
1917 0.7 0.8 0.7
1918 0.8 0.8 1.3
1919
2.4 2.0 3.2h
1921' 14.8 13.5 13.8 17.0
1922 15.2 12.8 13.3 14.3
1923 11.3 11.4J 11.7
1924 8.1 n.a. 10.3
1925 10.5 n.a. 11.3
1928 12.2k 8.9k 12.5k
a Coverage of the unemployment insurance statistics expanded in 1916 and in
1920.
b Data from Table J-1.
c John Hilton, "Statistics Derived from the Working of the Unemployment
Insurance Acts," Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, March 1923, pp. 190-191.
Hilton weighted the trade union percentages for various industrial groups by the
estimated number of workers in each, instead of in the proportions in which each
group was represented in the trade union returns. The annual figures above are
averages of Hilton's monthly data.
d 1913-1922—Hilton, op. cit.,pp. 190-191. Averages of monthly data. 1923-
1926—Ministry of Labour Gazette.
e Data from Table J-5.
f Trade union rates did not adequately reflect unemployment among workers in
general in this year. Out-of-work donation records, the records of the scheme
which temporarily replaced unemployment insurance during 1919, showed a rise
from 365,000 at the beginning of January 1919 to a maximum of 790,000 early in
March. For discussion of unemployment in 1919, see Hilton, op. cit., pp. 183-184,
and Arthur C. Pigou, Aspects of British Economic History, 1918-1925, London,
Macmillan, 1947, pp. 9-21.
gTheaverage of unemployment insurance rates for January, February, Novem-
ber, and December of 1919 is 8.2. Since data are not available for other months,
It was assumed that the average for these months bore the same relation to the
annual average as in 1920.
b Average of eleven months.
I Before December 1921, the figures relate to Great Britain and Ireland; after
this date they relate to Great Britain and Northern Ireland.
i January-October. k Affected by coal mining strike.INTERNATIONAL COMPARISON OF RATES
to represent accurately the average proportion of workpeople un-
employed in the country as a whole."8
In this conclusion, Hilton refers to allworkers, includingthose in
agriculture, raikoads, domestic service, and government. Undoubtedly
the overstatement in bad times, referred to above as appreciable, would
be somewhat less pronounced if the comparison were limited to
workers in manufacturing, building, and mining.
The Committee on Industry and Trade in its report of 1926 com-
mented as follows:
"The other check upon the trade union index is that which has
recently been made possible by the institution of Unemployment
Insurance. It will be seen from reference to p. 33 that a comparison
between the percentage of insured workpeople unemployed with
the trade union figure indicates that the latter is not only a fairly
reliable index but even a tolerable measure of unemployment."9
The years after 1900 up to World War I, except for 1908 and 1909,
were years of good employment. If Hilton's conclusion to the effect
that the trade union percentages approximate very closely the level
of unemployment in times of good employment can be carried back
this far (he studied the period 1912-1922), the trade union percentages
can be taken to approximate, perhaps rather roughly at times, the level
of unemployment in these years. For the years 1908 and 1909, there
may be some overstatement of the level of unemployment because of
the overrepresentation of the engineering, shipbuilding, and metal
groups. Several considerations indicate that this overstatement could
not have been very serious. Comparison with the unemployment in-
surance statistics revealed that in the depression of the early 1920's,
much more severe than that of 1908-1909, the maximum divergence
between the trade union percentages and the unemployment insurance
percentages was 1.9 percentage points (Table J-2). In 1921, the ship-
building, engineering, and metal groups constituted 42.6 per cent of
the union sample, whereas in 1908 it constituted 39.1 per cent. Further,
as revealed in Table J-3, in the 1920's the unemployment percentages
of this group stood higher relative to those of other groups than in
1908-1909 and therefore influenced the average for all groups more
in the 1920's than in 1908-1909. Therefore, there is reason to suppose
that the overstatement in 1908-1909 was not as great as in 1921.10
8Hilton,op.cit.,p.182.
9Surveyof Industrial Relation.s', p. 245.
10WilliamA. Berridge in his article, "Employment and the Business Cycle,"
The Review of Economic Stati.stics, January 1922, PP. 12-51, compared cycles de-
rived from the trade union percentages, 1903-1914, for all trades with those de-
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TABLE J-3
Trade Union Unemployment Rates for Various Industrial Groups,














1907 3.7 4.9 7.3 4.6 4.3
1908 7.8 12.5 11.6 8.3 5.5
1909 7.7 13.0 11.7 7.6 5.6 •
1921a 14.8b 22.1 3.9 9.4 7.3
1922 •15.2 27.0 7•5c 7.6 6.6




1925 10.5 2,2c 4.4 2.8
1926k 12.2 18.2 5.2c 8.2 4.3
a Affected by general coal mining stoppage.
b Figures from 1921 onward exclude pottery trade operatives. From July 1924
onward building trade operatives are excluded from the general average.
Average of quarters.
Source: Twentieth Abstract Of Labour Statistics, London, Ministry of Labour,
1931, p. 72.
UNEMPLOYMENT INSUBANCE STATISTICS11
Since the enactment of the first National Unemployment Insurance
Act of 1911, unemployment percentages are available for persons
compulsorily insured against unemployment. These statistics are de-
scribed below.
1. The coverage of the unemployment insurance statistics, shown in
Table J-4, has expanded with the broadening of the unemployment
insurance schemes. At the time when the first act came into operation
in 1912, the statistics included about 2.1 million workers, sixteen
years of age or older, engaged in the following lines of activity: build-
ing, construction of works, shipbuilding, engineering, construction of
vehicles, and sawmilling.'2 The scope of the statistics was extended by
the acts of 1916 and of 1920. The former act, which brought approxi-
mately 1.5 million additional persons under unemployment insurance,
covered workers occupied in machine woodwork, the repair of metal
goods, the manufacture of munitions, chemicals, meats, rubber and
rubber products, leather and leather products, bricks, cement, wooden
rived by combining the cycles for four leading industrial groups (engineering,
shipbuilding and metals; building; woodworking, etc.; and printing, etc.) both in
weighted and unweighted averages. "The three curves agree so closely that it is
unnecessary to present them for inspection" (p. 42).
11Occasionallythese statistics are called employment exchange statistics since
the employment exchange authorities administered unemployment insurance.
12Seepage 568 for this footnote.
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Persons Insured under Unemployment Insurance Schemes,
United Kingdom, 1913-1952
(thousands)
Year Nuinbera Year Number














1918 3,922 1940' 15,194m



































1928 11,882 1950 21,120







a July of each year. The figures for 1913-1921 include all of Ireland, while later
figures relate to Great Britain and Northern Ireland.
bAges16 and over through 1927 and 16-64 from 1928 on.
CPersons14-16 became insurable.
dIncludesthose 16-64.
e Relates to ages 14-64.
Persons in agriculture came under unemployment insurance in 1936.
gExcludesagriculture.
hIncludesagriculture.
'Some classes of domestic workers first insured.
iExcludesdomestic workers.
kIncludesdomestic workers.
Women aged 60-64 ceased to be insurable in 1940.
m Includes women aged 60-64.
Excludeswomen aged 60-64.
0 nonmanualworkers earning £250 and not more than £420 per
year, who first became insurable in 1940.
v Includes nonmanual workers earning £250 and not more than £420 per year.
qSchool-leavingage raised from 14 to 15 in 1947. Figures for 1948 relate to
those 15 and over.
Change caused by institution of national insurance.
s Insured under Unemployment Insurance Scheme.
tlnsured under National Insurance Scheme.
Source: Report on National Unemployment Insurance to July 1923, 1924,
p. 23; Nineteenth Abstract of Labour StatistIcs, 1928, p. 78 and Twenty-second
Abstract of Labour Statistics, 1937, p. 14 (all London, Ministry of Labour); and
Statistical Abstract for the United Kingdom, London, Board of Trade, various
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cases, artificial stone, and other artificial building materials. The act
of 1920 was responsible for a large expansion of coverage. It increased
the number of persons insured to well over 11 million by applying
unemployment insurance to all persons, sixteen years of age or over,
who were employed under a contract of service or apprenticeship
(except apprentices without money payments) and, if nonmanual
workers, received remuneration not exceeding £250 a year. The
principal persons excluded from the scheme were those occupied in
agriculture, forestry, horticulture, and private domestic service.18 Thus
the total number insured under the Act of 1920 included nonmanual
workers earning less than £250 a year and engaged in an insurable
trade, workers in manufacturing, mining, transportation, fishing, gas,
water, electricity, the distributive trades, commerce, banking, insurance
and Table J-6 below shows the industrial distribution of the
insured population together with the census count of the number of
insurable persons engaged in these industries on April 27, 1931.15 The
industrial classification employed in the insurance statistics was the
same as that employed in the census.
12 Industrial representation in the insurance year 1913-1914 was as follows:























Source: Nineteenth Abstract of Labour StatLs'tics,London,Ministry of Labour,
1928, p. 33.
Also excluded were (1) persons in military service, (2) permanent members
of any police force, (3) teachers, (4) agents paid by commission or fees, or a
share in the profits, who are mainly dependent on earnings from some other occu-
pation or who are ordinarily employed as agents for more than one agency, (5)
nonmanual workers earning over £250 a year (note that for manual laborers,
coverage is independent of the rate of remuneration), (6) casual workers occupied
other than for the purposes of the employer's trade or business, (7) workers com-
ing under special orders who are engaged in certain subsidiary employments
which are not their principal means of livelihood, (8) crews of fishing vessels
wholly remunerated by shares of profits or gross earnings, and (9) female nurses.
14 These last three groups were included under Special Schemes.
The term insurable person refers to those persons meeting the necessary re-
quirements to be covered by unemployment insurance. The census data are ad-
justed to this concept by excluding those under 18 years of age, those 65 years of
age and over, and those listed as managers, all of whom did not qualify for un-
employment insurance coverage in 1931.
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As from May 4, 1936, persons in agricultural occupations (except
private gardeners who were not included until February 1937) were
included in the statistics. In April 1938, certain classes of domestic
employments were brought under the insurance schemes, while in
September 1940, nonmanual workers with a rate Of remuneration ex-
ceeding £250 but not exceeding £420 were also included.
The base of the statistics was further enlarged with the enactment
of the National Insurance Scheme of 1948. Under this scheme, the total
number of persons, aged fifteen or over, who work for pay or gain or
who register themselves, available for such work became insurable.
The statistics came to include private indoor domestic servants and
nonmanual workers with a rate of remuneration exceeding £420, two
groups which were formerly uninsurable.
2. The age groups included in the statistics have shown some varia-
tion. Until 1928, the persons included were aged sixteen and over. In
1928, persons sixty-five and over were excluded. In 1934, the minimum
age of persons covered by the statistics was lowered from sixteen years
to the age (not less than fourteen years) at which juveniles were no
longer required by law to attend school. Women aged sixty and under
sixty-five were excluded in 1940. In 1947, when the school leaving age
was raised from fourteen to fifteen, the age groups included were
fifteen through sixty-four for males and fifteen through fifty-nine for
females. After mid-1948, all persons over fifteen came to be included
in the statistics.
3. The count of the total number of insured persons is made in
conjunction with the renewal of the unemployment insurance books
which are issued to all insured persons. Formerly, such a count was
made once a year in July. In 1948, insurance books of different colors
(marked A, B, C, and D) were issued at random and all cards of the
same color are now exchanged at quarterly dates. Thus the count of
the insured is now based on random 25 per cent samples at the end
of each quarter.
4. Upon becoming unemployed, insured persons are required to
lodge their books at an employment exchange in order to claim benefit
and to seek new employment. Upon resumption of employment, the
insurance book is removed and deposited with the new employer. The
determination of the number of insured persons unemployed, which
was the figure used in computing percentages before mid-1948, was
accomplished by counting the number of books lodged at the employ-
ment exchanges on the Monday nearest the middle of the month.
Persons sick, incapacitated, disqualified from benefit under the trade
dispute regulation, or who refused a suitable offer of employment
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were excluded. Before September, 1937, the following groups consti-
tuted the number of insured unemployed:
a. Persons whose claims had been admitted for insurance benefit
b. Persons whose applications had been authorized for unemploy-
ment allowances
c. Persons whose claims were under consideration
d. Other insured persons not in receipt of allowances but who
maintained registration at an employment exchange
e. Persons under the Special Schemes for banking, insurance, and,
after 1936, agriculture, with claims to benefit
f.Persons whose books were in the "two months file"l6
Usually, the persons in categories a and e constituted the major part
of the total number of insured unemployed. The numbers in category
f were generally not large.
The system of counting the insured unemployed was altered on






NATURE OF THE CHANGE IN
COUNTING THE NUMBER OF
INSURED UNEMPLOYED
BRITAIN
Old Count New Count
SeptemberBefore thisdate,all persons with books
1937 lodged on the Monday of the count were
included; after this date, all persons who,
during the week subsequenttothe
count, were found to have actually been
in eniployment on the Monday of the
count, even though their books remained





Before this date, the figures related to
persons who were maintaining registra-
tion at the exchanges and to persons
whose books were in the "two months




From thisdate,the figures excluded
persons who had been classffied as un-
suitable for ordinary employment. 681 653
June
1948
A new procedure for counting the Un-
employed, described below, was insti-
tuted in July. The Labour Gazette gave
the results of counting by the old and




16 This file contained the books of persons for whom no information was avail-
able as to whether they were sick, deceased, had emigrated, or had obtained em-
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The effect of each of these changes'8 on the unemployment percentages
(based on some 12 to 15 million insured persons in the 1930's and
about 15 to 16 million in the 1940's until 1948) is small. However, it
must be recognized that in making comparisons of the percentages for
the postwar period up to 1948, with those before 1937, changes in the
methods of counting have tendçd to reduce the former relative to
the latter. The change which occurred in mid-1948 is described as
follows in the Labour Gazette:
"Hitherto the published figures of unemployment have represented
the numbers of persons insured under the Unemployment Insurance
Acts who were registered at the Employment Exchanges as un-
employed, i.e. who had fallen out of insurable employment. The
number of persons insured under the new scheme who register for
employment at Employment Exchanges may include in addition to
those who have fallen out of work, some nonemployed insured
persons registered for their first job....Ithas therefore been
decided to include in the statistics of unemployment all persons
registered at Employment Exchanges with the exception of (a) per-
Sons in employment who are registering for a change of job and
(b)• registered disabled persons who require employment under
sheltered conditions ."°
Asshown above, this change added 12,000 persons to the number
unemployed in June 1948.
5. For most years of the unemployment insurance series, which is
shown in Table J-5, separate figures are given for the numbers wholly
unemployed and temporarily unemployed. The Labour Gazette defined
temporary unemployment as follows:
"The figures under the heading 'temporary stoppages' include those
persons recorded as unemployed on the date of the return who
were either on short time or were otherwise stood off or suspended
ployment in an uninsured trade. Such books were included in the count of the
insured unemployed for a period of up to two months from the date the person
had last been in contact with the employment exchange. Regular form letters were
sent to persons losing contact with the exchange in an effort to ascertain their
employment status.
R.B. Ainsworth, "Labour Statistics," in Sources and Nature of the Statistics
of the United Kingdom, Maurice G. Kendall, Editor, London, Oliver & Boyd, 1952,
Vol. 1, p. 80. The data for June 1948 were obtained from the Ministry of Labour
Gazette, January 1949, p. 2.
.18Onefurther change. which took place in July 1940 was the exclusion of men
in attendance at government training centers, who were unemployed when they
entered the centers.
19Ministryof Labour Gazette, August 1948, p. 260.
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TABLE J-5


























1937 10.8 10.0 9.3 8.5
1938 12.9 11.0 9.5














a1921-1927—16years of age and over; 1928-1939—16-65 years of age.
b 1937-1939—14-65 years of age; 1940-1947—males aged 14-65 and females
aged 14-60; 1948-1952—15 years of age and over.
c1921-1927—16years of age and over; 1928-1937—16-65 years of age.
d Great Britain and Ireland to December 1921; Great Britain and Northern
Ireland thereafter.
eJanuary-October. f Affected by the coal mining strike.
g For 1948 and on the rates relate to all registered unemployed insured under
the National Insurance Scheme, 15 and over, excluding only registered disabled
persons requiring employment under sheltered conditions.
h July-December.
Source: of Labour Gazette, January 1940, p. 2; International Labour
Organisation's Yearbooks of Labour Statl.gtics.
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on the definite understanding that they were to return to their
former employment within a period of six weeks from the date of
suspension. In cases where there was no definite prospect of return
within six weeks, the individuals have been included in the statistics
as 'wholly unemployed."20
Thus, the classification "temporarily stopped" or "temporarily unem-
ployed" embraces certain types of partial unemployment, partial both
in the sense that the work week is shortened and that the employment
contract is not definitely broken.
6. At mid-1948, there was the following change in the method of
calculating the unemployment percentages:
"Hitherto the percentage rate of unemployment has been obtained
by expressing the insured registered unemployed as a percentage
of the estimated total insured under the. Unemployment Insurance
Acts. Because the unemployment statistics now cover a wider field,
the percentage rate of unemployment will in the future be obtained
by expressing the total number of unemployed persons on the regis-
ters as a percentage of the estimated total industrial population
(i.e. the estimated total in civil employment together with the regis-
tered unemployed )
The effects of this change on the unemployment percentages can be
appreciated by noting that in July 1948, there were 15.76 million
persons insurable under the old Unemployment Insurance Acts in
Great Britain,22 whereas the number in civil employment and the regis-
tered unemployed amounted to 19.4 million.23
7. Since unemployed insured persons have been included in the
count of the insured unemployed, whether receiving unemployment
benefit or not, as long as they maintained registration at an employ-
ment exchange, the effects of exhaustion of the right to unemployment
benefit do not influence the percentages to any great extent. In the
depression years of the 1930's, the Labour Gazette pointed out that the
unemployed maintained registration at an employment exchange for
the following reasons:24
a. To receive unemployment benefit
b. To obtain assistance in obtaining employment
20 Ibid., February 1926, p.54.
21 IbId., August 1948, p. 260.
22 Ibid., February 1949, p. 41. Of the total, 183,000 males and173,000females
were under 16 years of age.
28 Ibid., October 1948, p. 329.
24 IbId., April1932,p. 129.
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c. To have their health insurance cards franked during unemploy-
ment so as to avoid payment of health insurance
d. To meet the condition. for receipt of public assistance imposed in
the 'cases of all able-bodied applicants by the Public Assistance
Authorities
Thus most unemployed insured persons came to register at an employ-
ment exchange and are therefore included in the count of the un-
employed.
This assertion is confirmed by the results of the census of April 27,
1931, insofar as it relates to the industries wholly covered by unemploy-
ment insurance. The data in Table J-6 show that for April 27, 1931, the
number of insured males wholly and temporarily unemployed was
1,491,000 (1,101,000 wholly unemployed and 390,000 temporarily un-
employed) for the industries shownthe upper part of the table.
For the same group of industries on the same date, the census count
showed 1,270,000 males out of work.25 The figures diverge somewhat
because some persons temporarily stopped, that, is who were working
short time or had promise of employment within six weeks, did not
report themselves out of work to the census, but were counted among
the insured unemployed. The figures for females are at variance, the
insurance total being larger than the census total, for reasons discussed
below. Thus this comparison of the census and insurance figures indi-
cates that the number of insured unemployed at this date include the
total number of unemployed persons in the industries covered and
did not understate unemployment because of nonregistration of those
who may have exhausted their right to benefit. For other dates, there
is no way of explicitly determining the extent to which nonregistration
affected the statistics; however, in view of the various provisions for
extended benefit during the 1920's and 1930's26 and of the other reasons
for the unemployed to register pointed out above, it does not appear
likely that much long term unemployment went unrecorded.
8. Estimates are available which furnish some information on
the quantitative effects which certain legislative and administrative
changes have had on the numbers of unemployed recorded in the
series.27 These are given below:
25 Arthur L. Bowley, Studies in the National Income, London, Cambridge Urn-
versity Press, 1942, p. 104. The census out-of-work figures have been adjusted by
Bowley to include an estimate for Northern Ireland and to exclude persons under
16 years of age and those 65 and over.
26 See Nineteenth Abstract of Labour Statistics, London, Ministry of Labour,
1928, pp. 70-73, and Twenty-second Abstract of Labour Statistics, London, Mm-
istly of Labour, 1937, pp. 68-71.
27 Ministry of Labour Gazette, February 1930, p. 50, and March 1935, p; 85.
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Date Nature of Change
Estimated Increase ( +)




Removal of certain special restrictions on
the grant of extended benefit +13,500
August
1924
Relaxation of certain conditions for the




Restoration of the special conditions for




Persons aged 65 and over ceased to be
insured under the Unemployment Acts —25,000
April
1928





Health Insurance cards of persons regis-
tered at employment exchanges +25,000
March
1935
Introduction of the Unemployment Assist-
ance Scheme + 10,000 to 20,000
a The"Live Register," a termreferring to the numbers registered at the employ-
ment exchanges, is more inclusive than the number of insured unemployed regis-
tered at the exchanges in that it includes uninsured persons as well as insured;
however, it does not include those in the "two months file." See below.
Two quantitatively more important changes not appearing above
occurred in 1930 and in 1931. The Unemployment Insurance Act of
1930, which came into operation on March 13 of that year, repealed
the condition for receipt of benefit "under which a claimant was
required to prove that he was genuinely seeking work but unable to
obtain suitable employment, and the Transitional condition (c) under
which a claimant who had paid 30 contributions in the previous two
years had to prove that during that period he had been employed in
an insurable employment to such an extent as was reasonable."28 This
relaxation of the "genuinely seeking work" condition caused a number
of persons, mostly married women, to register as unemployed to
receive benefit when they were not really seeking employment. The
effects of this change on the unemployment insurance percentages
can be roughly estimated from a comparison of the unemployment
rates for males with that of females. Assuming that the female rate
was normally 54percent of the male rate in these years29 and that the
28 Ministry of Labour Gazette, June 1930, p. 221.
29 In "An Analysis of Unemployment III," by William H. Beveridge (Eco-
nomica, May 1937), this figure is suggested since, "In five years 1932-1936 during
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male rate was not much affected (see results of the census of 1931 in
Table J-6), a simple calculation shows that, on these assumptions, the
rates for males and females, taken together, were 14.4 in 1930 and
19.6 in 1931. These rates are slightly low in view of the fact that the
new regulations were not operative over the whole of 1930 and 1931.
Taking this into account, it is probable that the recorded rates for 1930
and 1931 (16.1 and 21.3 respectively) overstated the amount of unem-
ployment by about a maximum of 1.5 percentage points.
The above estimate of the overstatement in 1930 and 1931 is reason-
able in the light of the estimate made by the Ministry of Labour of
the decrease in the unemployment insurance percentages brought
about by the tightening of the conditions for receipt of benefit which
occurred in late 1931 and which reversed the policy of the 1930 Act:
"the reduction in the number of insured persons recorded as unem-
ployed due to all the recent changes was about 65,000 at 25th
January, 100,000 at 22nd February, and 129,000 at 21st March, 1932.
If these persons had been included in the figures of insured persons
recorded as unemployed at 21st March, the percentage rate of un-
employment among insured persons would have been increased
by about 1.0."3°
Thus, at a time when unemployed insured persons and other insured
persons were probably most respondent to changes in the conditions
governing the payment of benefit, the unemployment percentages were
influenced to the extent of only 1.0 to 1.5 percentage points. It does
not seem unwarranted to conclude that these 1.0 to 1.5 percentage
points represent the maximum effect which changes in the regulations
governing conditions of the right to benefit have had on the insurance
unemployment rates.
9. The unemployment rates in Table J-7 include only the wholly
unemployed and apply to insured persons engaged in manufacturing,
construction, and mining.31 Insured persons in the following groups
have been excluded in calculating these percentages:agriculture;
fishing; gas, water, and electricity supply industries; distributive trades;
commerce, banking, insurance, and finance; transport; and miscel-
laneous trades and services. Because of deficiencies in the data and
relation of male and female unemployment the general rate for females has aver-
aged 54 per cent of the rate for males. This perhaps may be taken as the normal
relation on the present basis of insurance" (p. 168). In an earlier article, "Art
Analysis of Unemployment I" (Economica, November 1936, p. 358), Beveridge
presented the data upon which he based this statement.
Mini$try of Labour Gazette, April 1932, p. 129.
81Averagesof quarterly data.
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TABLE J-7
Insured Persons Wholly Unemployed, Manufacturing, Construction,
























a Excludedfrom the total number of insured persons are those engaged in
(1) agriculture, (2) fishing, (3) gas, water, and electricity supply industries,
(4) distributive trades, (5) commerce, banking, insurance, and finance, (6) trans-
port, and (7) miscellaneous trades and services. Unemployed insured persons in
these groups have been excluded from the total number of insured unemployed
for January, April, July, and October of each year; the quarterly figures were then
averaged, and this average was divided by the number of insured persons in
groups. excluding the above to obtain the rates presented above.
b Ages 16 and over for 1927 and 16-65 for following years. These figures are
for July of each year.
Source: Twentieth Abstract of Labour Statistics, London, Ministry of Labour,
1931, pp. 34-41. Twenty-first Abstract of Labour Statistics,1935, pp. 28-35.
Twenty-second Abstract of Labour Statistics, 1937, pp. 18-27. Ministry of Labour
Gazette, passim.
changes in industrial classification, these rates have been calculated
only for the years 1927-1939.
Comparison with the percentages of the wholly unemployed (see
Table J-.5) reveals that the calculated rates for manufacturing, mining,
and construction move in close agreement with the percentages based
on the total insurance sample. The calculated rates are slightly above
the percentages for the wholly unemployed, based on the entire
sample, and somewhat below those for the wholly and temporarily
unemployed.
STATISTICS OF NUMBERS EMPLOYMENTAT
EMPLOYMENT EXCHANGES
These statistics are available from 1910 when the national system of
employment exchanges, created by the Labour Exchanges Act of 1909,
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came into operation. Sometimes referred to as the "live register" figures
of unemployment, these statistics have borne a close relation to those
of the numbers of unemployed insured persons. As pointed out above,
after mid-1948 the count of the number of persons registered as unem-
ployed at employment exchanges, subject to certain exclusions, forms
the basis for calculation of unemployment rates. Before 1948, the rela-
tion between the number of persons on the "live register" and the
number of unemployed insured persons registered at employment
exchanges is brought out by the following table:32
1. Unemployment insurance claims admitted 2,244,477
2. Unemployment insurance claims under consideration 79,337
3. Insured persons not entitled to benefit 274,167
4.Uninsuredpersons on register 130,430
5. "Two months" file 181,001
6. Insured unemployed under Special Schemes 5,290
Persons on "live register," lines 1-4 2,728,411
Unemployed insured persons, lines 1-3, 5 and 8 2,784,272
The number on the "live register" included some uninsured persons
and excluded two categories of insured persons. In contrast to the
insurance statistics which are formed on a known base (the total
number of insured persons), there is no suitable base with which to
relate the statistics of the numbers on the "live register." For this
reason, the weekly "live register" figures are less useful than the un-
employed insured figures.83
SUMMARY
1.From 1900 to World War I, the trade union unemployment rates
constitute the only continuous measure of unemployment. Comparison
with later unemployment insurance statistics indicates that in times
of good employment they were a fairly reliable measure of the level
of unemployment among industrial wage earners. In times of poor
employment, they may have overstated unemployment somewhat
because of the overrepresentation of certain cyclically sensitive groups
in the union sample. Further, it must be recognized that for particular
dates the trade union percentages may not have been a completely
reliable measure of unemployment.
2. The unemployment insurance percentages with very broad cover-
age after 1920 represent a good measure of unemployment. While
these statistics have been subject to certain changes, the effects of
82MinistryofLabour Gazette, February1932, p. 64.
88Thestatistics also list the number of placements and vacancies and, for most
dates, separate the wholly unemployed from the temporarily unemployed.
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the changes (1921-1947) have not greatly affected the continuity of
the series.
3. Expansion of the base upon which rates are calculated in 1948
has tended to lower following rates relative to those preceding 1948.
The maximum amount by which this expansion of coverage could have
lowered the unemployment rates for the years 1948-1952 relative to
the rate for 1947 is approximately one-half of a percentage point.84
COMMENT
GI.u)Ys L. Universityof Pennsylvania
In connection with the paper by Walter Galenson and Arnold
Zeilner—several international statistical organizations have struggled
with the problem of securing greater comparability in unemployment
rates between countries. In 1950, the Manpower Council of the
Organization for European Economic Cooperation and the Inter-
national Labour Office sponsored a "working party" to conduct a field
study and recommend policy. This group concluded that periodic
sample surveys of the labor force would yield more reliable, if less
detailed, data and more comparable unemployment rates than could
possibly be obtained from the records of existing national unemploy-
ment insurance systems. Largely as a result of their recommendations,
several international conferences of manpower statisticians were held
to discuss standard concepts of measurement, and France, Italy, and
Denmark have initiated -programsof periodic or occasional labor
force surveys.
Variations in the coverage of European unemployment insurance
systems are not the only factor that militates against making valid
statistical comparisons of unemployment rates between countries.
Administrative regulations with respect to the receipt of unemploy-
ment benefits also differ widely and they may account for some of
the discrepancies in levels or trends noted in the paper.
ANGUS Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Canada
Walter Galenson and Arnold Zeliner set themselves a very difficult
task when they undertook the preparation of a set of unemployment
rates that would lend themselves to international comparison. We are
84In1947, with unemployment at 2.0 per cent, the base was approximately 16
million (see Tables J-4 and J-5). Expansion of the base to 21 million, under the
assumption that none of the additional persons brought in were unemployed, de-
creases the unemployment rate from 2.0 to 1.5. The actual fall in the unemploy-
ment rate for the wholly unemployed between 1947 and 1948 was from 2.0 to 1.6.
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all aware of the difficulty of preparing a measure of unemployment in
only one country that is acceptable to the various elements in that
country and comparable over time. The problems are increased im-
measurably when we seek valid comparisons between countries. The
handling of the available material has been most skillful and I find it
difficult to make any real contribution to the problem within the scope
laid 'down by the paper.
The series used in preparing an historical study in this field may
not be the one considered best for each country. Of necessity, it must
be the series that appears most common to all the countries and is
available for the period under review. For these reasons, the series
presented in this paper rely heavily on trade union statistics since
they are the principal and, in some cases, the exclusive source of un-
employment information until recent years. The writers point out
that trade union statistics are subject to numerous and serious deficien-
cies. But on close examination, they find them less objectionable than
such statistics would at first appear when used in particular situations
such as the estimation of short-term trends. Finally, they concluded
that even for absolute levels of unemployment, the trade union
statistics are better than one might suppose for the following reasons.
1. In some cases coverage is relatively large. (This may be true of
recent times but I feel that it would not be true over time.)
2. There are advantages to having the initial collection and process-
ing of data done by experts like trade union secretaries as opposed
to labor force enumerators, on the grounds that the latter are often ill-
prepared. (I would submit that the differences in these collection
procedures make such a comparison of little use.)
3. Reporting may be more complete in the case of trade union
statistics because of a personal advantage, usually monetary, to the
unemployed person. (For just this reason, reporting under these
circumstances may be over complete.)
With this in mind, I return to comments made at the beginning
of the paper. Data for international comparisons have no common
basis in economic structure or in political and social institutions.
I wonder at the usefulness of these data, having due regard to the
need for them or the lack of them, and to the inherent qualifications.
One wonders whether so much effort might not have been applied to
greater advantage in other directions.
For example, the usefulness of historical comparisons between
nations on a somewhat insecure basis does not appear so great as the
usefulness of current comparisons on a firmer basis. Comparisons can
be made on the more all-inclusive basis of labor force concepts
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between the United States and Canada. Similarmaterialis becoming
available from other countries—Italy, France, West Germany, and
Denmark—and is contemplated in others—Sweden, Norway, and
Australia. I would suggest that analysis of these data would yield more
useful comparisons. Even here the differences in economic and social
climate may be too much for the data.
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